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OUR BELOVED MASTER,
WHEN NANGAKU FIRST SAW MA TZU, HE RECOGNIZED HIM BY INTUITION AS A VESSEL OF
THE DHARMA.
HE VISITED MA TZU IN HIS CELL WHERE HE WAS MEDITATING, AND ASKED HIM: "IN
PRACTICING SITTING MEDITATION, WHAT DOES YOUR REVERENCE ASPIRE TO ATTAIN?"
"TO ATTAIN BUDDHAHOOD" WAS MA TZU'S REPLY.
NANGAKU THEN TOOK UP A PIECE OF BRICK AND BEGAN TO GRIND IT AGAINST A ROCK IN
FRONT OF MA TZU'S CELL. MA TZU ASKED, "WHAT ARE YOU GRINDING IT FOR?"
"I WANT TO GRIND IT INTO A MIRROR," RESPONDED NANGAKU.
AMUSED, MA TZU SAID, "HOW CAN YOU HOPE TO GRIND A PIECE OF BRICK INTO A
MIRROR?"
NANGAKU RETORTED, "SINCE A PIECE OF BRICK CANNOT BE GROUND INTO A MIRROR,
HOW THEN CAN YOU SIT YOURSELF INTO A BUDDHA?"
"WHAT MUST I DO THEN?" MA TZU ASKED.
NANGAKU REPLIED, "TAKE THE CASE OF AN OX-CART: IF THE CART DOES NOT MOVE, DO
YOU WHIP THE CART OR DO YOU WHIP THE OX?"
MA TZU REMAINED SILENT.
"IN LEARNING SITTING MEDITATION," RESUMED NANGAKU, "DO YOU ASPIRE TO IMITATE
THE SITTING BUDDHA OR DO YOU ASPIRE TO LEARN THE SITTING ZEN? IF THE FORMER,
THE BUDDHA HAS NO FIXED POSTURES. IF THE LATTER, ZEN DOES NOT CONSIST IN
SITTING OR LYING DOWN.
"THE DHARMA GOES ON FOREVER AND NEVER ABIDES IN ANYTHING. YOU MUST NOT,
THEREFORE, BE ATTACHED TO, NOR ABANDON, ANY PARTICULAR PHASE OF IT. TO SIT
YOURSELF INTO BUDDHA IS TO KILL THE BUDDHA. TO BE ATTACHED TO THE SITTING

POSTURE IS TO FAIL TO COMPREHEND THE ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLE."

Maneesha, we are starting a new series of talks: MA TZU -- THE EMPTY MIRROR. Ma
Tzu is also known as Baso. I am not using the name Baso, because our second series is going
to be on the Japanese Basho -- the great mystic poet of Zen. And the name Ma Tzu is itself
more meaningful than his popular name, Baso.
Before I discuss the sutras, a biographical note on Ma Tzu is absolutely needed, because
he is not known to the world. He is one of those unfortunate geniuses whom the world tries in
every way to ignore, to forget that they even exist. Even the idea that they exist hurts the ego
of the crowd. It has been doing harm to every genius, because the very existence of a genius
reduces you to a retarded being. Every enlightened master is evidence that you are living in
darkness, that you have to transform your darkness into life, into light.
It seems to be such a great task -- it is not, but it appears to be a great task -- to transform
your blindness into clear perceptive eyes; to transform your darkness into beautiful morning
light. It is a simple thing, the simplest in the world, but just because it is simple, it does not
appeal to the mind. Mind is interested in doing great things. The desire behind every ambition
of the mind is to be special. And you can be special only with special achievements.
The problem with Zen is that it wants you to be utterly simple, not special. It goes against
the very desire of the mind, which is not a small phenomenon -- it is a four-million-years-old
desire, which everybody is carrying in different lives. Mind cannot understand why you
should be simple when you could be special, why you should be humble when you could be
powerful. And mind is heavy, it has the great weight of the past. The moment the mind sees
anyone humble, simple, natural, a buddha, it immediately condemns him, because such a man
goes against the whole makeup of the human mind.
And in a way the mind is right. To be a buddha you will have to drop the mind
completely, you will have to become an empty mirror.
MA TZU WAS BORN IN CHINA IN THE YEAR 709. HE WAS THE MOST IMPORTANT FIGURE IN
THE HISTORY OF ZEN AFTER THE SIXTH PATRIARCH, ENO.
ENO TOLD NANGAKU, WHO WOULD BECOME MA TZU'S MASTER, ABOUT A PROPHECY THAT
NANGAKU WOULD HAVE "A SPIRITED YOUNG HORSE" OF A DISCIPLE WHO WOULD
"TRAMPLE THE WHOLE WORLD." IN CHINESE, THE `MA' OF MA TZU MEANS `HORSE'.
AS A CHILD, MA TZU JOINED A LOCAL MONASTERY; BEFORE HE WAS TWENTY, HE WAS
ALREADY A PROFESSED MONK.

He was a born genius, and even had prophecies about him by other masters -- that he is
not to be taken as just XYZ, he has a possibility of becoming a great master -- and the
prophecies were fulfilled.
Sometimes it is possible, if a master looks at a child when the child is still uncorrupted by
the society, that he can see his potential clearly. And that's what another great master, Eno,
said to Nangaku.
Eno was the sixth patriarch, the sixth great master after Bodhidharma. He told Nangaku,
"This child is going to become a great master; be careful." And finally Ma Tzu became not
only a great master, but the second most important master after Eno. Eno's prophecy was
fulfilled more than he had expected. Ma Tzu proved himself to be a greater master than the
prophecy had said.
But it is his strange fate that he is not known to the world. Perhaps he was too much
ahead of his time; perhaps he was too far away from the ordinary crowd; perhaps his way of
teaching was so subtle that the ordinary mind was incapable of comprehending it.
But whatever the cause, we are resurrecting Ma Tzu. We want him to be accepted in the

history of consciousness, in the place that belongs to him.
The story Maneesha has brought:
WHEN NANGAKU FIRST SAW MA TZU, HE RECOGNIZED HIM BY INTUITION AS A VESSEL OF
THE DHARMA.

A master is nothing but clarity, transparency. To him, things which are invisible to you
are visible. Your potentiality is something very invisible, the mystery of your being. But to
the master it is almost an open book; he can read it. And to have such a master, who can read
your potentiality and can help you grow according to your potentiality -- not according to his
ideology -- is the greatest blessing one can have.
WHEN NANGAKU FIRST SAW MA TZU, HE RECOGNIZED HIM BY INTUITION AS A VESSEL OF
THE DHARMA.

These are metaphors. "A vessel of the dharma" is to say that he will become a presence
which will send a radiation all around. People will come from thousands of miles away,
pulled by an invisible force, like gravitation, not knowing why they are being pulled to a
certain person. They will understand only when they have reached to that person -- felt his
energy, quenched their thirst. Then they will know that some subtle force was pulling them to
fulfill their destiny.
Just a few days ago, I came to know that trees have a certain sensibility about water. The
scientist who was exploring it was amazed to see that there was a tree with no water around,
except that two hundred feet away there was a water pipe. But the tree sent its roots to the
water pipe, forced it to break, and was relishing and nourishing itself from that water.
The scientist was worried because he could not find any water around the tree, and he had
not thought that it was carrying the water from a water pipe that it had broken with its roots.
He was puzzled -- how did the tree know about the water pipe two hundred feet away? And it
had not sent its roots anywhere else, just directly to the water pipe.
The tree cannot live without water. Certainly it must have a certain sensibility, a certain
hidden knowledge where water is, even though the water is inside a pipe, and two hundred
feet away.
The same is the situation with you, if your quest for truth is honest, not just a curiosity.
From thousands of miles away, you will start getting pulled to a place where your thirst can
be quenched. Existence makes a thirst only after it has created water to quench it. If there are
disciples, seekers, searchers, existence manages that they should find a master who can see in
them what their possible future is, and can help them to be themselves.
The master has no ideology, the master is not a missionary, the master does not program
you. On the contrary he de-programs you; he takes away all your ideologies, your prejudices,
your very mind, so that the pure emptiness of your being starts growing.
The masters have been lost, the whole world of that golden quest for truth has become a
memory. And at times one thinks, "Perhaps all these buddhas are just our imagination" -because they have disappeared from our mundane world.
Your purpose in being here is to bring that golden quest back into the world. And I am
trying from all different angles -- all these masters are different angles, different approaches
to the truth -- hoping that something may click in you and open the door that has been closed
for years, for centuries.
HE VISITED MA TZU IN HIS CELL WHERE HE WAS MEDITATING, AND ASKED HIM: "IN
PRACTICING SITTING MEDITATION, WHAT DOES YOUR REVERENCE ASPIRE TO ATTAIN?"

Just take note of it: Nangaku was a well-established master and Ma Tzu was just a young

disciple, but he addresses him as "your reverence." For the master, your present is not only
the present, it is also your future. He knows you, that one day you will become a buddha. It
does not matter that it takes a few days, or a few years, or a few lives. Because Nangaku can
see his buddhahood, he addresses even a disciple as "your reverence."
It reminds me about Gautam Buddha's past life, when he was not yet a buddha, and he
heard about a great master who had become enlightened. He went to see, just out of curiosity,
what this phenomenon of enlightenment is, and how it makes a difference in a man.
He touched the feet of the man, although he had no intention of doing so; but just as he
came into his energy field, spontaneously he touched his feet. He wondered why he was
touching his feet, because he had not come there to be a disciple. But the very area, the very
atmosphere, the very milieu -- and something in his heart started ringing a bell, that perhaps
he had come close to his home, without any conscious intention.
Just spontaneously he touched the feet of the man. It was a miracle to him, because he
had never touched anybody's feet. He was not a man of faith or belief; he was a young man,
and very argumentative. This was a strange act that he had done, but stranger than this was
that when he stood up, the master touched his feet.
He said, "What are you doing? In the first place, I had no idea, no desire, no intention of
touching your feet -- but it happened. I was just watching it happening in spite of me. And
now you are touching my feet! -- I am nobody, I don't know even the ABC of enlightenment.
I have just come here out of curiosity."
The master said, "You may not know what is contained in your seed, but I know. I can
see that one day you are going to become the buddha. Yesterday I was not a buddha, today I
am a buddha; today you are not a buddha, tomorrow you will be a buddha. This small time
difference does not make any difference."
Nangaku said to Ma Tzu, who was meditating in his cell, "IN PRACTICING SITTING
MEDITATION, WHAT DOES YOUR REVERENCE ASPIRE TO ATTAIN?"
"TO ATTAIN BUDDHAHOOD" WAS MA TZU'S REPLY.

It has to be understood that buddhahood cannot be attained, it is already your nature. If
you try to attain it, you will miss it. You have just to relax and see within yourself, and the
buddha is already there in its absolute splendor.
The use of the word `attain' means that something has to be done, you have to go
somewhere. There is a possibility of failure -- you may succeed, you may not succeed. And
attainment is always of the outside world, of the objective world -- riches, or fame, or
power....
But buddhahood is not an attainment. It is simply a remembrance, as if you had forgotten
something, and suddenly in a silent relaxed state you remember it.
I think every one of you must have come at one time or other to the experience when you
know that you know something, and you say that it is just on the tip of your tongue, but still
you cannot remember. A very strange and weird feeling arises at that time. You know
somebody's name -- you are absolutely sure that you know, you can even close your eyes and
see the person -- you feel that the name is just on your tongue, but you are stuck there, it is
not becoming expressed.
It is a very weird feeling -- that you know it, and you know that you know, and yet you
cannot express it. It is just on the tip of your tongue, but the more you try, the more it
becomes difficult.
The reason is that every effort makes your mind tense; and the more the mind is tense, the
more it becomes closed. What is needed... you should go into the garden, and start digging or

watering the plants, and forget all about this fellow who you remember and who is just sitting
on the tip of your tongue. Just simply spit it out. Get engaged in something simple -- watering
the roses; and while you are watering the roses, the mind will start relaxing. The closedness
will start opening, and suddenly, from nowhere, the name has bubbled up to the surface.
While you were trying it was not possible for you to get it. But when you were not trying,
and you simply dropped the idea of getting it, it came back with such a rushing force.
To be a buddha is exactly like that.
All that I teach you is not a philosophy, it cannot even be called a teaching. I simply help
you to relax to such a point where you can remember what you have forgotten completely.
That remembrance will make you aware of your buddhahood.
That remembrance is not an achievement because the buddha is already within you; hence
the word `attainment' is not right. But Ma Tzu's reply can be understood with a little more
compassion. He does not know what exactly buddhahood is, he just has a feeling that there is
something to be found, there is something missing in his life, to give it meaning and
significance.
The word `buddha' simply signifies that he is searching for awareness. But because he
does not know that what he is searching for is within himself, it is absolutely possible for him
to use the word `attainment'. He is using the wrong word, but his longing is right. He is on the
right path, he is just using a wrong word. And you have to forgive him because he is only a
seeker, he is not a master yet.
NANGAKU THEN TOOK UP A PIECE OF BRICK AND BEGAN TO GRIND IT AGAINST A ROCK IN
FRONT OF MA TZU'S CELL. MA TZU ASKED, "WHAT ARE YOU GRINDING IT FOR?"

This will give you some feel of how Zen masters have been unique in their efforts to
awaken their disciples. This is a strange way, but spontaneous, because nobody else has done
it before, nor afterwards. Only Nangaku did it.
MA TZU ASKED, "WHAT ARE YOU GRINDING IT FOR?"
"I WANT TO GRIND IT INTO A MIRROR," RESPONDED NANGAKU.
AMUSED, MA TZU SAID, "HOW CAN YOU HOPE TO GRIND A PIECE OF BRICK INTO A
MIRROR?"
NANGAKU RETORTED, "SINCE A PIECE OF BRICK CANNOT BE GROUND INTO A MIRROR,
HOW THEN CAN YOU SIT YOURSELF INTO A BUDDHA?"

"How can you -- remaining yourself, sitting here in the cell -- become the buddha?
Neither the brick can become a mirror, nor just by sitting can you become a buddha. You can
have the same posture as the buddha, the same lotus posture, but just sitting like him does not
mean that you become him. Your effort is as futile as my effort of making a brick into a
mirror."
What he is saying in fact is that you cannot become the mirror just by grinding your
mind. What are you doing here? Just grinding your mind, and trying to make a mirror of it.
The buddha is the mirror; the buddha simply reflects, he does not react. He is always empty
like a mirror. Things come and go before the mirror, but they don't leave any trace on the
mirror.
"WHAT MUST I DO THEN?" MA TZU ASKED.
NANGAKU REPLIED, "TAKE THE CASE OF AN OX-CART: IF THE CART DOES NOT MOVE, DO
YOU WHIP THE CART OR DO YOU WHIP THE OX?"
MA TZU REMAINED SILENT.

"IN LEARNING SITTING MEDITATION," RESUMED NANGAKU, "DO YOU
ASPIRE TO IMITATE THE SITTING BUDDHA OR DO YOU ASPIRE TO LEARN THE
SITTING ZEN? IF THE FORMER, THE BUDDHA HAS NO FIXED POSTURES" --

sometimes he stands up, sometimes he walks, and sometimes he sleeps also -- "IF THE
LATTER, ZEN DOES NOT CONSIST IN SITTING OR LYING DOWN. THE DHARMA
GOES ON FOREVER AND NEVER ABIDES IN ANYTHING."
It has no particular form, it has no particular place; it goes on moving into different
forms. You will not be able to find it in any form, in any body, in any posture. You will have
to look within. It is only found in the emptiness, because emptiness cannot sit, cannot stand
up, cannot lie down. Emptiness is just emptiness; it is eternally empty. That is the only thing
that is eternal -- your empty heart.
"THE DHARMA GOES ON FOREVER AND NEVER ABIDES IN ANYTHING. YOU MUST NOT,
THEREFORE, BE ATTACHED TO, NOR ABANDON, ANY PARTICULAR PHASE OF IT. TO SIT
YOURSELF INTO BUDDHA IS TO KILL THE BUDDHA."

It is the majesty of Zen to say things directly, straightforwardly. No other religion has that
courage.
Nangaku is saying to Ma Tzu, "TO SIT YOURSELF INTO BUDDHA" -- taking the
buddha posture -- "IS TO KILL THE BUDDHA." Don't murder...
Before dying Gautam Buddha said to his disciples, "Don't make statues of me, because
that will give a wrong impression to people. They will think that if you sit in this posture, you
will become a buddha."
But who hears? Today there are more statues of Buddha than of anybody else. In fact, in
languages like Arabic, Persian, Urdu -- because Mohammedans are against statues -- the
word for statue is `budt'; and `budt' is just a form of `buddha'. In Sanskrit `buddh' is the
original root of buddha -- to be aware. From `buddh' it is very easy to make `budt'.
This happened because Mohammedans came across more statues of Buddha than of
anybody else. And they were destroying statues; wherever they went they were destroying
statues. They destroyed beautiful pieces of art. To be against statues does not mean that you
have to destroy statues.
You can see in this way how the unconscious mind moves from one extreme to another
extreme. Gautam Buddha said, "Don't make statues of me, because people may think that just
by sitting in the lotus posture you can become aware. Just leave it like this -- that awareness
has no form, you have to find it within you. You cannot find it in a buddha statue. Do not
distract them by outside statues -- because man's mind is such that it can be distracted by
anything, it becomes attached to anything...."
I have heard about a Buddhist nun who had her own small statue of Gautam Buddha,
made of solid gold, and she used to carry it while she was traveling from monastery to
monastery. But her problem was that every morning she would worship her buddha, and she
would burn incense -- but incense cannot be directed, it may go to some other buddha in the
temple. Now this was very bad -- her own buddha was sitting there, and the incense and the
perfume that she offered had flown away to some other buddha.
There used to be -- there still are -- temples with many buddhas. And she was so much
attached to her own buddha that it became a problem. Her buddha and other buddhas...
She finally found a strategy so that the incense reached to her buddha -- because she was
offering her incense, and the other buddhas were getting it. She made a small bamboo, just
like a hollow passage, and she kept it on her incense burner, moving the perfume with the
hollow bamboo towards the nose of her own buddha.
But then there arose another problem: the nose of her buddha became black. She was in
great distress; a gold buddha, a solid gold buddha, with a black nose -- it does not suit. He
looks almost like a nigger...!

She inquired of the older monks, "What to do now? If I don't put the bamboo there, the
incense... nobody knows where it goes. It goes to all kinds of buddhas; but I am offering it to
my buddha. And now because of this bamboo, the nose and a part of the face have become
black. What should I do?"
The monk she was asking laughed and said, "You are an idiot woman! You don't
understand the simple fact that all the buddhas are the same, they are statues of the same
person. You have become attached to your buddha, and the whole teaching of Buddha is
non-attachment.
"It is perfectly right; Buddha has shown you that attachment makes you dirty. So beware
of it! Just go to a goldsmith so he can clean and polish your buddha. But from now onwards,
just think of THE Buddha. Any buddha, whichever buddha gets the incense... perhaps he
deserves it! And you should be happy that it has reached to somebody, because all those
statues represent the same person."
Buddhists, the followers of Buddha, did not hear his last words, "Don't make statues of
me. Let me represent the formless; only the fragrance, not the flower."
And there has been another extreme. Mohammed was against statues, because if you
worship a statue... it is a stone, and worshipping a stone is a barrier to the worship of God. So
all barriers have to be removed.
It was perfectly okay if somebody was willing to remove it, but Mohammedans started
removing other people's barriers. They forgot all about God. Their whole history became a
destruction of statues.
Neither by worshipping a statue can you reach to the buddha, nor by destroying statues
can you reach to the buddha. You have to go withinwards; outside there is nothing that can
give you the eternal, the ultimate, the truth that can quench your thirst.
"TO SIT YOURSELF INTO BUDDHA IS TO KILL THE BUDDHA. TO BE ATTACHED TO THE
SITTING POSTURE IS TO FAIL TO COMPREHEND THE ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLE."

The essential principle is never objective; it is your subjectivity. The essential principle
has no form; it is absolute emptiness. The essential principle is a mirror; it only reflects, it
does not make any judgment of good or bad, of beauty or ugliness.
Chi-Hsien wrote:
I POSSESS POTENTIALITY;
IT IS SEEN IN A BLINK.
HE WHO DOES NOT UNDERSTAND
CANNOT BE CALLED A MONK.

It applies to you exactly the way it was applicable to Chi-Hsien's disciples. I POSSESS
POTENTIALITY; IT IS SEEN IN A BLINK. It is not a far away phenomenon. Just close
your eyes, and look silently, deep, and it is there. It has been there for eternity, just waiting
for you to come home.
Maneesha has asked:
OUR BELOVED MASTER,
ARE WE ALL, THE TEN THOUSAND BUDDHAS, POTENTIAL VESSELS OF THE
DHARMA?
Maneesha, as far as being potential vessels of dharma, nobody is an exception. You all
have the potential -- the same potential, the same highest peaks of consciousness, as any
buddha. But you have to go inwards and find your treasures. Outside you are a beggar,

everybody is a beggar.
Alexander the Great came to India just three hundred years after Buddha had died. He
wanted to meet some master. The name and the fame of Buddha had reached faraway shores
-- even to Greece and Athens.
Alexander's master was the father of Western logic, Aristotle. Aristotle had told him,
"You are going to conquer the world, you must reach India. I don't want you to bring
anything as a present for me, just meet an enlightened master. I have heard so much, but it
seems to be so ungraspable. And moreover, because I am a logician, I cannot accept anything
unless it is rationally valid, with evidence, argument."
On his way back, Alexander remembered that he had to find a master. He inquired of
people and they said, "It is very difficult. Even if you can find a master, we don't think he will
be agreeable to going with you to Greece."
Alexander said, "Don't be worried about that. If I want to take the Himalayas to Greece, I
can manage it!"
Finally he found a master. Many people had said, "Yes, that person is a realized one. He
lives naked by the side of the river."
Alexander reached to the man, and with his naked sword he said, "I want you to come
with me! You will be given a royal welcome; every facility will be available to you. You will
be a royal guest, so don't be worried about anything. But I want you to come to Greece,
because my master wants to see an enlightened man."
The old man laughed. He said, "In the first place, put your sword back into its sheath -this is not the way to meet a master. And get down from your horse!"
Alexander had never heard such authoritative words -- and from a naked man, who has
nothing.
And the man said, "Remember that you may conquer the whole world, but you are still a
beggar. Now you are begging me to come with you. But as far as I'm concerned, I have come
to the point where there is no movement. I don't go anywhere, I have never gone anywhere. I
have been always now and here. Time has stopped, mind has stopped...."
Alexander was very angry. He said, "I will cut off your head if you don't come with me!"
The man said, "That's a good idea. You can take the head, but I'm not coming. And
remember: just as you cut off my head, you will be watching the head falling on the ground
and I will also be watching. Watching is our secret, tell your master -- and take my head."
Now it is very difficult to take the head of such a man, who is not afraid at all. Alexander
said, "I have to go without a master."
The old man said, "Tell your master that enlightenment is not something that you can
bring from outside. You cannot export it -- you have to explore it within yourself. Drop all
logic, all rationality, all mind, and go inwards as deep as you can. At the very end of your
search you will find the buddha.
"My coming will be of no use. I would not have refused, because there is no difference
for me, where I am -- but seeing me, do you see any enlightenment? Neither will your master
be able to see any enlightenment. To see enlightenment, you need a little bit of the experience
of enlightenment, at least some meditativeness. And I don't think meditation has even entered
into the consciousness of people in the West."
Strangely, even today -- the twenty-three hundred years since Alexander have not been of
any help -- meditation is still an Eastern concept. It is still only in the East that people
become thirsty to inquire within.
My effort is to spread the fire all over the world, to destroy the distinction between East

and West. But every hindrance is being created. You all have to take the fire of meditation to
your countries. Just small beginnings, and soon it can become a wildfire.
Except for meditation there is no way to know yourself -- in your purity, in your utter
innocence, just like a mirror. But you are all vessels of the dharma, of the basic principle.
You may recognize it, you may not recognize it. You are carrying it, you are pregnant with it
-- whether you give birth or not, that is a different matter. Just a little relaxation, just a little
looking inwards, and the doors of immense potentialities open up. You are no more a beggar.
Without conquering the world you have conquered the whole universe.
Just conquer yourself.
The rains have come to hear your laughter. (A LOUD AND FAMILIAR LAUGH IS
HEARD FROM THE BACK OF THE AUDITORIUM.) And Sardar Gurudayal Singh has
started it.
Three sannyasin kids meet in the ashram and start talking together.
"You know," says the German kid, "my uncle is a priest, and all the people call him `holy
father.'"
"That's nothing," says the Japanese kid. "My grandfather is a Zen master, and even the
emperor touches his feet."
"That's nothing, you guys," says the American kid. "My mother weighs three hundred
pounds, and when she walks down the street, people take one look at her and say, `My god!'"
Father Finger has a little trouble with a sixteen-year-old blonde and the police. He goes
immediately to see his lawyer, Boris Babblebrain. "If you win the case for me," says Finger,
"I'll give you a thousand dollars."
"Okay," agrees Babblebrain, "get some witnesses."
Father Finger searches around his parish and manages to find two old drunks and a bag
lady for his witnesses. They tell the right story, and he wins the case.
"I won your case for you," says Babblebrain. "Now, what about my thousand dollars?"
"Okay," replies Father Finger, "just get some witnesses!"
At a chic cocktail party in Hollywood, Sheikh Ali Baba, the fabulously rich oil
millionaire, meets Brenda Babblebrain and falls madly in love with her.
Sheikh Ali Baba approaches her husband, Boris, the lawyer, and leads him into a quiet
corner.
"I must sleep with your wife," says Ali Baba, "and in return, I will pay you her weight in
gold."
Boris hesitates, and then he insists that he will need a few days.
"To think the deal over?" asks Ali Baba, anxiously.
"No, no!" cries Boris, "to fatten her up!"
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
(Gibberish)
Nivedano...

(Drumbeat)
Be silent.
Let your body be completely frozen.
Close your eyes, and look inwards with as much urgency and totality as possible.
Deeper and deeper... you are entering the space we call the buddha.
This beautiful evening can become a great radical change in your life, if you are
courageous enough to go on, just like an arrow, to the very center of your being.
You are just a witness, an empty mirror.
To make it more clear, Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Relax.
Watch -- the body is not you, the mind is not you.
Only the watching, only the witnessing is you.
This witnessing is your eternity.
With this witnessing comes all the ecstasies, all the blessings that existence can offer to
you.
The deeper you are, the more watchful you are -- the more silent, the more peaceful.
It is a great event.
Every evening you go a little deeper into your buddhahood.
Look around this empty space within you; you have to remember it, twenty-four hours,
when you come back from the inner journey.
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Come back, but come back as buddhas -- peaceful, silent, graceful, with a beatitude.
Sit down for a few moments just as mirrors; remembering your inner world, collecting the
experience so that it can become an undercurrent in your daily life.
I don't want anybody to escape from life; I want everybody to make life richer, more
blissful, more ecstatic.
I am all for life, because to me life is the only God.
The buddha is another name for life.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Beloved Master.
Can we celebrate the ten thousand buddhas?
Yes, Beloved Master.
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OUR BELOVED MASTER,
AFTER HIS FIRST INSTRUCTIONS FROM HIS MASTER, NANGAKU, ON THE MEANING OF THE
DHARMA, MA TZU FELT AS IF HE WERE DRINKING THE MOST EXQUISITE NECTAR. AFTER
BOWING TO THE MASTER, MA TZU ASKED HIM, "HOW MUST ONE BE ATTUNED TO THE
FORMLESS SAMADHI?"
THE MASTER SAID, "WHEN YOU CULTIVATE THE WAY OF INTERIOR WISDOM, IT IS LIKE
SOWING SEED. WHEN I EXPOUND TO YOU THE ESSENTIALS OF DHARMA, IT IS LIKE THE
SHOWERS FROM HEAVEN. AS YOU ARE RECEPTIVE TO THE TEACHING, YOU ARE
DESTINED TO SEE THE TAO."
MA TZU AGAIN ASKED: "SINCE THE TAO IS BEYOND COLOR AND FORM, HOW CAN IT BE
SEEN?"
THE MASTER SAID: "THE DHARMA-EYE OF YOUR INTERIOR SPIRIT IS CAPABLE OF
PERCEIVING THE TAO. SO IT IS WITH THE FORMLESS SAMADHI."
"IS THERE STILL MAKING AND UNMAKING?" MA TZU ASKED.
TO THIS, THE MASTER REPLIED, "IF ONE SEES THE TAO FROM THE STANDPOINT OF
MAKING AND UNMAKING, OR GATHERING AND SCATTERING, ONE DOES NOT REALLY SEE
THE TAO. LISTEN TO MY GATHA:
"THE GROUND OF THE NO-MIND
CONTAINS MANY SEEDS
WHICH WILL ALL SPROUT WHEN
HEAVENLY SHOWERS COME.
THE FLOWER OF SAMADHI
IS BEYOND COLOR AND FORM.
HOW CAN THERE BE ANY MORE
MUTABILITY?"
IT IS SAID THAT AT THIS, MA TZU WAS TRULY ENLIGHTENED, HIS MIND HAVING
TRANSCENDED THE WORLD OF PHENOMENA. HE ATTENDED UPON HIS MASTER FOR A
FULL TEN YEARS. DURING THIS PERIOD, HE DELVED DEEPER AND DEEPER INTO
MEDITATION.

Maneesha, a great master on his own authority, Nangaku, is working on a greater master,
Ma Tzu, who is just a seed right now, but contains a great buddha.
You are also seeds. It is up to you if you remain closed. Then you will never know your
ultimate nature as a buddha. A little courage, a little opening, a little dying of the cover of the
seed and the buddha starts sprouting in you.

You cannot blame the climate. The rains are there. The clouds have even entered into the
auditorium, they are just passing before my eyes. So close are the clouds... but the strange
thing is that the closer the clouds are, the more the seed becomes afraid. Afraid of the
unknown, afraid of... one never knows what is going to be outside. Hidden inside a cover, the
seed feels safer, more secure.
On the path of Zen you have to learn these important words: openness, joy in insecurity -a challenge from the unknown has always to be welcomed. That is the way of growing up.
Most of the people in the world, who Wilhelm Reich has called "little men," die as little men,
although their destiny is not to be little men. Wilhelm Reich was perfectly right in respect of
the masses, the crowd, to call his book LISTEN, LITTLE MAN. But he was absolutely
wrong because he could not see that hidden in the little man is the greatest buddha.
He simply condemned the little man because all the little men were condemning him. He
was a genius; not a buddha but an intellectual giant, and he has been condemned by the
crowds. Finally he was forced within the walls of a madhouse. And he was saying immensely
sensible things. He was bringing a new territory to be explored.
But all those fearful people, afraid of the unknown, afraid of losing the security and the
safety of the bank balance, forced him into a madhouse. And he was not mad. In his
madhouse days he wrote his best books. They are evidence that he was not mad. But the
politicians and the crowd and the government all conspired to force him to live in a
madhouse. They all laughed at his immensely valuable discoveries about human energy.
Naturally he was angry.
So when he wrote the book LISTEN, LITTLE MAN, it was not out of compassion, it was
out of reaction. They had done harm to him, and he at least was able to condemn them. His
book is beautiful in describing the little man. But the essential part of the little man is the
seed, his potentiality, which Reich completely forgets in his anger.
Otherwise he was very close to becoming enlightened. But in his anger, his reaction, he
was incapable of seeing the point that the people were bound to condemn him -- his being a
genius was enough reason for their condemnation. They were bound to crucify him and it had
to be understood as the natural course of things. But he could not take it as the natural course
of things. He could not understand that it is something that has to happen to every genius who
opens the doors of insecurity.
And because of this great cloud of anger, he was completely blind, unable to see that the
little man is a buddha, hidden deep down as a seed.
Nangaku is instructing Ma Tzu.
AFTER HIS FIRST INSTRUCTIONS FROM HIS MASTER, NANGAKU, ON THE MEANING OF THE
DHARMA, MA TZU FELT AS IF HE WERE DRINKING THE MOST EXQUISITE NECTAR. AFTER
BOWING TO THE MASTER, MA TZU ASKED HIM, "HOW MUST ONE BE ATTUNED TO THE
FORMLESS SAMADHI?"

The first thing to understand is the meaning of dharma. Unfortunately the Sanskrit word
`dharma' -- or the Pali word which Buddha used, `dhamma' -- has been wrongly translated as
`religion' by the theologians, and by scholars it has been translated as `law', the ultimate law.
Both have missed the point.
Dharma is not religion. In fact if you go to the roots of the words, religion means that
which binds you, and dharma means that which frees you. They are absolutely contrary to
each other. Dharma simply means your intrinsic nature. It is not written in scriptures and
nobody can tell you what your dharma is. You have to find it yourself. This is a great dignity,

conferred on the individual by existence, that you don't have to live on borrowed knowledge.
The living source of life is just flowing close by. Why not drink it and be quenched?
Ma Tzu says, after understanding the meaning of the dharma, that HE FELT AS IF HE
WERE DRINKING THE MOST EXQUISITE NECTAR. The deeper you go in your
meditations, the closer you will come to the eternal stream of your life sources. It is pure
nectar, because it declares your immortality, it declares your eternity. It declares that death is
a fiction; it has never happened and will never happen to anyone. One only changes the
house; one gets into another form or maybe into the formless existence.
Ma Tzu's statement that HE FELT AS IF HE WERE DRINKING THE MOST
EXQUISITE NECTAR shows his tremendous understanding. He is very new in meditation,
he is so young. But age has nothing to do with your realization. It is not that when you get
old, you will be able to become a buddha easily. On the contrary, the older you become the
more difficult it becomes for you to drop your lifelong habits, concepts, ideologies.
Just two years ago Pope the Polack was in India and he was surprised to see that the very
poor and the orphans who have been converted to Christianity were doing the same in their
churches as they had been doing before: burning incense, bringing flowers for Jesus Christ.
He could not believe what the priests were doing, because these people were doing exactly
what they used to do in their temples. Instead of Krishna, now Christ is there, everything else
is the same.
But the priests told him that they had to make a few considerations, a few compromises.
These people cannot understand a religion without incense, without flowers. And the pope
conceded that for Indian Christians it is okay.
As you become old, it becomes very difficult to change your ideology, your lifelong
belief. It becomes hardened. The old man becomes hard, and in the same way everything
around him becomes hard. The best situation in which to grow into your potential is
childhood. Next to it is your youth. Most probably the childhood will be spoilt by the parents,
by the priests.
The authentic religion has to depend on youth, because youth has a certain rebelliousness
natural to it. A young man can rebel against the whole past without any guilt. He can clean
his heart of all the old dead scriptures and statues, and the challenge of the unknown stirs his
heart. He wants to accept the greatest challenge, and this is the greatest challenge in life -- to
allow your seed to open to the unknown skies, to the winds, the sun, the rain; one never
knows what is going to happen.
There is nobody to guide the seed, there are no scriptures for the seed to read. The seed is
taking a risk by coming out, and you should understand that the risk is not small. The risk is
exactly a death. The seed has to die in the soil; only then the sprouts of the potentiality of the
seed will start growing. Perhaps it will become a roseflower, or a lotus, or some other kind of
flower. It does not matter. What matters is flowering, not the name of the flower. A wild
flower is as beautiful as the most precious rose. They are brothers in one way, that they both
have come to their flowering. They have both enjoyed the joy of growth, they both have seen
with their own eyes what was hidden in their seed. They have both taken the same risk and
the same challenge.
In fact it is a death and a resurrection. The seed dies and resurrects into many flowers,
into many fruits, into many seeds. It is said that a single seed can make the whole earth green.
Just one plant is not its potential. On that one plant there will come thousands of seeds again,
each seed again carrying thousands of seeds.
Just a single seed can fill the whole earth with absolute greenness. Such tremendous

possibility in a small seed! And you are a living seed, conscious. The most precious thing in
existence is within you: consciousness. The seed is groping in the dark, still finding the way.
And you are conscious, you have a little light, but you don't move from your position, you
remain a little man. In fact you hate all those who have gone to the other shore because their
very going condemns you, that you have failed to fulfill your own destiny.
AFTER BOWING TO THE MASTER, MA TZU ASKED HIM, "HOW MUST ONE BE ATTUNED TO
THE FORMLESS SAMADHI?"

The master must have said to him that unless you become attuned with existence in utter
silence, you cannot know the dharma, the very principle of life and existence. Ma Tzu's
inquiry is that of an honest seeker. He loved what was said, he felt it as if it was exquisite
nectar -- but he would not believe it. There are still things to be settled. His question is not the
question of a student, it is the question of a would-be master.
"HOW MUST ONE BE ATTUNED TO FORMLESS SAMADHI?"

He cuts out all unnecessary questions and comes exactly to the right thing, how one
should be attuned to the formless samadhi.
Samadhi is a Sanskrit word, very beautiful in its meaning. It comes from a root which
means, when there is no question and no answer, when your silence is so profound that you
don't even have the question; answers are left far away but you don't have even the question.
Such innocence which is just silent is called samadhi. And in this samadhi you can fall in
tune with the heartbeat of the universe. Only in samadhi can you become one with the whole.
There is no other way.
Every day what we are doing in the name of meditation is moving towards samadhi.
Meditation is the beginning and samadhi is the end. Ma Tzu's question is that of a potential
buddha. He is not asking about non-essentials, just the very essential.
THE MASTER SAID, "WHEN YOU CULTIVATE THE WAY OF INTERIOR WISDOM, IT IS LIKE
SOWING SEED. WHEN I EXPOUND TO YOU THE ESSENTIALS OF DHARMA, IT IS LIKE THE
SHOWERS FROM HEAVEN. AS YOU ARE RECEPTIVE TO THE TEACHING, YOU ARE
DESTINED TO SEE THE TAO."

Tao is Chinese for what we call samadhi; the Japanese call it satori, the Chinese call it
tao. Tao is perhaps the best of all these expressions, because it is not part of language. It
simply indicates something inexpressible, something that you can know but cannot say,
something that you can live but cannot explain. It is something that you can dance, you can
sing, but you cannot utter a single word about it. You can be it; you can be the expression of
Tao, but you cannot say what it is that you are expressing.
MA TZU AGAIN ASKED: "SINCE THE TAO IS BEYOND COLOR AND FORM, HOW CAN IT BE
SEEN?"

You have to understand this dialogue very deeply, because it will give you the right
direction for what has to be asked. There are thousands of things to ask, but the essentials are
very few and unless you start by asking the essentials, you will not come close to the truth.
As Nangaku mentioned the Tao, Ma Tzu immediately asked: "SINCE THE TAO IS
BEYOND COLOR AND FORM, HOW CAN IT BE SEEN? -- you are saying that if you
enter into samadhi, you will see the Tao."
THE MASTER SAID: "THE DHARMA-EYE OF YOUR INTERIOR SPIRIT IS CAPABLE OF
PERCEIVING THE TAO. SO IT IS WITH THE FORMLESS SAMADHI."

It was for this reason that the East had to develop the concept of the third eye. These two
eyes can see only the form, the color, but they cannot see the formless and the colorless. For

the formless and colorless they are blind. In samadhi you close these eyes and a new
perceptivity, which can be metaphorically called `the third eye', arises in you; a new
sensitivity which can feel and see what is not possible for your outer senses.
The dharma-eye, which is the third eye of your interior spirit, is capable of perceiving the
Tao. When I say to you in meditations, "Go deeper, look deeper," I am trying in every way so
that your third eye, which has remained dormant, opens up.
Ma Tzu still asked, "IS THERE STILL MAKING AND UNMAKING?"
Can we do something inside? Can we make a buddha inside? Is there still some creativity
inside? It is a very profound question.
TO THIS, THE MASTER REPLIED, "IF ONE SEES THE TAO FROM THE STANDPOINT OF
MAKING AND UNMAKING, OR GATHERING AND SCATTERING, ONE DOES NOT REALLY SEE
THE TAO. LISTEN TO MY GATHA."

He says that as far as your inner world is concerned your buddha is already there; you
don't have to make it. Everything is as it should be in your inner world.
I am reminded of the Russian scientist, Kirlian, who brought a new vision to the objective
scientist; its implications are immense. He was a great photographer and he went on
perfecting and refining his lenses. His whole idea was that if something is hidden in a seed as
a potential, then perhaps the photograph of the potential can be caught with a better lens.
It was a very strange idea, but scientists and mystics and philosophers and poets are all a
little bit crazy. Everybody tried to persuade him: "Don't do such nonsense, how can you see
the rose in the seed?"
He said, "If it is going to be, then it must be present in some way -- perhaps our eyes are
not capable of seeing it." And finally he succeeded. He managed to create lenses which could
take a photograph of what was going to happen in the future. He would put the seed in front
of his camera and a photograph would come of a rose flower.
And then he would wait for the seed to die into the soil -- and it was one of the miracles
of modern genius, that when the real rose came, it would be exactly the same as the
photograph. He has caught the future in his net.
He became convinced that if it is true about the seed then it can be used in many things.
For example, Kirlian photography has now become an absolute must in Russian hospitals.
People come just to be checked, to see if there is any possibility of disease in the future.
His lenses have become even more refined now after his death; a whole school of Kirlian
photographers has been working on it. They can see at least six months ahead. If you are
going to be sick in six months' time, the photograph will show it -- that after six months you
will have cancer. There is no other way to find it out, but it can be treated although it has not
become manifest. It is a tremendous blessing to medicine. We can cure people before they
become sick.
What we see with our eyes is not all. Even in the outside world our eyes have limitations.
Kirlian photography has gone beyond our eyes into the objective world. In the same way the
third eye opens in the inner world and brings you your whole potentiality in its fullness. You
don't have to do anything, you have just to recognize it. A buddha is not made, a buddha is
only remembered.
Nangaku said, "LISTEN TO MY GATHA." That is an ancient way; `gatha' means poetry.
"What I could manage to say in prose, I have said. Now listen to my poetry. Something that I
have not been able to say in prose can be said in poetry.
"THE GROUND OF THE NO-MIND
CONTAINS MANY SEEDS
WHICH WILL ALL SPROUT WHEN

HEAVENLY SHOWERS COME."

They have come and now it is up to you to take the challenge.
"THE FLOWER OF SAMADHI
IS BEYOND COLOR AND FORM.
HOW CAN THERE BE ANY MORE
MUTABILITY?"
IT IS SAID THAT AT THIS, MA TZU WAS TRULY ENLIGHTENED, HIS MIND HAVING
TRANSCENDED THE WORLD OF PHENOMENA. HE ATTENDED UPON HIS MASTER FOR A
FULL TEN YEARS. DURING THIS PERIOD, HE DELVED DEEPER AND DEEPER INTO
MEDITATION.

Kanzan wrote:
IN MY HOUSE THERE IS A CAVE,
AND IN THE CAVE IS NOTHING AT ALL -PURE AND WONDERFULLY EMPTY,
RESPLENDENT, WITH A LIGHT
LIKE THE SUN.
A MEAL OF GREENS WILL DO
FOR THIS OLD BODY,
A RAGGED COAT WILL COVER
THIS PHANTOM FORM.
LET A THOUSAND SAINTS APPEAR
BEFORE ME -- I HAVE THE
BUDDHA OF HEAVENLY TRUTH!

Once you have looked into your inner cave and found the light, the life, the very source of
your being, then the so-called saints don't mean anything. They are just moralists, following a
certain system of morality, beliefs, but they don't have the truth. If you have the truth then
even a thousand saints cannot weigh more than your buddha. Your buddha is the ultimate and
it is not borrowed. You have discovered it.
Maneesha has asked:
OUR BELOVED MASTER,
I LOVE THE EXPRESSION, "TAKE ONE STEP TOWARDS ALLAH, AND HE WILL
COME RUNNING A THOUSAND STEPS TOWARDS YOU."
IT SEEMS TO SUGGEST THAT RECEPTIVITY IS NOT A TOTALLY INACTIVE
WAITING BUT REQUIRES A CERTAIN PARTICIPATION.
EVEN TO RECEIVE A FLOWER, DOESN'T ONE NEED TO HOLD OUT ONE'S HAND?
OR AM I ON THE WRONG TRACK AGAIN?
Yes, Maneesha, you are on a wrong track again. That saying comes from
Mohammedanism, "Take one step towards Allah, and he will come running a thousand steps
toward you."
But in the world of Zen there is no Allah, and as far as your inside is concerned, just take
one step and you are the Allah. Nobody comes running. On the contrary, you come to a
standstill. Just one step, inside -- that Mohammedan saying is still about the outside God -you take one step and God will come running towards you. But that kind of God does not
exist, so don't unnecessarily waste your step! Save it, you will need it to go in. And the
moment you go one step in, you are the Allah. In the world of Zen that kind of statement is
not applicable at all.

Now the clouds have come, really with tremendous urgency! This year Poona is going to
be flooded even without the Shankaracharya committing suicide. Just the laughter of ten
thousand buddhas is enough to call all the clouds of the world. They don't need any passport,
any visa. They don't have to pass any customs office. They are the free buddhas moving in
the sky, and when they see ten thousand buddhas gathered, naturally they come running -particularly at the time when I am going to tell you the jokes.
Where is Sardar Gurudayal Singh? Just laugh loudly. This book is going to be dedicated
to Sardar Gurudayal Singh, the only man in history who laughs before the joke is told. What
a trust! You should learn trust from Sardar Gurudayal Singh.
Maggie MacTavish dies and leaves old Hamish a widower. It is such a relief for him that
he rushes excitedly round to see Mr. Tomb, the undertaker.
"How much to bury my wife?" asks Hamish.
"Five hundred pounds," replies Tomb, rubbing his hands together.
"Five hundred?" splutters Hamish, clutching his purse. "Can't you do it for less?"
"Well," replies Mr Tomb, "the cheapest I can manage is three hundred pounds."
"My God!" wails Hamish, counting out his money, "I almost wish she was still alive!"
Magic Mushroom Melvin, the old hippy, is busy making lunch for his old buddy, Buffalo
Grass.
"Wow, man!" says Melvin, stepping back from the sink and sitting down to smoke a few
reefers. "That's the wildest recipe I have ever tried."
"Groovy, man!" says Buffalo Grass, in a cloud of smoke. "What is it?"
"It is salad, man!" says Melvin.
"Hey, cool, man -- salad!" agrees Buffalo Grass. "How do you make it?"
"Well, it's really easy, man!" says Melvin, "you cut up lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers, and
carrots; then you throw in some LSD, stand back, and watch the salad toss itself!"
Dilly and Dally are identical twin brothers, who live in a small town near the sea.
Dilly is married and Dally is single, but he keeps a small rowing boat.
One day Dilly's wife dies, and a few days later, Dally's rowing boat sinks.
Walking in the street a week later, Dally meets Mrs. Godball, the bishop's wife. Mrs.
Godball mistakes Dally, the boatman, for Dilly, who has just lost his wife.
"I'm sorry to hear about your terrible loss!" says Mrs. Godball.
"Oh, thank you very much!" replies Dally, the boatman, "but I am not sorry at all. She
was a rotten old thing from the start. She had a huge crack in the front of her and a big hole
behind, which kept getting bigger every time I used her. She stank of old fish and used to
leak water all the time. Her bottom was really badly scratched up, and whenever there was
wind, it was not safe to go near her.
"Last week, three men came around looking for some fun, so I hired her out to them. I
told them to take it easy with her, but the three idiots all tried to get into her at the same time.
Of course, she split from back to front. Now she is gone, and I am very happy about it!"
Mrs. Godball faints.
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)

(Gibberish)
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Be silent.
Close your eyes,
and feel your body to be completely frozen.
Look inwards with absolute urgency.
Deeper and deeper,
until you reach the source of your very being.
It is very close -- just one step
and you are the buddha.
Such a beautiful evening,
and the dancing rains rejoicing in your silence,
rejoicing in your samadhi.
These cloud buddhas have come from so far away,
don't let them down.
Deeper and deeper,
there is no need to fear.
It is your own space and it is your own birthright
to be a buddha.
To make it absolutely clear
that you are not the body, nor the mind,
but just a witness,
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Relax, and just be a witness.
This witnessing is another name of the buddha.
Witnessing makes you an empty mirror,
reflecting everything without getting identified.
And this is the miracle of meditation;
it gives you freedom, it gives you the beyond.
Gather the experience, the fragrance,
because the time is close that you will be called back.
Taste the nectar,
the eternally running stream of your life,
let it sink deep in your every fiber,
because it is going to be a twenty-four hour lifestyle.
Living or dead, you have to remain as a buddha.
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)

Come back, but come back as a buddha
with a samadhi,
with a feel of the nectar.
Sit down for a few moments,
just to recollect the experience
of where you have been,
what you have been.
Every day it has to become deeper and deeper.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Beloved Master.
Can we celebrate the buddhas?
Yes, Beloved Master.
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OUR BELOVED MASTER,
ONE DAY, WHEN MA TZU WAS ON HIS WAY HOME FROM CHIANG-SI, HE STOPPED TO VISIT
HIS OLD MASTER, NANGAKU. WHEN MA TZU HAD BURNED INCENSE AND MADE BOWS TO
NANGAKU, NANGAKU GAVE HIM THIS VERSE:
"I ADVISE YOU NOT TO GO HOME.
IF YOU DO, THE TAO IS IMMOVABLE.
AND AN OLD WOMAN
NEXT DOOR TO YOU
WILL TALK OF YOUR INFANT NAME."
MA TZU RESPECTFULLY ACCEPTED IT AND SWORE TO HIMSELF NEVER TO GO HOME,
HOWEVER OFTEN HE MIGHT BE REBORN. STAYING ONLY IN CHIANG-SI, HE HAD DISCIPLES
COME TO HIM FROM ALL PARTS OF CHINA.
ONE DAY A MONK CALLED TA-MEI JOINED A TRAINING ASSEMBLY OF MA TZU. TA-MEI
ASKED THE MASTER: "WHAT IS BUDDHA?"
MA TZU REPLIED: "IT IS THE PRESENT MIND."
ON HEARING THIS, TA-MEI ATTAINED HIS FULL ENLIGHTENMENT. HE TOOK HIMSELF OFF
INTO THE MOUNTAINS, AND OVER THE YEARS HARDLY NOTICED THE PASSING OF TIME; HE
ONLY SAW THE MOUNTAINS AROUND HIM TURN GREEN OR YELLOW.
ONE DAY, MA TZU SENT A MONK ESPECIALLY TO TEST HIM. THE MONK ASKED TA-MEI,
"WHEN YOU ONCE SAW MA TZU, BY WHAT WORD DID YOU BECOME ENLIGHTENED?"
TA-MEI REPLIED, "BY MA TZU'S SAYING, `THE PRESENT MIND IS THE BUDDHA.'"
"NOW HIS WAY IS ANOTHER," THE MONK TOLD TA-MEI.
"WHAT IS IT THEN?" ASKED TA-MEI.
"MA TZU NOW SAYS THAT THIS VERY MIND WHICH IS BUDDHA IS NEITHER MIND NOR
BUDDHA," REPLIED THE MONK.
"THAT OLD FELLOW!" SAID TA-MEI. "WHEN WILL HE CEASE TO CONFUSE THE MINDS OF
MEN? LET HIM GO ON WITH HIS `NEITHER MIND NOR BUDDHA.' I WILL STICK TO `THIS
PRESENT MIND ITSELF IS BUDDHA.'"
WHEN THE MESSENGER TOLD MA TZU OF THIS EXCHANGE, MA TZU COMMENTED: "THE
FRUIT OF A PLUM HAS RIPENED."

Maneesha, one of the most important things to be remembered all along is that the Zen
master is not a philosopher. He is not rational. Basically he is very irrational and absurd, but
miraculously he manages -- from his absurdity, from his contradictory statements -- to make
the message clear to you. Today he may say something and tomorrow something else. If you

bring your logical mind into it, you will think that you are being confused. But there are
different ways of saying the same thing. In fact even in contradictions the same message can
be given.
This is one of the great contributions of Zen, that there are no contradictions. Everything
is expressing the same truth, the same reality. The smallest piece of grass and the biggest star
are not in any way giving you a different message. Nobody is lower and nobody is higher in
existence. There is no hierarchy. And as far as truth is concerned, fundamentally it is
inexpressible. But if you want to express the inexpressible, then you can use even
contradictory terms to indicate the same thing.
Two different fingers, coming from two different angles, can point to the same moon. The
mind may find it difficult. In fact the Zen master's whole work is to make things so difficult
for the mind that you become tired of the mind, tired of thinking, and you put it aside. And
that moment of restfulness, when you have put the mind aside, brings you to the door of
existence.
This small anecdote is very significant.
MA TZU STAYED WITH HIS MASTER, NANGAKU, FOR MORE THAN TEN YEARS. ON LEAVING
HIM, HE BECAME ABBOT OF THE KAI-YUAN TEMPLE AT CHIANG-SI.
IN HIS SERMONS, MA TZU FOLLOWED CLOSELY THE BASIC INSIGHTS OF THE SIXTH
PATRIARCH, ENO -- PARTICULARLY, THAT THERE IS NO BUDDHA OUTSIDE OF ONE'S OWN
MIND.

This word `mind' can be understood as the ordinary mind, full of thoughts, emotions,
sentiments and attachments. And this same mind can also be thought of as empty. You can
empty it of all thoughts, of all emotions. And the moment this mind is empty, there is no
difference between mind and no-mind. So there is no need to be confused.
A few masters will use: "The present mind contains everything, even the buddha." But
the condition is that the mind should be empty. Then it, itself, is the buddha.
Buddha's own statement is significant. He says, "This very body, the buddha; this very
mind, the lotus paradise." But continuously he is saying that you are not the body, you are not
the mind. Then what does he mean with this contradiction? He is simply saying that if you
are not identified with the body, this very body is as much a buddha as anything in the world.
If you are not filled with thoughts, this very mind is as spacious as the whole sky. He is not
contradicting himself, he is simply using contradictory ways to indicate the truth.
Eno was the man who had introduced Ma Tzu to Nangaku. Eno was getting old and Ma
Tzu was very young, so he did not take the responsibility of guiding Ma Tzu into meditation.
He gave the responsibility to Nangaku who was going to be his successor when he died. But
the way Eno introduced Ma Tzu to Nangaku was so insightful: "Be very careful with this
young man. He is going to be a buddha, and he is going to be your successor, just as you are
my successor. Be very reverent, grateful, that you have got a man who is on the verge of
becoming a buddha in your hands."
Ma Tzu remained closer to Eno's teachings although Eno was not his master, but Eno had
seen his potentiality -- the possibility, the invisible future. And at the same time he had seen
that his death was coming closer, so taking on the responsibility of a disciple at this moment
would be wrong, and particularly of a disciple who needs tremendous care because he is on
the very verge of exploding. Being very old he thought it would be better that Ma Tzu should
be given into the hands of his successor, Nangaku.
Nangaku was a master in his own right. His teaching was not just a following of Eno. In
the world of Zen it is not necessary that a disciple should follow the master in details. All that
is necessary is that the disciple should understand the master's presence, his fundamental

realization. It should not remain a belief to the disciple, it should become an actual taste.
Doctrines and beliefs don't matter at all. What matters is the master's presence and his
realization, and the splendor that the realization brings with it.
Eno never asked Nangaku to follow him -- Nangaku had his own approach -- but he had
chosen Nangaku to be his successor. This is very strange. It does not happen in any other
place in the whole world. People choose successors to follow them in detail. But Zen is
unique in every way. It is not a question of following, it is that this man is also realized. His
methods may be different, his devices may be different, his approaches may be different, but
he is a realized man, he can be a successor.
But strangely, although Eno had given the responsibility of his initiation to Nangaku, Ma
Tzu remained fundamentally close to Eno's teaching, to Eno's method of indicating the truth.
Eno had caught a glimpse of his future. Nangaku took every care and helped him to become
an enlightened master. But he was always more grateful towards Eno for this very reason:
that he had refused to initiate him, because his death was very close; and he had put him in
the hands of the right person, who would take care of him, because his spring was coming
soon. He would be blossoming, and Eno would not be there.
Certainly Ma Tzu and Eno, without any relationship of master and disciple, came very
close in their hearts. Their hearts started beating in the same rhythm. His master's teaching
was in many ways different, particularly from Eno's teaching that there is no buddha outside
of one's own mind.
But remember it, when Eno says `mind', you can translate it as `no-mind'. What he means
is `empty mind' which is equivalent to `no-mind'. What is left in an empty mind? -- just a
pure space. It depends on you whether you prefer to call it the empty mind or no-mind. But
both are equivalent, not in the dictionaries, but in the existential experience.
ONE DAY, WHEN MA TZU WAS ON HIS WAY HOME FROM CHIANG-SI, HE STOPPED TO VISIT
HIS OLD MASTER, NANGAKU.

He is a master now in his own right. He had gone to Chiang-si and was returning home
from there, and HE STOPPED TO VISIT HIS OLD MASTER, NANGAKU. WHEN MA
TZU HAD BURNED INCENSE AND MADE BOWS TO NANGAKU, NANGAKU GAVE
HIM THIS VERSE....
This too has to be understood. Even when a disciple becomes enlightened, it does not
matter, his gratefulness becomes even fuller. It is not that now there is no need of the master.
It is not that "Now I am equal to the master, now I am experiencing the same buddhahood as
the master." No, it is not thought of in that way, because that is the way of the ego. The ego
has been lost long ago. The way of gratitude, the way of humbleness is that "Though I may
have become a buddha, my master was the indicator towards the right path, and I will remain
forever and forever in deep gratitude towards him."
Sariputta, one of Buddha's chief disciples, became enlightened. With tears in his eyes he
came to Buddha and he said, "I was avoiding enlightenment, but you went on insisting. Now
I am enlightened and my eyes are full of tears because I know you will send me away from
you, just to spread the fire. And I understand your compassion, that you are continuously
aware of the many who can become buddhas; just a little support is needed. Those who have
not gone very far away from themselves can be called back very easily."
Buddha said, "Then why are you crying?"
He said, "I am crying because I will not be able to touch your feet every day as I have
been doing for these twenty years."
Buddha said, "Do one thing. Keep a map with you, and remember in what direction I am

dwelling. Just bow down in that direction. Touch the feet symbolically, touch the earth -because after all this body is made of earth, and one day it will go back to the earth. So
touching the earth is not only touching my feet, but touching the feet of all the buddhas who
have ever happened. They have all dissolved their bodies in the earth. So there is no need,
and it does not look right, that an enlightened person should weep and cry."
Sariputta said, "I don't care what people think, but the reality is that tears are coming. And
according to your teachings, I should be spontaneous and authentic. Even if you say, `Don't
weep,' I am not going to listen. Tears are coming, what can I do? I cannot be a hypocrite,
smiling though the eyes are full of tears."
It is said that Sariputta, wherever he was, in the morning would look at the map, to find
exactly where Buddha was, and in that direction he would bow down and touch the feet of
Buddha. He came to have thousands of disciples of his own and they said, "It does not look
right. You need not do such a gesture. You are a buddha yourself."
He said, "It is true, I am a buddha myself, but I would not have been a buddha if I had not
met Gautam the Buddha. It is the meeting with this man that triggered something in me,
burned all that was false and brought all that was true in its pristine purity and clarity. I owe
so much to this man that there is no way to pay him. All that I can do is touch his feet from
miles away."
He continued to his very last breath. Before he died -- he died before Gautam Buddha -the last thing he said to his disciples was, "Forgive me because you cannot see those invisible
feet. Let me touch the feet of my master for the last time." And he bowed down, tears flowing
from his eyes, and he died in that posture. He did not get up again. This is true humanity -humbleness, devotion, love, trust.
Ma Tzu, visiting his old master, burned incense in front of him as you burn incense
before a buddha statue and made bows to Nangaku. Nangaku gave him this gatha, this verse:
"I ADVISE YOU NOT TO GO HOME.
IF YOU DO, THE TAO IS IMMOVABLE.
AND AN OLD WOMAN NEXT DOOR TO YOU
WILL TALK OF YOUR INFANT NAME."
MA TZU RESPECTFULLY ACCEPTED IT AND SWORE TO HIMSELF NEVER TO GO HOME,
HOWEVER OFTEN HE MIGHT BE REBORN. STAYING ONLY IN CHIANG-SI, HE HAD DISCIPLES
COME TO HIM FROM ALL PARTS OF CHINA.

Very strange but meaningful advice. Nangaku told him not to go home. It implies many
things. It implies that now you are homeless. The moment you become enlightened you don't
have a home, not even your body is your home. Now the whole existence is your home, so
stop this old habit of going home once in a while. There is no home for you anymore. You
are a homeless cloud floating in the sky, in total freedom, unattached to anything.
IF YOU DO, THE TAO IS IMMOVABLE.

Nangaku is saying, "If you don't listen to my advice and still go home, remember that
your Tao, your empty buddha inside, never goes anywhere. So you are just acting; just a dead
body, a corpse is going. Your real being is immovable; it never goes anywhere, it is always
now and here." And he said, "AND AN OLD WOMAN NEXT DOOR TO YOU WILL
TALK OF YOUR INFANT NAME."
Ma Tzu's childhood name was Baso. Nangaku is making a joke about his name, that the
old woman next door to his home will call him Baso. They will not recognize that he is no
more Baso, that he is Ma Tzu, that he is a great master. In their eyes he will be just the same;
they have seen him born, and they have seen him growing up. It is very difficult for them to
recognize that he has become a buddha, and they will think it very insulting to the Buddha.

MA TZU RESPECTFULLY ACCEPTED IT AND SWORE TO HIMSELF NEVER TO GO HOME,
HOWEVER OFTEN HE MIGHT BE REBORN.

He is saying that even if he is born again -- although an enlightened person is never born
again -- he is giving his promise that even if he is born again and again, he will never go
home. He has understood his homelessness, his aloneness.
STAYING ONLY IN CHIANG-SI, HE HAD DISCIPLES COME TO HIM FROM ALL PARTS OF
CHINA.
ONE DAY A MONK CALLED TA-MEI JOINED A TRAINING ASSEMBLY OF MA TZU. TA-MEI
ASKED THE MASTER: "WHAT IS BUDDHA?"

MA TZU REPLIED: "IT IS THE PRESENT MIND" -- the teaching of Eno that he
followed all his life.
But remember that the mind is never in the present; it is either in the past or in the future.
In the present is empty mind. You can call it the present mind if you are interested in using
the positive words or you can call it no-mind, if you want to use the negative. The truth can
be expressed both ways, negatively or positively. The present mind in fact means no-mind.
For those who understand the presentness, all mind disappears. Mind can be in the past, mind
can be in the future, but never in the present. Hence being in the present simply means being
out of the grip of the mind.
MA TZU REPLIED: "IT IS THE PRESENT MIND."
ON HEARING THIS, TA-MEI ATTAINED HIS FULL ENLIGHTENMENT. HE TOOK HIMSELF OFF
INTO THE MOUNTAINS, AND OVER THE YEARS HARDLY NOTICED THE PASSING OF TIME; HE
ONLY SAW THE MOUNTAINS AROUND HIM TURN GREEN OR YELLOW.
ONE DAY, MA TZU SENT A MONK SPECIALLY TO TEST HIM. THE MONK ASKED TA-MEI,
"WHEN YOU ONCE SAW MA TZU, BY WHAT WORD DID YOU BECOME ENLIGHTENED?"
TA-MEI REPLIED, "BY MA TZU'S SAYING, `THE PRESENT MIND IS THE BUDDHA.'"
"NOW HIS WAY IS ANOTHER," THE MONK TOLD TA-MEI.
"WHAT IS IT THEN?" ASKED TA-MEI.
"MA TZU NOW SAYS THAT THIS VERY MIND WHICH IS BUDDHA IS NEITHER MIND NOR
BUDDHA," REPLIED THE MONK.

This very mind is neither the buddha nor the mind. Now Ma Tzu is teaching this way.
"THAT OLD FELLOW!" SAID TA-MEI. "WHEN WILL HE CEASE TO CONFUSE THE MINDS OF
MEN? LET HIM GO ON WITH HIS `NEITHER MIND NOR BUDDHA.' I WILL STICK TO `THIS
PRESENT MIND ITSELF IS BUDDHA.'"

He has understood clearly that Ma Tzu has changed his expression from positive to the
negative. He can confuse an ordinary man, but he cannot confuse an enlightened man
anymore.
"THAT OLD FELLOW!" SAID TA-MEI. "WHEN WILL HE CEASE TO CONFUSE THE MINDS OF
MEN?"

There was no need to change, the old expression was perfect.
"LET HIM GO ON WITH HIS `NEITHER MIND NOR BUDDHA.' I WILL STICK TO `THIS PRESENT
MIND ITSELF IS BUDDHA.'"

You may think that he is not agreeing with his master, Ma Tzu, but then you will not have
understood it. He is agreeing perfectly well. He understands that it means the same. He has
just changed the expression from positive to negative. Only the expression is changed, not the
expressed. So he says, "Let the old fellow do whatever he wants, but I am going to insist that
this present mind itself is the buddha."
WHEN THE MESSENGER TOLD MA TZU OF THIS EXCHANGE, MA TZU COMMENTED: "THE
FRUIT OF A PLUM HAS RIPENED."

Ma Tzu understood perfectly well that Ta-mei had become enlightened. Any
unenlightened man would have been confused because the unenlightened mind can never
think that positive and negative can be of the same significance and have the same meaning.
There is a place where yes and no are not contradictory.
MA TZU SAID, "THE FRUIT OF A PLUM HAS RIPENED."

Ta-mei's name, in Chinese, means `big plum'.
Takuan wrote:
THE MOON HAS NO INTENT TO CAST
ITS SHADOW ANYWHERE,
NOR DOES THE POND DESIGN TO
LODGE THE MOON.
HOW SERENE THE WATER OF HIROSAWA!

Takuan's monastery was near the lake Hirosawa. In this small poem is contained the
whole essence of Zen. THE MOON HAS NO INTENT TO CAST ITS SHADOW
ANYWHERE....
Do you think the moon has any intention to cast its shadow and reflection into thousands
of seas and lakes and ponds? It has no intent at all.
And on the other side, NOR DOES THE POND DESIGN TO LODGE THE MOON.
Neither the pond, the lake or the ocean are desiring to lodge the moon, or are interested to
reflect the moon.
HOW SERENE THE WATER OF HIROSAWA!

It is not even disturbed by the reflection of the moon. It does not care. His poem is saying
to you to live without intentions, without any goals, without any desire of achievement, any
ambition. Just live spontaneously, moment to moment. Whatever happens, accept it joyfully,
rejoicingly, without any complaint or grudge.
Even if death comes, let it be welcomed. Dance, sing a song. That has been the tradition
in Zen. Each master is expected -- and they all have done it -- that before dying they should
write a small haiku containing their whole teaching.
It shows two things: that they are perfectly aware of death, and that even in death they are
not in any sadness. Their haiku says their joy, their fulfillment. Without your asking for
anything, existence has given everything to you.
A man who lives with intentions is bound to feel frustration. A man who lives with
expectations is bound to feel frustrated because existence has no obligation to you. But if you
live without intentions, without expectations, then miraculously you find that everything that
you ever dreamed of is being fulfilled. The moon is reflected in the lake -- the lake never
asked it, the moon never intended it. Existence goes on spontaneously. Don't bring your
desire, your ambition and your expectation; they are the disturbing points. They create a
chaos in your mind. But if there is no intention for anything, HOW SERENE THE WATER
OF HIROSAWA!
The moon is reflected but the water is not even thrilled. Such a beautiful moon and the
Hirosawa lake takes the reflection naturally, spontaneously. If it was not reflected, there
would not have been any frustration. Moon or no moon, nothing matters. The lake of
Hirosawa is silent. And that should be your inner consciousness -- just a silent lake.
Maneesha has asked:
OUR BELOVED MASTER,

HOW AMAZING IT WOULD BE IF YOU TURNED UP ONE EVENING IN GAUTAM
THE BUDDHA AUDITORIUM, AND ALL YOU COULD SEE WAS A VAST HALL OF
EMPTY MIRRORS, OR ROWS AND ROWS OF JUICY, RIPE PLUMS.
DO YOU REALLY THINK IT'S POSSIBLE? IS ANYTHING HAPPENING? OR
BETTER: IS NOTHING HAPPENING?
Maneesha, it is happening every day. The whole hall is full of mirrors and full of big
plums. Look at Avirbhava, a dancing plum.
Now it has come to the point of laughter and Sardar Gurudayal Singh is sitting very close
today. Now this is a series dedicated to him.
Luscious Miss Willing is having trouble sleeping. Her dreams and her reality are so full
of sexual activity that she cannot tell what is real and what is not. So she goes to see Doctor
Feelgood for professional help.
It is her first visit, so Feelgood hears her problem, then starts yakkety-yakking about all
kinds of Freudian sexual terminology.
"Wait a minute," interrupts Miss Willing. "What is a phallic symbol?"
"A phallic symbol," explains Feelgood, "represents the phallus."
"Okay," says the girl, "what is a phallus?"
"I guess," says Feelgood, a grin on his face, "the best way to explain it is to show you."
So Feelgood stands up, unzips his pants, and pulls out his machinery.
"This, young lady," says Feelgood, proudly, "is a phallus!"
"Oh!" says Miss Willing, smiling. "You mean it is like a prick, only smaller!"
The aging, dilapidated president, Ronald Reagan, is waiting to board the official
presidential plane that is taking him to Europe.
His personal secretary Reginald, who has come to see him off, leans up to Ronnie and
whispers, "What's your advice on the Homosexual Bill?"
"Oh, yes," says Reagan. "Tell him that I'll pay him when I get back!"
"I don't see you at the gang-bangs any more," says Marvyn, the Hell's Angel, to his old
friend, Pigpen. "What happened?"
"I got married," says Pigpen.
"No shit, man!" says Marvyn. "Is legalized screwing any better than the regular kind?"
"It is not even so good," replies Pigpen, "but at least you don't have to stand in line for it!"
Fergus and Funky are lost in the baking deserts of the burning Sahara. They have been
crawling on their hands and knees for days, in search of water. Almost at the end of their
rope, they suddenly spot a man in the distance with a small stand, selling something.
Fergus and Funky struggle and crawl their way up to the man, and with their tongues
hanging out they shout, "Water! Please give us water!"
"Sorry, fellas," says the man, "I'd love to, but I don't have any water. I'm selling neckties.
Got some beauties if you'd like a sharp-looking tie!"
"Neckties?" screams Funky, and he faints.
"No," says Fergus, "we don't want any goddam ties -- we need water!"
And the two thirsty men drag themselves on.
Three days later, off in the distance, a large building appears on the horizon. Inspired, the

worn-out duo drag themselves up to it. It is the very exclusive Screwing Sands Hotel.
Fergus crawls up to the doorman, who is standing stiffly in his three-piece uniform.
"Water!" cries Fergus, with his parched lips quivering. "We need to come in and get
water!"
"I am sorry, sir," replies the doorman. "But I am afraid you cannot enter without a tie!"
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
(Gibberish)
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Be silent. Close your eyes.
Feel the body to be completely frozen.
Look inwards as deeply as possible.
This is the way.
At the very end of the way, you are the buddha.
And the journey is very short -- a single step.
Just total urgency and absolute honesty is needed
to look straight into your own being.
There is the mirror we have been talking about.
The mirror is the buddha.
It is your eternal nature.
Deeper and deeper.
You have to go in until you find yourself.
Don't hesitate.
There is no fear.
Of course you are alone,
but this aloneness is a great, beautiful experience.
And on this path you will not meet anyone except yourself.
To make it clear that you are just a mirror,
a witness of your body, of your mind, of everything,
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Relax,
and just be a watchful, witnessing mirror,
reflecting everything.
Neither do those things have any intentions to be reflected,
nor do you have any intention
to catch their reflections.
Just be a silent lake of Hirosawa,

and all bliss is yours,
and this evening becomes a benediction.
This present moment becomes no-mind, no-time,
just a purity, a space unbounded.
This is your freedom.
And unless you are a buddha, you are not free.
You know nothing of freedom.
Let this experience sink deep
in every fiber of your being.
Get soaked, drenched.
When you come back, come back drenched
with the mist of your buddha nature.
And remember this space, this way,
because you have to carry it out twenty-four hours
in all your actions.
Sitting, standing, walking, sleeping,
you have to remain a buddha.
Then the whole existence becomes an ecstasy.
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Come back,
but bring with you all the experience,
slowly, silently, gracefully.
Sit down for a few moments,
recollecting the place you have been to,
remembering the joy and the silence
of being just a mirror,
the immense freedom that comes
when you are just a mirror
unattached to anything, homeless, alone.
You become an Everest of consciousness.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Beloved Master.
Can we celebrate the ten thousand buddhas?
Yes, Beloved Master.
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OUR BELOVED MASTER,
ONE DAY, AS HYAKUJO WAS VISITING HIS MASTER, MA TZU, A FLOCK OF WILD GEESE
FLEW OVERHEAD. MA TZU ASKED, "WHAT ARE THEY?"
"THEY ARE WILD GEESE, SIR," SAID HYAKUJO.
"WHERE ARE THEY?" ASKED THE MASTER.
"THEY HAVE FLOWN AWAY, SIR," REPLIED HYAKUJO.
MA TZU SUDDENLY TOOK HOLD OF HYAKUJO'S NOSE AND TWISTED IT. OVERCOME WITH
PAIN, HYAKUJO CRIED OUT. MA TZU SAID, "YOU SAY THEY HAVE FLOWN AWAY, BUT ALL
THE SAME THEY HAVE BEEN HERE FROM THE VERY BEGINNING."
AT THAT MOMENT, HYAKUJO ATTAINED ENLIGHTENMENT.
THE NEXT DAY, AT A REGULAR ASSEMBLY, MA TZU HAD HARDLY SAT DOWN WHEN
HYAKUJO CAME TO ROLL UP HIS MAT, WHICH MADE THE MASTER DESCEND FROM THE
PLATFORM. HYAKUJO FOLLOWED HIM INTO HIS ROOM.
MA TZU SAID, "JUST NOW, BEFORE I HAD BEGUN MY SERMON, WHAT MADE YOU ROLL UP
MY MAT?"
HYAKUJO SAID, "YESTERDAY YOUR REVERENCE TWISTED MY NOSE AND I FELT ACUTE
PAIN."
"WHERE DID YOU APPLY YOUR MIND YESTERDAY?" MA TZU ASKED.
ALL THAT THE DISCIPLE SAID WAS, "I FEEL NO MORE PAIN IN THE NOSE TODAY."
THEREUPON THE MASTER COMMENTED, "YOU HAVE PROFOUNDLY UNDERSTOOD
YESTERDAY'S EPISODE."
ON ANOTHER OCCASION, AS SOON AS MA TZU SAT DOWN ON THE ZAZEN BENCH AS
USUAL, HE SPAT.
A MONK ASKED, "WHY DID YOU SPIT?"
MA TZU SAID, "WHEN I SAT HERE, THERE WERE MOUNTAINS, RIVERS, AND THE WHOLE
NATURAL UNIVERSE IN FRONT OF ME. I SPAT BECAUSE I DIDN'T LIKE THAT."
THE MONK SAID, "BUT THE UNIVERSE IS SO SPLENDID! WHY DON'T YOU LIKE THAT?"
MA TZU REPLIED, "IT MAY BE SPLENDID TO YOU, BUT IT IS DISGUSTING TO ME."
THE MONK CONTINUED, "WHAT KIND OF MENTAL STATE IS THIS?"
MA TZU SAID, "THIS IS THE STATE OF A BODHISATTVA."

Maneesha, these are some of the great episodes in the history of Zen. They show your
realization in your action. When a master acts in a certain way, the disciple spontaneously has
to respond, not through thinking, but through his very empty heart.
Zen is ultimately a device, thousands of devices, created by different masters to provoke

awakening in you. Reading them one may think they are just anecdotes, stories, puzzles.
They are not, they are communications, and communications of the greatest value.
ONE DAY, AS HYAKUJO WAS VISITING HIS MASTER, MA TZU, A FLOCK OF WILD GEESE
FLEW OVERHEAD. MA TZU ASKED, "WHAT ARE THEY?"
"THEY ARE WILD GEESE, SIR," SAID HYAKUJO.
"WHERE ARE THEY?" ASKED THE MASTER.
"THEY HAVE FLOWN AWAY, SIR," REPLIED HYAKUJO.
MA TZU SUDDENLY TOOK HOLD OF HYAKUJO'S NOSE AND TWISTED IT. OVERCOME WITH
PAIN, HYAKUJO CRIED OUT. MA TZU SAID, "YOU SAY THEY HAVE FLOWN AWAY, BUT ALL
THE SAME THEY HAVE BEEN HERE FROM THE VERY BEGINNING."
AT THAT MOMENT, HYAKUJO ATTAINED ENLIGHTENMENT.

To any ordinary rational thinker this will look like an absurd statement. But to a man
attuned in meditation, this can become a tremendous awakening point. It is not that Ma Tzu
does not know that the geese have flown away. It is not that he does not know that the geese
were there. He is not asking for any knowledgeable answer. He is asking for the response
which Hyakujo missed in the beginning, when Ma Tzu asked him, "WHAT ARE THEY?"
Obviously Ma Tzu knows what they are.
So remember, it is not a question or inquiry about knowing the object. At this point
Hyakujo missed. His response was through the mind; he said, "THEY ARE WILD GEESE,
SIR."
That would be the response of anybody else in the whole world. It is not out of the empty
heart. It is not out of the mirror of nothingness. It is just... any child would say it. The answer
is right, but Hyakujo's response was not through the heart, it was through the mind.
"THEY ARE WILD GEESE, SIR," SAID HYAKUJO.

Here he missed. He should have responded to the question without thinking of any
consequences.
"WHERE ARE THEY?" -- the master gave him another chance -- ASKED THE MASTER.
"THEY HAVE FLOWN AWAY, SIR," REPLIED HYAKUJO.

He is just functioning on the mental level.
MA TZU SUDDENLY TOOK HOLD OF HYAKUJO'S NOSE AND TWISTED IT. OVERCOME WITH
PAIN, HYAKUJO CRIED OUT. MA TZU SAID, "YOU SAY THEY HAVE FLOWN AWAY, BUT ALL
THE SAME THEY HAVE BEEN HERE FROM THE VERY BEGINNING."

Where can they go? They have always been here and will be here. The here is vast
enough -- wherever they are, they are in the here. They cannot go out of the here. That's what
he was expecting from Hyakujo. But he had to take Hyakujo by his nose and twist the nose to
make him aware that he was functioning through the mind. And the mind can only bring
pain; the mind is pain.
Ma Tzu's twisting the nose of Hyakujo and giving him tremendous pain so that he cried
out -- don't take it superficially, don't take it as it appears on the surface. This crying out was
not out of the mind. This crying out came as the spontaneous response of his whole being. At
this moment the master could speak to him. He was in the right space now; he was no more
in the mind, his whole being was awake because of the pain.
Pain has a tremendous value in awakening. Pain has been used by many masters to
awaken the sleeping disciple. All your old religions, on the contrary, console the disciple and
help him to sleep well -- God is in heaven and everything is okay on the earth, you don't be
worried! But Zen is not at all interested in consoling you. It is interested in awakening you.
When Hyakujo cried out, Ma Tzu did not say a single word of sympathy. He did not give
any explanation, why he had twisted his nose. On the contrary he said, "YOU SAY THEY

HAVE FLOWN AWAY, BUT ALL THE SAME THEY HAVE BEEN HERE FROM THE
VERY BEGINNING."
In that moment there was no thought except pain. The mind was empty, the nose was
hurting -- and Ma Tzu did not care about the nose or the pain; he simply stated a
tremendously meaningful statement, that nobody, nothing, can go away out of here. Here is
immense and vast, so is now. Wherever they are, they are here.
Hyakujo was now in a right state to understand the meaning of the master -- that
everything is always here. Those wild geese were just an excuse to explain to Hyakujo that
nothing moves, nothing goes anywhere.
AT THAT MOMENT HYAKUJO ATTAINED ENLIGHTENMENT.

Seeing the point, the eternity and the wideness of now and here, he immediately fell into
the emptiness of his heart and realized the truth. In an instant something was triggered in him
by what Ma Tzu was saying, which Zen calls enlightenment. He became aware of his own
hereness, of his own nowness. The wild geese were just an excuse.
But such anecdotes have never happened anywhere else. They have no parallel, hence the
difficulty of understanding them. They are anecdotes on the path of meditation. Only people
of the path who have gone deep into meditation will be able to understand something which
looks absolutely absurd as far as reason is concerned.
The nose has nothing to do with attainment, otherwise it would be very easy. The disciple
simply comes, gets a twisted nose, becomes enlightened and goes home. And Ma Tzu would
not twist the nose of any disciple, any XYZ.
Hyakujo is ready. It is just a push. He is just on the boundary line, where anything can
push him just that one single step inwards. It is such a great statement, that there is no time
and there is no space -- here is the only space and now is the only time.
And it is not applicable only to the wild geese, it is applicable to you, to everything -- the
great statement and the silent watchfulness. Awakened by the twisted nose, Hyakujo attained
enlightenment.
THE NEXT DAY, AT A REGULAR ASSEMBLY, MA TZU HAD HARDLY SAT DOWN WHEN
HYAKUJO CAME TO ROLL UP HIS MAT, WHICH MADE THE MASTER DESCEND FROM THE
PLATFORM. HYAKUJO FOLLOWED HIM INTO HIS ROOM.
MA TZU SAID, "JUST NOW, BEFORE I HAD BEGUN MY SERMON, WHAT MADE YOU ROLL UP
MY MAT?"
HYAKUJO SAID, "YESTERDAY YOUR REVERENCE TWISTED MY NOSE AND I FELT ACUTE
PAIN."
"WHERE DID YOU APPLY YOUR MIND YESTERDAY?" MA TZU ASKED.
ALL THAT THE DISCIPLE SAID WAS, "I FEEL NO MORE PAIN IN THE NOSE TODAY."
THEREUPON THE MASTER COMMENTED, "YOU HAVE PROFOUNDLY UNDERSTOOD
YESTERDAY'S EPISODE."

This is a little more subtle than the first episode. Usually the Zen master gives the sermon
and the chief disciple, when the sermon is over, rolls up the mat on which he was sitting and
takes the mat to his room. But in this case HYAKUJO CAME TO ROLL UP HIS MAT,
WHICH MADE THE MASTER DESCEND FROM THE PLATFORM. HYAKUJO
FOLLOWED HIM INTO HIS ROOM.
He has not even uttered a single word. Hyakujo has become an enlightened master
himself. Yesterday's experience... Now he is responding the way a master responds; he is
saying, by rolling up the mat, "Now I don't need any sermon. All I needed, I got yesterday."
MA TZU SAID, "JUST NOW, BEFORE I HAD BEGUN MY SERMON, WHAT MADE YOU ROLL UP
MY MAT?"

HYAKUJO SAID, "YESTERDAY YOUR REVERENCE TWISTED MY NOSE AND I FELT ACUTE
PAIN."
"WHERE DID YOU APPLY YOUR MIND YESTERDAY?"

"Could you not have done something yesterday?" Ma Tzu is asking.
ALL THAT THE DISCIPLE SAID WAS, "I FEEL NO MORE PAIN IN THE NOSE TODAY."

He is saying, "I don't need any consolation. I feel no pain in the nose today and I don't
need any sermon anymore. You said everything yesterday."
THEREUPON THE MASTER COMMENTED, "YOU HAVE PROFOUNDLY UNDERSTOOD
YESTERDAY'S EPISODE."
ON ANOTHER OCCASION, AS SOON AS MA TZU SAT DOWN ON THE ZAZEN BENCH AS
USUAL, HE SPAT.
A MONK ASKED, "WHY DID YOU SPIT?"
MA TZU SAID, "WHEN I SAT HERE, THERE WERE MOUNTAINS, RIVERS, AND THE WHOLE
NATURAL UNIVERSE IN FRONT OF ME. I SPAT BECAUSE I DIDN'T LIKE THAT."
THE MONK SAID, "BUT THE UNIVERSE IS SO SPLENDID! WHY DON'T YOU LIKE THAT?"
MA TZU REPLIED, "IT MAY BE SPLENDID TO YOU, BUT IT IS DISGUSTING TO ME."
THE MONK CONTINUED, "WHAT KIND OF MENTAL STATE IS THIS?"
MA TZU SAID, "THIS IS THE STATE OF A BODHISATTVA."

This, the third part of the anecdote, is even more difficult to understand. Ma Tzu, spitting
on the Zazen bench, is not really saying that he doesn't like the mountains and the rivers and
the stars. What he is doing is seeing whether the disciple remains silent and non-judgmental,
or makes a judgment.
Zen's whole attitude is non-judgmental. Don't judge... and at least the disciple should not
judge the action of his master, he should simply witness, he should simply see that Ma Tzu
has spat. Ma Tzu is provoking him; he is provoking his judgmental mind. And the monk has
forgotten that the whole teaching is to never judge. Just watch, and particularly watch the
actions of the master. Do you think that Ma Tzu does not understand that spitting on the
bench is simply disgusting? But he wants you to remain unwavering, non-judgmental, just
watching, as a mirror.
If a mirror was watching, do you think the mirror would say "What are you doing? This is
not good." The disciple missed; this could have been a great opportunity to become
enlightened. Remember it, devices don't succeed all the time. Sometimes they fail.
The master makes his wholehearted effort but the disciple may not be in the right space to
understand it. Now it is very clear to a man of a little meditation that Ma Tzu knows that
spitting on the Zazen bench is disgusting, so there is no need to ask any question. Perhaps he
is provoking you, he is provoking your judgmental mind. And the moment the judgmental
mind comes in, your watching mind disappears. Remember these two words -- judgmental
and watching. You can watch only if you don't judge.
But the disciple could not resist asking. He asked, "WHY DID YOU SPIT?" He forgot
completely that here he has to learn watching, not making judgments, particularly of any
action of the master.
MA TZU SAID, "WHEN I SAT HERE, THERE WERE MOUNTAINS, RIVERS, AND THE WHOLE
NATURAL UNIVERSE IN FRONT OF ME. I SPAT BECAUSE I DIDN'T LIKE THAT."

Still the disciple could not understand that there were no mountains, no rivers, no
universe there in front of the Zazen bench; the master's explanation is just to test him.
He said, "I SPAT BECAUSE I DIDN'T LIKE THAT."
A meditative disciple would have slapped Ma Tzu, he would not have asked anything,
and that would have been greatly appreciated by Ma Tzu. That would have been the disciple's

enlightenment. It is not a question of asking, it is a question of responding. The master
obviously is doing something wrong, just to provoke. If the disciple had slapped the master
without saying anything, the master would have laughed and blessed the disciple, saying,
"You have understood it." But because the disciple missed the point, he again said, "I SPAT
BECAUSE I DIDN'T LIKE THAT."
He wants the disciple to say to him, "What happened to your non-judgmental mind?" But
the disciple had forgotten completely about the non-judgmental mind, which is the very
foundation of Zen.
THE MONK SAID, "BUT THE UNIVERSE IS SO SPLENDID!"

He started arguing. With the master you don't argue, you respond. You don't start a verbal
conversation -- that will be missing the master and his great compassion.
THE MONK SAID, "BUT THE UNIVERSE IS SO SPLENDID! WHY DON'T YOU LIKE THAT?"

He has come down to the level of the mind and is on the point of discussing the matter.
But Zen does not allow discussion. It is not a debate. It is pure awakening from the mind,
pure freedom from judgment.
MA TZU REPLIED, "IT MAY BE SPLENDID TO YOU, BUT IT IS DISGUSTING TO ME."

He is again and again trying to remind the disciple that he should slap him for being
judgmental, that he has completely forgotten the foundation.
THE MONK CONTINUED, "WHAT KIND OF MENTAL STATE IS THIS?"

He is continuing on the mental state.
MA TZU SAID, "THIS IS THE STATE OF A BODHISATTVA."

This is the state of a buddha. Now there is nothing else to be said. Ma Tzu has closed the
conversation, seeing that the device has failed.
So remember that a device will not always succeed, because there are two persons
involved -- the master who is enlightened, and the disciple who is not enlightened. And he
will most probably behave in an unenlightened way, not knowing that this is the time to act
spontaneously, not through the mind, but through the empty heart.
Daio wrote in praise of Kannon:
THE CLIFFS ARE HIGH AND DEEP,
THE WATERS RUSH AND TUMBLE.
THE REALM OF PERFECT COMMUNION
IS NEW IN EACH PLACE.
FACE TO FACE, THE PEOPLE WHO
MEET HER DON'T RECOGNIZE HER.
WHEN WILL THEY EVER BE FREE FROM
THE HARBOR OF ILLUSION?

Each moment in existence is a moment ready for communion. There is no special
moment in which you can become enlightened. Every moment is special. Every moment is
potential for your enlightenment -- a beautiful sunset, a beautiful sunrise, a great sky full of
stars, or just this silence. Anything will do, if you remember yourself to be a watcher -- not
getting involved, not getting identified, but just remaining a mirror, an empty mirror.
Before the empty mirror no illusion can remain for long. All illusions will disappear; they
remain only because you get involved with them.
Daio is asking with great compassion, WHEN WILL THEY EVER BE FREE FROM
THE HARBOR OF ILLUSION?

Every moment the time comes for enlightenment. Every moment is the right season, the
right climate; you just go on missing. Missing becomes your habit, and that habit has to be
broken. You have to become stabilized, concentrated in the moment, at the center of your
being; just watching without saying a single word of evaluation, good, bad or beautiful.
Nothing has to be said, just watching is enough and all illusions disappear, all that is false
disappears.
Maneesha has asked:
OUR BELOVED MASTER,
THE STORY ABOUT MA TZU SPITTING BROUGHT HOME TO ME HOW
EVERYTHING YOU DO AND SAY SEEMS TO BE ONLY FOR YOUR DISCIPLES'
SAKE.
YOU RELATE TO SUCH A DIVERSE BUNCH OF US -- FROM DANCING PLUMS TO
HOT POTATOES, FROM GERMAN STONEHEADS TO LAUGHING SARDARJIS -AND YET YOU ARE NEVER OTHER THAN YOURSELF, JUST LIKE WATER THAT
TAKES THE SHAPE OF WHATEVER CONTAINER IT FLOWS INTO AND YET
DOESN'T LOSE ITS ESSENTIAL NATURE.
IS IT THAT WHEN YOU ARE NOBODY, YOU CAN BE ANYBODY?
Maneesha, when you are nobody, you are already everybody. Nobody and everybody
mean the same thing. And my calling some of you hot potatoes or dancing plums, German
stoneheads or laughing sardarjis -- they are all devices. And I know that you are in the right
place and you will not misunderstand me. It is out of love and out of compassion that I call
you any name. For example, I called Avirbhava a big ripe plum. She understood it. She
waved me a kiss. And today she is sitting there, hiding an egg.
Avirbhava, bring your egg here... bring it.
(AVIRBHAVA PUTS A BIG GREEN EGG IN FRONT OF THE MASTER, ON THE
PODIUM. SHE BREAKS IT, AND TWO BABY CHICKS JUMP OUT AND HOP
AROUND WHILE THE MASTER CHUCKLES.)
Yeah, that is the right egg!
Now the time for Sardarji has come. He is sitting exactly in the first row. From the very
last row he has come to the first.
Paddy is in a dark mood, so he goes to see the famous channeler, Madam Hippo.
"Ah," says the woman, staring into her crystal ball, "the signs are not good."
"Really?" says Paddy, wide-eyed. "What does it say?"
"Well," she intones, "it says that you will be a widower in one week!"
Paddy wipes the sweat from his face and leans back.
"I know that!" he says. "What I want to know is -- will I get caught?"
George Bush, the American vice president, telephones the Justice Department at three
o'clock in the morning. He insists that he must speak to the chief justice immediately.
Finally, the housekeeper decides to wake him up.
"Well, what is it?" demands the chief justice.
"Your honor," exclaims Bush, "Ronald and Nancy Reagan have just taken poison
together in the White House underground bunker, and they are both dead!"

"Really?" says the judge, yawning.
"Yes, really!" cries Bush. "The undertaker is here already to put them in their coffins."
"Really?" says the sleepy judge.
"Yes, really!" shouts Bush, "and since I'm the vice president, I want to take Reagan's
place!"
"Well, it's okay with me," replies the judge, "if it's okay with the undertaker!"
Walter and Peggy Sue are out on a date together in Walter's new Ford Thunderbird. He is
going so slowly that it is driving Peggy Sue bananas.
"Listen," says Peggy Sue, excitedly, "every time you speed up the car ten miles per hour,
I will take off a piece of my clothing!"
Walter immediately puts his foot down on the accelerator, and off come her shoes. Walter
smiles, pushes on the gas, and off comes her blouse. Walter's eyes bulge out, he stomps the
pedal to the floor, and off come Peggy Sue's bra, skirt, and finally, her lace panties.
Walter gets so excited that he gets his machinery stuck in the steering wheel and loses
control of the car. It skids off the road, and rolls over. Neither of them are hurt, but Walter is
stuck underneath the car.
"Quick!" pants Walter. "Go for help!"
Frantic and stark naked, Peggy Sue starts running around in all directions. She picks up
one of Walter's shoes, holds it over her pussy, and runs to the nearest garage.
There she bumps into big Rufus, the black guy, as he is fixing a car.
"You have got to help!" Peggy Sue explains breathlessly to Rufus. "My boyfriend is
stuck!"
Rufus looks at the girl for a long minute.
"Lady," he replies slowly, "if he's up that far, we'll never get him out!"
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
(Gibberish)
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Be silent.
Close your eyes.
Feel the body to be completely frozen.
Go inwards with your total energy,
with a great urgency,
as if this is the last moment of your life
and you have to reach to the center
and the source of your being.
Deeper and deeper,
your life center is also
the center of the whole universe.

It is from your life center
that you are nourished by existence.
Just watch the silence, the peace,
the immense splendor of your being.
You are the buddha when you are watching;
the same mind when empty becomes the buddha.
The buddha is nothing but an empty mirror -no judgment, just a watchfulness, a witnessing,
and you have arrived.
To make it more clear, Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Relax.
Let go of the body, of the mind;
leave them and just be a watcher.
The body is not you,
the mind is not you,
you are only a pure witness.
This is your buddhahood.
Rejoice in it.
Get soaked and drenched in the blessing
that spontaneously showers
at the center of your being.
This center of your being has to become
your circumference also.
Slowly, slowly
you have to bring the buddha out
in your actions, in your words,
in your silences.
Day in, day out, the buddha has to become
just your heartbeat.
This immensely beautiful evening
has become even more beautiful,
with ten thousand buddhas just watching.
The eternity of existence,
like the wild geese,
is always here.
You have never been anywhere else.
You have always been here and now.
Remember it.
When you come back,
bring that remembrance with you.
It has to become your very life,
your very character.
Nivedano...

Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Come back, but bring the buddha with you.
Come back as an empty mirror
and sit down for few seconds as a buddha -remembering, recollecting
the great experience you have passed through.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Beloved Master.
Can we celebrate the ten thousand buddhas?
Yes, Beloved Master.
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OUR BELOVED MASTER,
MA TZU HAD THREE OUTSTANDING DISCIPLES WHO ENJOYED A SPECIAL INTIMACY WITH
HIM. THEY WERE NAN-CHUAN, CHIH-TSANG, AND HUI-HAI (OTHERWISE KNOWN AS
HYAKUJO).
ONE EVENING, AS THE THREE DISCIPLES WERE ATTENDING ON THEIR MASTER, ENJOYING
THE MOON TOGETHER, HE ASKED THEM WHAT THEY THOUGHT WOULD BE THE BEST WAY
OF SPENDING SUCH A NIGHT.
CHIH-TSANG WAS THE FIRST TO ANSWER. HE SAID, "A GOOD TIME TO MAKE OFFERINGS."
HUI-HAI SAID, "A GOOD TIME TO CULTIVATE ONE'S SPIRITUAL LIFE."
NAN-CHUAN MADE NO ANSWER, BUT SHOOK HIS SLEEVES AND WENT AWAY.
MA TZU TURNED TO CHIH-TSANG AND SAID, "THE SUTRAS WILL JOIN THE TSANG."
(HE WAS MAKING A PUN ON CHIH-TSANG'S NAME, TSANG, WHICH IN CHINESE MEANS
`BASKET', AS IN CARRYING THE WORD OF BUDDHA.)
HE TURNED TOWARD HUI-HAI AND SAID: "DHYANA WILL RETURN TO THE SEA."
(MA TZU WAS MAKING A SECOND PUN, SINCE, IN CHINESE, HAI MEANS `SEA'.)
THEN MA TZU CONCLUDED, "NAN-CHUAN ALONE TRANSCENDS THE REALM OF ALL
THINGS, ALL BY HIMSELF."
ON ANOTHER OCCASION A MONK ASKED MA TZU, "WHAT IS THE BUDDHA?"
MA TZU ANSWERED, "MIND IS THE BUDDHA."
THE MONK THEN ASKED, "WHAT IS THE WAY?"
"NO-MIND IS THE WAY," ANSWERED MA TZU.
THE MONK THEN ASKED, "ARE THE BUDDHA AND THE WAY SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT?"
MA TZU REPLIED, "THE BUDDHA IS LIKE STRETCHING OUT THE HAND, THE WAY IS LIKE
CLENCHING THE FIST."

Maneesha, before entering the sutras something has to be said about Ma Tzu himself,
because it is very strange... No other Zen master has ever behaved the way Ma Tzu behaved
-- but it is very symbolic.
MA TZU IS SAID TO HAVE BEEN A STRANGE-LOOKING MAN. IT IS SAID THAT HE WALKED
LIKE A COW, AND LOOKED AROUND LIKE A TIGER. HE COULD TOUCH HIS NOSE WITH HIS
TONGUE, AND HAD TWO RINGS ON THE SOLES OF HIS FEET.
MA TZU'S WAY OF TEACHING WAS MOST VARIED. HE IS SAID TO HAVE BEEN
INSTRUMENTAL IN THE ENLIGHTENMENT OF ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY DISCIPLES, EACH
OF WHOM BECAME THE MASTER OF A PARTICULAR LOCALITY.

Obviously this strange man, Ma Tzu, behaved according to his spontaneity, not caring

about anybody in the world. That is the first thing to be understood. Only a man of
tremendous courage can walk on all fours like a cow -- a man who does not care a bit about
the opinions of others. He knows the truth and that is the end.
And walking like a cow is very symbolic. You cannot fall asleep standing up, it is very
difficult. You have to lie down horizontally, so that the gravitational pull is equal all over the
body. Standing, leaning or sitting, the gravitational pull will be different on different parts of
the body. That is a disturbance in your harmoniousness. But when you lie down you come
into a deep harmony with the gravitational field.
There is a strange story in Zen circles -- it is very ancient -- that animals know our
language perfectly well, but they don't speak, they don't show even a sign that they
understand us.
Once a Zen master said to a monkey -- only a Zen master can do such a thing -- "I know
it perfectly well; my insight says that you understand my language but you are trying to hide
the fact."
The monkey said, "Yes, sir. But please don't tell anybody because I will not speak in front
of anybody else. So keep it a secret. Every animal understands your language, but no animal
wants to be enslaved by you. The moment any animal speaks, he is going to be put to do
some work."
That ancient story reminded me of a child who never spoke until he was eight years old.
Every effort was made, every test was made; his ears were perfect, there was no defect as far
as physiology was concerned. It was a mystery why he did not respond. Finally they took him
to a psychiatrist, but to no avail.
One day he shouted at his mother, "Mummy, where is the salt?" He was taking his lunch.
The mother could not believe it, and she was alone in the house, nobody would believe her.
For eight years the child had been defying.
The mother asked him, "Why have you been silent for eight years?"
He said, "Everything was perfect until now. Just today the salt is missing. There was no
need to speak before. Why bother?"
But she said, "Will you speak in front of others?"
He refused. He said, "This is just a secret between us. Don't tell anybody, otherwise you
will be thought to be lying. I will keep my silence again."
What is the reason why animals don't speak and why they don't grow their minds, their
intelligence; why they are so contented, like a cow? It is because they are horizontal. There is
no disturbance. In their physiology, in their psychology, everything is balanced. Gravitation
is not disturbed. Man, by standing up on his two legs, has disturbed the whole balance. And
his head started growing just because he was standing up.
It is a scientific fact that man's standing on two legs is the cause of his increasing
intelligence. Mind, in a small head, is a very complicated phenomenon; one billion small
nerves make it, and those small nerves are almost invisible. They need a very small quantity
of oxygen in the blood. Just a little more blood and it is almost like a flood -- just as in
Bangladesh, right now, three fourths of Bangladesh is taken over by water. Animals have not
grown their brain, their mind, because the flood of blood to every part is equal.
Since man is standing up, it is very difficult for his heart, for his lungs, because it is going
against gravitation to send oxygen and blood to the brain. The quantity became so small that
this was the reason that man could grow very subtle nerves which can think, which can
philosophize, which can even transcend thinking, which can make one a buddha.
Ma Tzu's habit of walking on all fours just like a cow... The first implication is that he is

now a no-mind, just as all animals are; that he has joined the world and dropped his mind;
that he is now in tune with the universe, not struggling against it but just floating with it. The
second implication is that because he has dropped the mind, he has become an emptiness -and it automatically grows into compassion, into love, into humbleness, into egolessness.
You cannot find another animal like the cow in its humbleness, simplicity, contentment -and yet he looked around like a tiger.
That is the contradiction of Zen. You should be like a cow, utterly humble, but you
should be as rebellious and revolutionary and radical as a tiger. So although he walked like a
cow, you could see that his eyes were those of a tiger -- he would jump on you and finish
you! Whether it is symbolic or actual is very difficult to decide. But the contemporary
sources all say that it is true.
He walked like a cow, and looked around like a tiger. He could touch his nose with his
tongue. Very rare people can do it. Only very rare people can move their earlobes. Try to
move your earlobes. They are yours but absolutely out of your control -- you have no control
over them.
I have come across only one man, a doctor in my village, and he was a student with me in
the school and in the university. He is the only man in the whole world, perhaps, who can
move his earlobes according to his will. It is a miracle to see how he manages it, because it is
an impossibility if the earlobes are natural. They don't have any nervous system, so you
cannot manage them. You need a certain nervous system that can be controlled by the mind.
But there is no nervous system, it is just pure flesh.
Perhaps this doctor -- his name is Manohar -- has got, by some mistake of nature, a
nervous system in his earlobes. There is no other explanation. In China it is ancient lore that
you cannot touch your nose with your tongue. But near to your death, you can touch it. The
simple reason is that your teeth have fallen out -- it is nothing miraculous -- and so the nose
and the tongue have come closer.
In India a similar kind of idea has been prevalent, which is more significant. Six months
before your death you stop being able to see the tip of your nose because your eyes start
rolling up. The moment you cannot see the tip, you can be certain that within six months you
will be dead, because the eyes have started moving upwards. That's why, when somebody
dies, you immediately close his eyes. Because to see him... just the white of the eyes is
showing, the black part has turned up, and it freaks you out to have somebody looking at you
with pure white eyes! So in every culture the eyes are closed immediately after death.
But everybody dies with open eyes. Nobody can die with closed eyes, because closing the
lids of the eyes needs a certain willpower, a certain life energy. You cannot die with a fist,
because the fist needs some life energy. You can die only with an open hand, because an
open hand is relaxed, it needs no life, no energy. In the same way, everybody dies with open
eyes. And not to make others freak out, immediately the older people pull the eyelids down.
The old fellow who has died cannot now even open them again, because for that too some
energy is needed. He may want to have a look -- what is happening around? -- but he cannot
open them.
So it is nothing special about Ma Tzu that he touched his nose with his tongue. The
special thing is that people ordinarily don't try it; otherwise everybody can touch. It is just
that your teeth are the barrier. So whenever by chance your teeth fall out, and they will fall
out one day, then try it and you will find that Ma Tzu was not doing some great miraculous
thing, he was just very old.
In India they have the idea that on the feet of a buddha, on the underneath of the feet,

there are two rings. They are the signs, when a child is born, that the person will become a
buddha. It is not necessary for every buddha to have those two rings, but any child that is
born with those two rings is inevitably going to become a buddha.
It is not inevitable for everybody. You may become or you may not become, it is your
choice. But it is not a choice for a man like Ma Tzu. He had earned enough from his
meditation in his past life, and was so close to buddhahood when he died that it was
absolutely certain he would become a buddha.
Perhaps Eno had seen those two rings on his feet when he said to Nangaku, "This young
man is going to become a buddha. I am old, and he is asking for initiation, but you are going
to be my successor, so it is better that you take care of him from the very beginning. Give
him initiation, and remember, be respectful to him. He is already a buddha -- just a little push
and he will be on the other shore."
The story Maneesha has brought:
MA TZU HAD THREE OUTSTANDING DISCIPLES WHO ENJOYED A SPECIAL INTIMACY WITH
HIM. THEY WERE NAN-CHUAN, CHIH-TSANG, AND HUI-HAI (OTHERWISE KNOWN AS
HYAKUJO).

It is almost inevitable from the way ancient masters worked that there will be a certain
intimacy between them and a few disciples. They may have thousands of disciples, but a few
disciples will be intimate. From these intimate disciples will be chosen their successor.
It is no more applicable as far as I am concerned because nobody is going to be a
successor to me. The very idea of succeeding was an idea borrowed from the royal families.
Just as kings were succeeded by their eldest sons, it reflected on the tradition of masters also
that somebody would become their successor.
I want to make a complete break. As far as I am concerned, you are all intimate to me. I
can afford the intimacy of all of you, because there is no question of any succeeding. Nobody
is going to be my successor. I want everybody to be a master unto himself.
To be a successor is a little humiliating. It is against the dignity of an enlightened man.
Neither has he anybody before him as his predecessor nor has he anybody after him who is
his successor. He is alone, standing like an Everest; no one precedes him, no one succeeds
him.
His aloneness is a message to all who fall in love with him, that they also have to be
alone. In your aloneness you are beautiful, pure. It does not mean that you have to renounce
the world. It simply means that you don't have to belong to the world. You can remain in the
marketplace, but just be a mirror, a witness, watching whatever is going on.
But traditionally they never understood that it is against the freedom of the individual to
be a successor. It makes a spiritual experience almost like a treasury or a kingdom. It is
neither. Nobody can succeed. Everybody has to be on his own, and that independence and the
taste of that independence is so valuable that I want to bring a new kind of master and a new
kind of disciple into the world. They are intimate in their love, in their trust, but they are not
bound in any way -- by any thread, visible or invisible. The master is himself, the disciple is
also himself. And the function of the master is to prove to the disciple that to be oneself is the
greatest glory in the world, the most splendorous thing.
But Ma Tzu is old... part of the old world. He had these three disciples as intimate
disciples -- NAN-CHUAN, CHIH-TSANG, AND HUI-HAI (OTHERWISE KNOWN AS
HYAKUJO). Nan-chuan is better known as Nansen. He had a special place in the master's
heart, but in the line of transmission, Hyakujo became the successor of Ma Tzu.

ONE EVENING, AS THE THREE DISCIPLES WERE ATTENDING ON THEIR MASTER, ENJOYING
THE MOON TOGETHER, HE ASKED THEM WHAT THEY THOUGHT WOULD BE THE BEST WAY
OF SPENDING SUCH A NIGHT.

CHIH-TSANG WAS THE FIRST TO ANSWER. HE SAID, "A GOOD TIME TO
MAKE OFFERINGS" -- a good time to feel grateful to existence.
HUI-HAI SAID, "A GOOD TIME TO CULTIVATE ONE'S SPIRITUAL LIFE."
NAN-CHUAN MADE NO ANSWER, BUT SHOOK HIS SLEEVES AND WENT AWAY.
MA TZU TURNED TO CHIH-TSANG AND SAID, "THE SUTRAS WILL JOIN THE TSANG."
(HE WAS MAKING A PUN ON CHIH-TSANG'S NAME, TSANG, WHICH IN CHINESE MEANS
`BASKET', AS IN CARRYING THE WORD OF BUDDHA.)

Buddha's sutras are divided into three baskets. Ma Tzu said to Chih-tsang, just making a
pun on his name, "You will be one of the enlightened ones who will carry the Buddha's
sutras. You will be a basket to carry the Buddha's sutras. You will be a great scholar." And
that's how it came to be.
A master's insight, his clarity, is always, twenty-four hours a day, the same. He could see
through this man although he is just making a pun on his name. But he uses even that
opportunity to indicate to him that he will be a great scholar.
HE TURNED TO HUI-HAI AND SAID: "DHYANA WILL RETURN TO THE SEA."
(MA TZU WAS MAKING A SECOND PUN, SINCE, IN CHINESE, HAI MEANS `SEA'.)

Hui-hai had said that it was a good time for cultivating spirituality. And the way to
cultivate spirituality is dhyana, meditation. His Chinese name `hai' means `sea'. And every
meditation is bringing your small river of life to the great ocean of existence, to the sea.
So Ma Tzu was saying to Hui-hai, "You will reach the sea." And Hui-hai became a great
enlightened master. Then Ma Tzu concluded, "Nan-chuan alone transcends the realm of all
things, all by himself." Nan-chuan had not answered. On the contrary he simply left the
place. His gesture shows that talking about scriptures is not the right way, talking about
cultivating spirituality is absolutely absurd. You cannot cultivate it, it is already there. Hence
he did not answer. And rather than answering, he shook his sleeves and went away. This was
his answer.
In Zen you have to understand that even a gesture is an answer. It is wordless, but he is
answering. He is saying, "Keep your scriptures and keep cultivating your spirituality, I am
leaving. This is not my place. I am already a buddha, I have nothing to do. Cultivating
spirituality or becoming a great scholar, these are not for me. These are for ordinary human
beings."
It is said in histories of Zen that Nan-chuan, known as Nansen, had a special place in the
master's heart. He was a very beautiful man with great understanding. He went deeper into
meditation and finally became an enlightened master. Everybody was thinking that Nansen
would be chosen as the successor. But in the line of transmission, Hyakujo became the
successor of Ma Tzu.
It shows something very special, that it does not matter who is closer to your heart; what
matters is who is closer to truth. Ma Tzu loved Nansen, and everybody thought that he would
be chosen. But finally, before his death, he chose Hyakujo, because he was the man who was
closest to the truth. He may not be close to his heart; it does not matter. It is not a personal
transmission. It is a universal phenomenon, that the lamp of enlightenment should be
transmitted to whomever is closer to the ultimate truth.
ON ANOTHER OCCASION A MONK ASKED MA TZU, "WHAT IS THE BUDDHA?"
MA TZU ANSWERED, "MIND IS THE BUDDHA."

Listen very carefully because these are very great statements.
MA TZU ANSWERED, "MIND IS THE BUDDHA."
THE MONK THEN ASKED, "WHAT IS THE WAY?"
"NO-MIND IS THE WAY," ANSWERED MA TZU.

Now he is being his strange self. First he says, "MIND IS THE BUDDHA." And when
asked, "WHAT IS THE WAY?" he says, "NO-MIND IS THE WAY." He is canceling mind
and making no-mind the way. Mind becomes no-mind, if it is empty. No-mind is not some
other entity. No-mind is the same entity as the mind; the difference is whether the mind is full
of thoughts, or empty of thoughts. If empty, it is no-mind, if full of thoughts, it is mind.
So he did well in answering slowly because a sudden answer may not be understood. He
said, "MIND IS THE BUDDHA." It feels consoling -- you have the mind, so Buddha is not
far away.
THE MONK THEN ASKED, "WHAT IS THE WAY?"

And then he plays his trick. He says, "NO-MIND IS THE WAY" -- you will have to
empty the mind of all its content.
THE MONK THEN ASKED, "ARE THE BUDDHA AND THE WAY SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT?"
MA TZU REPLIED, "THE BUDDHA IS LIKE STRETCHING OUT THE HAND, THE WAY IS LIKE
CLENCHING THE FIST."

There is no real difference. My hand open, or my hand as a fist -- it is the same thing, just
different formations of the same thing. It is a very beautiful statement, that the Buddha and
the way are almost the same. As you travel the path you become inch by inch, every day, a
buddha. It is just like a sculpture. If you are making a statue of Gautam Buddha, you cannot
make it completely in one stroke. You will have to take out, chunk by chunk, pieces that are
not necessary, to cut the marble into the shape of Gautam Buddha.
That's exactly what you are doing with yourself. In meditation, every day, you are
dropping something and gaining something deeper into your being. You are dropping some
chunk of the marble and making clear at least a part of the buddha.
Slowly slowly the whole buddha arises in its totality, and in that moment you disappear.
In that moment only buddha remains in you, you are the buddha. The path, the traveler and
the goal are only different stages of the same phenomenon.
A poem by Ikkyu:
WHAT A NAUGHTY FELLOW HE WAS,
THE MAN WHO WAS CALLED SAKYA!
BY HIM MANY PEOPLE ARE DRIVEN TO PUZZLING.

Sakya is Gautam Buddha's family name. Ikkyu is saying what a naughty fellow he was,
that many people were driven by him to puzzling.
It is true. For twenty-five centuries continuously Gautam Buddha has been harassing
people. I am harassing you every night; whether you want to be a buddha or not, I am intent
that you have to become a buddha.
Ikkyu is saying it out of love, it is not derogatory. He is simply saying, "What a naughty
fellow!" Twenty-five centuries after Gautam Buddha, people are still puzzling how to
become a buddha. As long as man exists on the earth this is going to remain a puzzling
matter, because nobody else in the whole sky of consciousness seems to have puzzled
humanity as much as Gautam Buddha. He insisted on originality, he insisted on your
authentic being, he wanted your total freedom. No man has loved humanity so much. No man

has given more dignity to man than Gautam Buddha. He does not want you to become a
follower, he wants you to become a buddha.
All great religious teachers, compared to Gautam Buddha, fall very short. They want you
to become followers, they want you to practice a certain discipline, they want you to manage
your affairs, your morality, your lifestyle. They make a mold of you and they give you a
beautiful prison cell.
Buddha stands alone, totally for freedom. Without freedom man cannot know his ultimate
mystery; chained he cannot move his wings into the sky and cannot go into the beyond.
Every religion is chaining people, keeping some hold on them, not allowing them to be their
original beings, but giving them personalities and masks -- and this they call religious
education.
Buddha does not give you any religious education. He wants you simply to be yourself,
whatever it is. That is your religion -- to be yourself. No man has loved freedom so much. No
man has loved mankind so much. He would not accept followers for the simple reason that to
accept a follower is to destroy his dignity. He accepted only fellow travelers. His last
statement before dying was, "If I ever come back, I will come as your friend." Maitreya
means the friend.
Maneesha has asked:
OUR BELOVED MASTER,
WHO OF US HERE WOULD NOT LIKE TO "ENJOY A SPECIAL INTIMACY" WITH
OUR MASTER, TO HAVE A SPECIAL PLACE IN HIS HEART?
WHAT IS IT TO BE TRULY INTIMATE WITH YOU?
Maneesha, my heart is empty. And the more empty you become, the more you can be
intimate with me. You will be intimate with me in becoming an empty heart. Then you will
be falling into the same tune, the same dance, the same music. And this intimacy is not the
old intimacy we talked about. It is a totally different intimacy, qualitatively different. I may
not even know your name, you may have never met me personally, but still you can be
intimate with me, because I am giving intimacy a totally new dimension. If your heart is
empty, suddenly you will be in tune with me. And this intimacy will not create any jealousy.
All those old intimacies were creating jealousies even in the masters' assemblies. If three
persons were intimate, do you think others were not offended? Do you think others were not
jealous? Everybody wants to be specially intimate. That was not possible in the old way, but
my definition of intimacy is such that the whole universe can be intimate with me without
creating any jealousy in anybody.
You can be intimate because it is not dependent on me, it is dependent on you. You
empty your heart and in that emptying of the heart you will become my intimate. You may be
on another planet, that does not matter. And in this dimension of intimacy, there is no
limitation. Everybody can be specially intimate to me.
Now it is time for something serious. Sardar Gurudayal Singh, you are getting old, but
you will not leave your ancient habit!
It is Ronald Reagan's birthday, and Nancy wants to make him his favorite spaghetti sauce
for dinner. So she goes to Giovanni and asks for some tomatoes.
"Sorry," says Giovanni, "we have-a no tomatoes."
"But you must have tomatoes," insists Nancy. "It is Ronnie's birthday, and I want to make

his favorite spaghetti sauce."
"Sorry," repeats Giovanni, "we have-a no tomatoes."
"But that's ridiculous," whines Nancy. "Can't you call your wife, Maria? Maybe she has
some tomatoes?"
"Look," insists Giovanni, "we have-a no tomatoes!"
But Nancy keeps on whining.
"Okay!" shouts Giovanni. "Tell-a me something. What do you get-a when you take the
`pine' out of pineapple?"
"Apple," replies Nancy.
"Right!" says Giovanni. "And what do you get-a when you take the `gr' out of grape?"
"Ape," says Nancy.
"Good!" says Giovanni. "And what do you get-a when you take the `fuck' out of
tomatoes?"
Nancy pauses, and then says, "But there is no `fuck' in tomatoes."
Giovanni screams, "That is-a what I've been trying to tell you!"
Paddy has been drinking a few whiskeys and needs to go to the bathroom. He gets up
from the bar and staggers across the floor past Gorgeous Gloria, who is sitting at one of the
tables in her new maxi-mini skirt.
Distracted by her long, lean, bare legs, the drunken Paddy trips over her chair, stumbles,
and falls to the floor. Gloria jumps up and stands over him trying to help him to get up.
Paddy cannot help taking a look under her skirt.
"Mister Murphy," exclaims Gloria, crossing her legs, "I thought you were a gentleman!"
"It is okay, Gloria," murmurs Paddy, "I thought you were a blonde!"
Little Ernie comes back from the movies.
"What did you see?" asks his mom.
"Linda Lovelace's `Deep Throat,'" replies Ernie casually. "It was quite good."
"My God!" cries Ernie's mother. "You saw `Deep Throat'? But that is an X-rated movie!"
"Well, so what?" says Ernie. "They are all the same. In the G-rated movie, the good guy
gets the girl; in the R-rated movie, the bad guy gets the girl; and in the X-rated movie,
everybody gets the girl!"
Moishe Finklestein goes into the Ritzy Glitz Restaurant and treats himself to a huge meal
with lots of champagne, finishing up with a Havana cigar.
Finally the waiter brings the bill on a silver tray. It comes to ninety-nine dollars and
ninety-nine cents, so Moishe pays him with a hundred-dollar bill.
About five minutes later, he calls the waiter back and asks for his change. Without
altering his expression, the waiter leaves and returns a moment later with the silver tray. On it
is a penny and a packet of condoms.
Moishe is shocked, and demands an explanation. The waiter lifts his nose in the air, and
says, "Sir, it is the policy of our restaurant to encourage customers like you not to
reproduce!"
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)

(Gibberish)
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Be silent.
Close your eyes.
Feel the body to be completely frozen.
Now look inwards with total urgency
as if there is not going to be another moment.
Only with such urgency,
as if this is the last moment of your life,
can your vision penetrate
to your life sources,
to your eternity,
to your buddha.
Deeper and deeper,
because you are not going to be a loser,
you are going to gain your lost kingdom.
You have been living outside in a dream;
inside you at the deepest center
is just a watcher,
unclouded, unattached, unidentified,
the mirror of your very being
which simply reflects.
This mirror has been called the buddha.
And you all have it.
It is nothing personal,
it is universal.
To make it more clear, Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Relax.
Just let your body be there
and your mind,
but remember that you are only a watcher.
You are neither the body nor the mind,
but only a mirror reflecting,
without any judgment,
a pure reflection of the moon in the lake.
This is your ultimate reality.
This is your very being.
It is beyond words, but not beyond experience.

It is beyond words, but not beyond experience.
It is your very sky, without any limitations.
This fortunate evening,
ten thousand buddhas have disappeared
into an oceanic awareness,
just pure consciousness.
The Buddha Auditorium has become just a lake
of reflecting consciousnesses.
Rejoice in it.
Let it go deep
into every fiber of your being,
so that slowly, slowly your every action is filled
with your self-nature;
so that twenty-four hours you are a buddha.
The day you don't need to meditate
is the greatest day of your life.
A buddha does not meditate, he is meditation.
Gather the experience, remember the way -no-mind is the way -and remember the blessings, the ecstasy
that is now in this moment
showering on you.
All these flowers, all these roses,
bring their perfume at least with you.
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Come back,
but come back as a buddha,
carrying the buddha gracefully.
Sit down just like the buddha.
This moment you have made this place holy,
this evening immortal,
this moment your very eternity.
satyam, shivam, sundram.
The truth, the good and the beautiful.
This is your original face.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Beloved Master.
Can we celebrate the gathering of ten thousand buddhas?
Yes, Beloved Master.
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OUR BELOVED MASTER,
MA TZU WAS NOTED FOR HIS RESOURCEFULNESS IN FINDING EXPEDIENT MEANS OF
WORKING WITH HIS DISCIPLES. THIS IS ILLUSTRATED BY HIS CONVERSION OF SHIH-KUNG,
WHO WAS ORIGINALLY A HUNTER, LOATHING THE VERY SIGHT OF BUDDHIST MONKS. ONE
DAY, AS HE WAS CHASING AFTER A DEER, HE PASSED BY MA TZU'S MONASTERY. MA TZU
CAME FORWARD TO MEET HIM. SHIH-KUNG ASKED HIM WHETHER HE HAD SEEN ANY DEER
PASS BY.
MA TZU ASKED, "WHO ARE YOU?"
"A HUNTER," HE REPLIED.
"DO YOU KNOW HOW TO SHOOT?" QUERIED MA TZU.
"OF COURSE I DO," REPLIED THE HUNTER.
"HOW MANY CAN YOU HIT WITH ONE ARROW?" ASKED MA TZU.
"ONE ARROW CAN ONLY SHOOT DOWN ONE DEER," SAID SHIH-KUNG.
"IN THAT CASE, YOU REALLY DON'T KNOW HOW TO SHOOT," MA TZU COMMENTED.
THE HUNTER THEN ASKED MA TZU, "DOES YOUR REVERENCE KNOW HOW TO SHOOT?"
MA TZU REPLIED, "OF COURSE I DO."
"HOW MANY CAN YOU KILL WITH ONE ARROW?" THE HUNTER ASKED.
"I CAN KILL A WHOLE FLOCK WITH A SINGLE ARROW," ANSWERED THE MASTER.
AT THIS, SHIH-KUNG SAID, "THE BEASTS HAVE LIFE AS YOU DO: WHY SHOULD YOU SHOOT
DOWN A WHOLE FLOCK?"
MA TZU SAID, "SINCE YOU KNOW THIS SO WELL, WHY DON'T YOU SHOOT YOURSELF?"
SHIH-KUNG ANSWERED, "EVEN IF I WANTED TO SHOOT MYSELF, I WOULD NOT KNOW HOW
TO MANAGE IT."
AT THIS POINT, MA TZU REMARKED, "THIS FELLOW HAS ACCUMULATED KLESA FROM
IGNORANCE FOR NUMBERLESS AEONS. TODAY THE WHOLE PROCESS HAS COME TO A
SUDDEN STOP."
TOSSING HIS ARROWS AND BOWS TO THE GROUND, SHIH-KUNG BECAME A MONK AND A
DISCIPLE OF MA TZU.
SOME TIME LATER, WHEN SHIH-KUNG WAS WORKING IN THE KITCHEN, MA TZU ASKED HIM
WHAT HE WAS DOING.
"I AM TENDING AN OX," THE DISCIPLE ANSWERED.
"HOW DO YOU TEND IT?" ASKED MA TZU.
SHIH-KUNG REPLIED, "AS SOON AS IT RETURNS TO THE GRASS, I RUTHLESSLY PULL IT
BACK BY ITS NOSTRILS."
THIS WON GREAT APPROVAL FROM THE MASTER, WHO REMARKED, "YOU CERTAINLY
KNOW THE TRUE WAY OF TENDING AN OX!"

Maneesha, there are two kinds of masters, not in any way different in their experiences,
but different in conveying their experience to others.
One is simply using old methods, well tried, which have given sure results. The other is a
creative person, who does not follow any traditional method or device to transform a person,
but responds to each person according to his need.
Ma Tzu belongs to the second category, of very creative and inventive masters. He never
repeats himself. In every situation he will bring a new device; he will function just as a
mirror. And whatever comes spontaneously out of his empty heart, he will use it as a vehicle
of dhamma.
This type of master is very rare, because you don't know whether a method is going to
succeed; you don't know what will be the outcome. You are simply trusting in your own
heart, that your heart cannot let you down. This is an immense trust in one's own
enlightenment and awakening -- that whatever comes out of your illumination is going to
succeed, there is no question about it. Hence a man like Ma Tzu has a tremendous freedom.
Other masters have thousands of methods given by the tradition, and they choose one of
them; but it is a dead device, even though success seems to be more certain.
With Ma Tzu success is not the point; success is the last point in the journey. All those
masters in the first category are looking at the success -- the method must succeed. And
because the method has been used again and again, and has been successful, why bother to
look for a new method? Their emphasis is on the end, the success.
Ma Tzu's method, his approach, is totally different. It depends on the first point of the
journey, from where the arrow comes. If it is coming from your empty heart, then there is no
need to bother about success. That is no more the question for Ma Tzu. His whole life he
invented thousands of methods, according to the person confronting him. And he had
tremendous success.
But his success is the success of the empty mirror. He reflects the man so accurately that
there is no need to fall back on old methods. He can go straight forward with the man who is
confronting him, and make a situation in which the transmission happens; in which, heart to
heart, something moves, something is inspired, something takes the light from one heart to
the other heart.
It is said about him:
WITH MA TZU, ZEN TOOK ON A TRULY CHINESE FLAVOR -- OPEN-HEARTED AND NOT
HIGHLY CONTROLLED. UNDER MA TZU, MYSTERIOUS MEDITATION AND RENUNCIATION
FOR THE PRACTICE OF ZAZEN IN THE MOUNTAINS DROPPED.
THE SPECIALITY OF ZEN AFTER MA TZU WAS NOTHING BUT THE FRAGRANCE OF INTENSE
LIVING.

He reduced everything to intense inquiry, intense living. Intensity became the focus of his
whole teaching.
One hundred and thirty persons became enlightened under Ma Tzu. Just as an example of
his working...
MA TZU WAS NOTED FOR HIS RESOURCEFULNESS IN FINDING EXPEDIENT MEANS OF
WORKING WITH HIS DISCIPLES. THIS IS ILLUSTRATED BY HIS CONVERSION OF SHIH-KUNG,
WHO WAS ORIGINALLY A HUNTER, LOATHING THE VERY SIGHT OF BUDDHIST MONKS. ONE
DAY, AS HE WAS CHASING AFTER A DEER, HE PASSED BY MA TZU'S MONASTERY. MA TZU
CAME FORWARD TO MEET HIM. SHIH-KUNG ASKED HIM WHETHER HE HAD SEEN ANY DEER
PASS BY.
MA TZU ASKED, "WHO ARE YOU?"

Now, it is out of the blue... Shih-kung is asking about the deer, and Ma Tzu changes the

whole situation into a totally new dimension. Such was his resourcefulness.
MA TZU ASKED, "WHO ARE YOU?"

This was not an answer, certainly, to the question asked.
"A HUNTER," HE REPLIED.
"DO YOU KNOW HOW TO SHOOT?"

He has changed the whole subject matter.
"DO YOU KNOW HOW TO SHOOT?" QUERIED MA TZU.
"OF COURSE I DO," REPLIED THE HUNTER.
"HOW MANY CAN YOU HIT WITH ONE ARROW?" ASKED MA TZU.
"ONE ARROW CAN ONLY SHOOT DOWN ONE DEER," SAID SHIH-KUNG.
"IN THAT CASE, YOU REALLY DON'T KNOW HOW TO SHOOT."

Do you see the shifting of the situation? Slowly he is bringing him to a totally different
thing. Shih-kung has simply asked, "Have you seen any deer pass?" He has not come for
renunciation, he has not come for initiation, he is not there for any inquiry into truth. But it
does not matter -- once you have come in front of Ma Tzu, you will not be able to leave that
place unchanged. Just the very touch of Ma Tzu's air is enough to make a difference.
He said to Shih-kung: "IN THAT CASE YOU REALLY DON'T KNOW HOW TO
SHOOT."
THE HUNTER THEN ASKED MA TZU, "DOES YOUR REVERENCE KNOW HOW TO
SHOOT?"
MA TZU REPLIED, "OF COURSE I DO."
"HOW MANY CAN YOU KILL WITH ONE ARROW?" THE HUNTER ASKED.
"I CAN KILL A WHOLE FLOCK WITH A SINGLE ARROW," ANSWERED THE
MASTER.
AT THIS, SHIH-KUNG SAID...
Now you see the climate changing -- he has forgotten about the deer and the hunting.
AT THIS, SHIH-KUNG SAID, "THE BEASTS HAVE LIFE AS YOU DO..." Killing the
whole flock, it is so life-negative -- and for a master like you..."WHY SHOULD YOU
SHOOT DOWN A WHOLE FLOCK?"
MA TZU SAID, "SINCE YOU KNOW THIS SO WELL, WHY DON'T YOU SHOOT YOURSELF?"

Searching for deer to shoot... the deer has life, you have life -- why go just so far, why not
shoot yourself? You are intelligent enough to understand that the whole flock should not be
shot. But if you understand that much -- that the whole flock should not be shot -- why should
one deer be shot? The principle is the same: don't destroy life. And if you are intent on
destroying life...
"SINCE YOU KNOW THIS SO WELL," said Ma Tzu, "WHY DON'T YOU SHOOT YOURSELF?"

What does it matter whose life is lost -- whether it is a deer's life or your life?
Shih-kung answered, "EVEN IF I WANTED TO SHOOT MYSELF, I WOULD NOT
KNOW HOW TO MANAGE IT."
Shooting oneself is almost impossible with an arrow. With a gun, that is a different
matter: you can just put it to the side of your head, and you are gone! But for an arrow, space
is needed; you cannot manage to shoot yourself with an arrow, it is almost an impossibility.
At this point, Ma Tzu remarked, "THIS FELLOW HAS ACCUMULATED KLESA
FROM IGNORANCE FOR NUMBERLESS AEONS."
KLESA is a Sanskrit word; it means, originally, evil, misery, suffering, torturing others
and oneself.

Ma Tzu said, "THIS FELLOW HAS ACCUMULATED KLESA FROM IGNORANCE
FOR NUMBERLESS AEONS. TODAY THE WHOLE PROCESS HAS COME TO A
SUDDEN STOP."
He cannot shoot himself, and he has been shooting for his whole life -- perhaps for many
lives.
TOSSING HIS ARROWS AND BOWS TO THE GROUND, SHIH-KUNG BECAME A MONK AND A
DISCIPLE OF MA TZU.

Do you see that no device has been used? It is not a device at all; just a simple
conversation in which he turns the whole subject matter to a point where the hunter becomes
aware that to kill life is ugly.
Up to now he was boasting that he is a great hunter. To destroy his ego of being a hunter,
Ma Tzu is saying to him, "The best way to prove that you are a hunter is: shoot yourself!"
The poor hunter came to a full stop, because you cannot shoot yourself with an arrow. In
that silence, in which he started thinking how to shoot himself, he forgot all about deer, he
forgot that he was a hunter. In that small gap of silence, Ma Tzu entered into his heart. This is
not visible in the story, it cannot be visible in words.
In that full stop, his mind could not function anymore; and the non-functioning of the
mind is the right time for a master to enter into the very heart of the disciple. It does not need
any effort on the part of the master -- it simply and spontaneously happens. Once the gap is
there, the same light, the same awakening, enters into the man confronting the master.
The hunter did not answer. He threw his bow and his arrows on the ground, and fell to the
feet of Ma Tzu, and asked for initiation. He had come for a different purpose, and got caught
in the net of Ma Tzu.
It was not even a device, but this is how Ma Tzu was resourceful. He would convert any
situation in such a subtle way that the person would not be even aware that he was being
brought to a new space.
Shih-kung saw the whole situation: that he had been destroying life, and to destroy life is
absolutely wrong. He dropped his bow, his arrows... a sudden awakening, that it is time to
search, not for the deer, but for himself, for the source of life itself. He became a disciple of
Ma Tzu. He started working in Ma Tzu's temple.
Ma Tzu asked him one day what he was doing.
"I AM TENDING AN OX," THE DISCIPLE ANSWERED.

I have to explain to you that "I am tending an ox" does not mean exactly what it says. It is
a symbolic saying in Zen.
There are ten cards in Tao, just like tarot cards. Those cards are called "tending an ox."
The ox is a symbol of your own self. Searching for the self is the meaning of those symbolic
cards.
When those cards were brought from China to Japan, the last card was dropped for
specific reasons: it needed tremendously great understanding for the tenth card. Those cards
had been made according to Buddha's own description.
In the first card the ox has escaped into the forest. A man, the owner, is standing, looking
all around, and there is no sign of the ox.
In the second card, he finds the footprints on the earth. He follows the footprints.
In the third card, he sees the ox's back, his tail. He is hiding behind a big tree.
In the fourth card, he sees the whole ox.
In the fifth, he catches hold of him.
In the sixth, he is fighting hard to take him back to the house.

In the seventh, he is victorious.
In the eighth, he is riding on the ox, coming back towards home.
In the ninth, the ox is in its stall, and the man is playing a song on his flute.
These nine cards were taken out of a pack of ten cards. In China originally, and in
Buddha's statement also, a tenth card is described. But it really needs guts to understand the
tenth card. Even the Japanese masters thought it is better to drop it, because it is very difficult
to make people understand it. Even Buddha said, "I am at the ninth card" -- because the tenth
is certainly difficult.
The tenth shows that the man, feeling so happy that he has found his ox, takes up a
whiskey bottle and goes towards the pub.
Now that is very difficult -- a buddha with a whiskey bottle going towards the pub!
But I don't want to drop the tenth card, because it is as symbolic as the other cards. You
accept the ox as yourself; you accept the search and inquiry as your meditation. Part by part
you become aware of your inner reality.
The tenth is the ultimate point, when you become intoxicated with the universe. That
whiskey bottle is not a whiskey bottle -- just as the ox is not the ox -- they are all symbols.
Those masters who dropped that card were a little weaker. It was so simple to explain it:
that when you have found yourself, you have found the ultimate nectar; you will be drunk
twenty-four hours a day. You don't need ordinary alcohol, you don't need any drug -- your
very experience will be a drug.
And you all know after your meditation, when you start moving towards the canteen -- I
have been watching -- everybody looks drunk. A few get up early, but very reluctantly; a few
are sitting still, utterly drunk, remembering finally that they have to go to the canteen. This
drunkenness...
By the way, I want to tell you that it is the only possibility for humanity to get rid of all
drugs, of all alcohol, because they are very ordinary compared to the purity of the
drunkenness that happens at the very source of life. Nothing is comparable to it. It takes you
higher, it gives you tremendous euphoria -- which is not hallucination -- and it lasts. It is not
a question of taking the drug in greater and greater quantities, of becoming addicted to it.
You become the nectar itself, you become the euphoria, the ecstasy itself. You don't need
anything; just remembering your buddhahood is enough to live with immense ecstasy in your
day-to-day life.
So this "tending an ox," you should remember, is an old metaphor for searching for the
self. Otherwise you will not be able to understand the anecdote.
The disciple answered, "I AM TENDING AN OX."
"HOW DO YOU TEND IT?" ASKED MA TZU.
SHIH-KUNG REPLIED, "AS SOON AS IT RETURNS TO THE GRASS, I RUTHLESSLY
PULL IT BACK BY ITS NOSTRILS."
THIS WON GREAT APPROVAL FROM THE MASTER, WHO REMARKED, "YOU
CERTAINLY KNOW THE TRUE WAY OF TENDING AN OX!"
As an anecdote in itself, if you don't know its connotations, it is absurd. But if you
understand it with all the metaphors... because these anecdotes carry a tremendous tradition.
SHIH-KUNG REPLIED, "AS SOON AS IT RETURNS TO THE GRASS..." Do you
understand? We use the word `grass' for the mundane also; for the rude, for the primitive, for
the uncivilized, uncultured.
Shih-kung says, "AS SOON AS IT RETURNS TO THE GRASS -- to the mundane -- I
RUTHLESSLY PULL IT BACK BY ITS NOSTRILS." He is saying that he does not allow

himself to be attracted by the grass. He pulls himself away from the grass, towards the great,
towards the magnificent, towards the inner splendor.
If you understand this connotation, then you will be able to understand why the master
approved it.
THIS WON GREAT APPROVAL FROM THE MASTER, WHO REMARKED, "YOU CERTAINLY
KNOW THE TRUE WAY OF TENDING AN OX!"

Soseki wrote:
WHEN THE MASTER WITHOUT A WORD
RAISES HIS EYEBROWS,
THE POSTS AND RAFTERS,
THE CROSSBEAMS AND ROOF TREE,
BEGIN TO SMILE.
THERE IS ANOTHER PLACE FOR
CONVERSING HEART TO HEART:
THE FULL MOON AND THE BREEZE
AT THE HALF-OPEN WINDOW.

Soseki is a well known mystic poet and master. What he is saying cannot be said in prose.
WHEN THE MASTER WITHOUT A WORD
RAISES HIS EYEBROWS,
THE POSTS AND RAFTERS,
THE CROSSBEAMS AND ROOF TREE,
BEGIN TO SMILE.
THERE IS ANOTHER PLACE FOR
CONVERSING HEART TO HEART:
THE FULL MOON AND THE BREEZE
AT THE HALF-OPEN WINDOW.

Just standing at the half-open window, the cool breeze and the full moon, and utter
silence in between...
A master is a door to the universe; a master in himself is an empty heart. You can see the
whole universe through it. Coming closer to the master in deep love and trust, even his
raising of his eyebrows triggers something in you.
... THE POSTS AND RAFTERS, THE CROSSBEAMS AND ROOF TREE, BEGIN TO SMILE.

Even the posts and the rafters, in the presence of a master, start to smile. The whole
existence smiles in the presence of a master, for the simple reason that at least part of us has
reached to the ultimate expression of our potentiality. And he is a symbol that we can also
reach to the same height, to the same depth.
The disciple's heart immensely rejoices in the master's presence -- just his presence. He
may not say a single word, he may remain silent, but just his presence takes you to another
world of silence and peace, of love and joy, of blessings that you have not even dreamed of.
Maneesha has asked a question:
OUR BELOVED MASTER,
THERE COULD NEVER HAVE BEEN A MASTER MORE RESOURCEFUL IN
FINDING EXPEDIENT MEANS OF WORKING WITH HIS DISCIPLES THAN YOU.
WHO ELSE WOULD CREATE A CONCOCTION OF ZANY ANECDOTES, SERIOUS
SUTRAS, WILD DANCING, AUTOMATED ANIMALS, JOKES, GIBBERISH AND
SILENCE SUCH AS YOU SERVE UP EACH EVENING?
IN THE CONTEXT OF YOU, SOMEHOW EVERYTHING FEELS SO ABSOLUTELY

RIGHT.
Maneesha, it is absolutely right, it is just that in my context you become aware of it. It is
as if all the lights go out: these ten thousand buddhas will be still sitting here, but you will not
be able to see them. Then the lights come on, and suddenly you see ten thousand people
sitting around you. You were not alone in the darkness.
The context of the master is simply a light in your darkness. Everything seems to be true,
everything seems to be beautiful -- but it is not the master's light that is making them
beautiful. They are beautiful in themselves, but a light is needed to see them.
If you grow your own light, the master's context will not be needed.
The master's whole effort is that he should not be needed; that you should be enough unto
yourself; that your own light should shine and radiate; that the existence should smile with
your smiling heart.
It is true that I am a little crazy. (SARDARJI'S FAMILIAR LAUGH COMES LOUDLY
FROM THE BACK OF THE AUDITORIUM.) Now, Sardarji, I have not yet told the joke,
don't trust me too much!
I use everything, that's why I said that the Japanese masters who brought those ten cards
and dropped one on the way were not very courageous. They were intelligent, but not
geniuses. They could not find an explanation for the tenth card.
And to me, without the tenth card the nine are useless. What is the point of searching for
yourself? The whole point is to become a drunk! The tenth card is the most essential, but
even Gautam Buddha was afraid. Although he described the ten cards, he said, "I am myself
at the ninth," just to avoid the complication of the tenth. The bottle of alcohol in the hands of
a buddha simply does not look right. Even he avoided the tenth card -- but I will not avoid it.
In many countries, sannyasins wanted to take my picture with a bottle, to make the tenth
card. I said, "It is perfectly okay, just fill the bottle with Coca-Cola! It is so simple, because
in the photograph it won't show that there is Coca-Cola, and your purpose will be served."
I am just a little crazy, not too much.
You are right, that nobody has worked the way I work. And I love to work in every
possible way -- not denying anything -- a total approval of life and all its turns, all its paths. I
have accepted it in its totality, so I can use anything as an indicator. And from any point of
view I can bring you to seek and search for the escaped ox.
Now, Sardarji's time has come at last!
Before you go into your meditations, in search of the ox, it is perfectly good to go in a
happy mood; not serious, but smiling. Remember it: existence smiles when you smile, and
when you are serious you are alone. Existence does not bother about your seriousness. If you
want the whole world with you, just smile, and look all around and you will see trees smiling,
and the flowers smiling. And at least when you are entering into meditation, it is good to
enter with a smiling heart.
I have used jokes for the first time in the whole history of mankind, because such
beautiful jokes... and nobody has used them for meditation. And they create such a good
feeling all around, that one becomes courageous enough. A laughing heart is more
courageous than a serious one. A serious heart doubts, hesitates, thinks twice. The laughing
one is the heart of the gambler, he simply jumps in. And meditation is a question of jumping
into the unknown.
Friar Fruck, the Jesuit missionary, is in Africa looking for a few Christian converts. He is

marching across the plains with his crucifix and Holy Bible in hand, when suddenly he comes
face to face with a huge, ferocious lion.
Friar Fruck's eyes roll to the back of his head, and he drops to his knees in a near-faint.
"Beloved God Almighty, King of Kings, all-knowing, all-seeing Father of the world,"
pleads Friar Fruck, praying feverishly, "save my blessed ass!"
The lion watches the Christian closely, and then he bows his own head, crosses his paws,
and murmurs in a soft growl, "Beloved God Almighty, King of beasts and Lord of the jungle,
please bless this poor food I am about to eat!"
Angela Angelovitch, the greatest ballet dancer in living memory, is going to give her last
performance.
"Angela," says Petrov, her manager, "for this performance, you must give everything,
EVERYTHING!"
That night, when the curtains are drawn back, Angela is standing on a platform, high
above the stage, wearing a small pair of wings. The orchestra is playing and Angela leaps
into the air and lands gracefully on the stage, to loud cheers.
Immediately, Angela jumps up and daintily climbs a ladder, and goes even higher than
before. The orchestra plays loudly, and Angela springs into space. She spins through the air
and lands on her tiptoes.
A rope descends and, to thundering applause, Angela is lifted right to the roof. The drums
roll and then there is a deathly hush.
Angela jumps. She flies, spinning through the air, and lands in the middle of the stage
with her legs apart, in a perfect split. The audience is hysterical.
At last, the curtains close and the audience starts to go home. Angela is resting motionless
on the stage. Her legs are still split wide apart.
"Bravo! Encore!" shouts Petrov, her manager, walking onto the stage, clapping his hands.
"Petrov," says Angela, "will you do me a favor?"
"Yes, my darling," replies Petrov, "after a performance like that, anything!"
"Okay," says Angela, "then rock me a little, and break the suction!"
Just take your time! Has everybody got it?
Where is Haridas? -- because he is the polar opposite of Sardarji. They both are great
friends, and their friendship depends on one thing: Sardarji can get any kind of joke, Haridas
never gets any! So he laughs -- what else to do? Understanding is not his thing.
Swami Deva Coconut is standing in his bamboo house watching the waters rise around
his ankles. It has been raining constantly for four days and the sky is still grey and wet.
As the water reaches his knees, Coconut climbs onto his suitcase, and when the water
reaches to his knees again, he goes outside and climbs onto the roof of his bamboo house.
Just then, Ma Mango Milkshake comes past on a small raft.
"Come on, Coconut!" she calls out, "come for a ride!"
"No thanks," he replies. "I am just going to wait here, and watch."
Slowly, the water climbs up the side of the bamboo house, and starts to wash against
Coconut's ankles again.
Swami Cleverhead, the group leader, rows up in a small rowboat. The boat is leaking
water fast, but Cleverhead seems to be managing.
"Come on, Coconut!" calls Cleverhead. "Let us go out of here!"

"No thanks," replies Coconut. "I'm just waiting here and watching."
A half an hour later, Coconut has water around his neck, on top of his bamboo house.
Just then, Captain Cliffski and Captain Kurtski, the famous Polack pilots, fly over in a
borrowed helicopter.
Captain Cliffski sees Coconut, and leans out of the window.
"Come on now, Coconut!" he shouts, "or you are going to be drowned!"
Coconut waves back, "I am just waiting here and watching!" he shouts.
Later, somewhere in the realms of the universe, Swami Deva Coconut meets Osho
Rajneesh, and he seems really pissed off about something.
"I waited and I waited, I watched, I witnessed," exclaims Coconut, "and you never came
to rescue me!"
"My God!" says Osho Rajneesh, "I sent you two boats and a helicopter!"
Big Rock Hunk, the famous Hollywood movie star, walks into the lobby of the exclusive
Screwing Sands Hotel, and accidentally hits Gorgeous Gloria on the chest with his elbow.
"I'm extremely sorry," says Rock, sweetly, "but if your heart is as soft as your breast, then
I am sure you will forgive me."
"That's all right," replies Gloria, "and if the rest of you is as hard as your elbow, my room
is number thirty-three!"
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
(Gibberish)
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Be silent. Close your eyes.
Feel your body to be completely frozen.
Look inwards with absolute urgency.
This moment may be the last moment.
Always remember that every moment
is possibly the last moment.
Then your urgency remains total.
Go deeper, as deep as you can,
because it is your own space, your very life source -- nothing to fear.
At the very center of your being you are connected with the heart of the universe.
Your empty heart becomes a door
to the ultimate heart of the universe.
And the moment you feel you are connected
and rooted in the ultimate,
everything in existence becomes beautiful, blissful.
Not only life, but death also
becomes a dance, a celebration.

Just watch, witness.
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Relax. Let the body lie down.
Remember you are not the body,
nor the mind.
You are the witness, which is far away -even skies are underneath it.
It is a watcher on the hills.
Your body is in the dark valleys down below.
The distance between your witness
and your body-mind structure is qualitative.
It cannot be bridged.
And people go on living in ignorance,
because they go on thinking
that they are the body, they are the mind.
And because of this identification
with body and mind,
they have forgotten the language of their inner being,
their inner nature, their universality,
their eternity -- the buddha.
This beautiful evening.
This dance of the rain
around the Buddha Auditorium,
and ten thousand buddhas in utter silence,
relaxed, centered...
it becomes a miracle.
It is a magic moment.
I can see there are no individuals,
but only an ocean of consciousness.
This is the point
where one becomes ultimately drunk,
drunk without any drugs.
Let this drunkenness sink in every fiber of your being.
Soon you will be coming back.
Fill all your buckets
with the nectar of the living stream of life,
and bring it with you.
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Now, come back as a buddha.
Silently, peacefully, with grace.
Remember how buddha will sit down,

and this remembrance has to become
the very milieu
twenty-four hours around you.
Whatever you do, remember
that the act has to show your self-nature,
your original face, your buddhahood.
Every gesture, every word, every silence
should arise from your spontaneity.
This is authentic religion.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Beloved Master.
Can we celebrate the ten thousand buddhas?
Yes, Beloved Master.
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OUR BELOVED MASTER,
YAKUSAN BEGAN HIS BUDDHIST STUDIES IN THE SCHOOL OF VINAYA SO HE WAS
WELL-VERSED IN SCRIPTURAL STUDIES AND ASCETICS BY THE TIME HE WAS INTRODUCED
TO ZEN. HE BEGAN TO FEEL THAT THESE THINGS WERE NOT YET THE ULTIMATE GOAL OF
THE SPIRITUAL LIFE. HE LONGED FOR TRUE FREEDOM AND PURITY BEYOND THE
FORMULAS OF THE DHARMA. SO, SEEKING GUIDANCE, HE CALLED ON SEKITO.
YAKUSAN SAID TO THE MASTER, "I HAVE ONLY A ROUGH KNOWLEDGE OF THE THREE
VEHICLES, AND THE TWELVE BRANCHES OF THE SCRIPTURAL TEACHING. BUT I HEAR
THAT IN THE SOUTH THERE IS A TEACHING ABOUT `POINTING DIRECTLY AT THE MIND OF
MAN AND ATTAINING BUDDHAHOOD THROUGH THE PERCEPTION OF THE SELF-NATURE.'
NOW, THIS IS BEYOND MY COMPREHENSION. I HUMBLY BESEECH YOU TO GRACIOUSLY
ENLIGHTEN ME ON THIS."
SEKITO REPLIED, "IT IS TO BE FOUND NEITHER IN AFFIRMATION NOR IN NEGATION, NOR IN
AFFIRMING AND NEGATING AT THE SAME TIME. SO WHAT CAN YOU DO?"
YAKUSAN WAS ALTOGETHER MYSTIFIED BY THESE WORDS.
HENCE, SEKITO TOLD HIM FRANKLY, "THE CAUSE AND OCCASION OF YOUR
ENLIGHTENMENT ARE NOT PRESENT HERE IN THIS PLACE. YOU SHOULD RATHER GO TO
VISIT THE GREAT MASTER, MA TZU."
FOLLOWING THE SUGGESTION, YAKUSAN WENT TO PAY HIS RESPECTS TO MA TZU,
PRESENTING BEFORE HIM THE SAME REQUEST AS HE HAD ADDRESSED TO SEKITO.
MA TZU REPLIED, "I SOMETIMES MAKE HIM RAISE HIS EYEBROWS AND TURN HIS EYES; AT
OTHER TIMES I DO NOT LET HIM RAISE HIS EYEBROWS AND TURN HIS EYES. SOMETIMES
IT IS REALLY HE WHO IS RAISING HIS EYEBROWS AND TURNING HIS EYES; AT OTHER
TIMES IT IS REALLY NOT HE WHO IS RAISING HIS EYEBROWS AND TURNING HIS EYES. HOW
DO YOU UNDERSTAND THIS?"
AT THIS, YAKUSAN SAW COMPLETELY EYE-TO-EYE WITH MA TZU AND WAS ENLIGHTENED.
HE BOWED REVERENTLY TO THE MASTER, WHO ASKED HIM, "WHAT TRUTH DO YOU
PERCEIVE THAT YOU SHOULD PERFORM THESE CEREMONIES?"
YAKUSAN SAID, "WHEN I WAS WITH SEKITO, I WAS LIKE A MOSQUITO CRAWLING ON A
BRONZE OX."
MA TZU, DISCERNING THAT THE ENLIGHTENMENT WAS GENUINE, ASKED HIM TO TAKE
GOOD CARE OF THE INSIGHT. HE ATTENDED UPON MA TZU FOR THREE YEARS. ONE DAY,
MA TZU ASKED AGAIN, "WHAT DO YOU SEE RECENTLY?"
YAKUSAN REPLIED, "THE SKIN HAS ENTIRELY MOULTED OFF; THERE REMAINS ONLY THE
ONE, TRUE REALITY."
MA TZU SAID, "WHAT YOU HAVE ATTAINED IS PERFECTLY IN TUNE WITH THE INNERMOST
CORE OF YOUR MIND, AND FROM THENCE IT HAS SPREAD INTO YOUR FOUR LIMBS. THIS

BEING THE CASE, IT IS TIME TO GIRD YOUR WAIST WITH THREE BAMBOO SPLINTS, AND GO
FORTH TO MAKE YOUR ABODE ON ANY MOUNTAIN YOU MAY LIKE."
YAKUSAN REPLIED, "WHO AM I TO SET UP ANY ABODE ON ANY MOUNTAIN?"
MA TZU SAID, "NOT SO! ONE CANNOT ALWAYS BE TRAVELING WITHOUT ABIDING, NOR
ALWAYS BE ABIDING WITHOUT TRAVELING. TO ADVANCE FROM WHERE YOU CAN NO
LONGER ADVANCE, AND TO DO WHAT CAN NO LONGER BE DONE, YOU MUST MAKE
YOURSELF INTO A RAFT OR FERRYBOAT FOR OTHERS. IT IS NOT FOR YOU TO ABIDE HERE
FOREVER."

Maneesha, it is absolutely necessary to say a few words before I discuss the sutras you
have brought to me.
The authentic master is not concerned with gathering a following, more followers, and
becoming a great master because of his following. The authentic master is interested in the
disciple and his potentiality. And if he sees that this is not the right place for him to flower,
the right climate, then he will send him to another master. That used to be in the past a very
common phenomenon. There was no rivalry between masters because they were all working
for the same truth, for the same ultimate experience.
But the pseudo masters are different and they have taken over the world. The pseudo
master forces the disciple to surrender to him. He makes it almost a commitment and if the
disciple leaves him, he will feel guilty for it, it will be called betrayal. And the pseudo master
never sends his disciples to another master because he sees that this climate, this atmosphere
is not perfectly suitable for his growth.
I want you to see the distinction clearly. The pseudo master is interested in satisfying his
own ego, how many disciples he has. He is not really concerned with the welfare of the
disciple or his growth. His concern is political.
Hindus are worried that the constitution of India allows Mohammedans to marry four
women. Now Hindus are worried that sooner or later the Mohammedans will increase in
population. The Hindu has only one wife. Even if he produces a child every year, he cannot
compete with the Mohammedan. The problem is of the population, because the politics -who is going to be in power -- will depend on the population.
What authority has the Vatican pope about truth? What experience, what enlightenment?
But still he has six hundred million Catholics around the world. Naturally he is the biggest
religious leader. His greatness is not in his experience, his greatness is in the number of
followers. And throughout the centuries all the religions have been killing others and
converting others to their religion. "Either you come into my religion, or you cannot live."
That has been the attitude of the Mohammedans, that has been the attitude of the Christians.
Nobody seems to be interested in the individual. They are all on power trips.
Zen gives you a totally different climate. Sometimes masters have even sent their
followers to other masters who are against them. It is a very strange phenomenon to the
modern eyes, sending someone to your own opponent. But we have to look deep down: if the
person can grow more easily in the climate that the opponent master has created, then there is
no hesitation in sending him to the other master.
It was a constant transfer of disciples from one master to another. And sometimes it used
to be that a master would seem to the disciple too hard and the opponent master would look
more soft. The disciple himself would escape to the other master's monastery.
One case I remember... A disciple escaped from his master's monastery because the
master was continuously beating, slapping. And he had heard about another master just a few
miles away in the mountains who was very soft and very loving, very nice to be with. So he

escaped. When he reached to the other master, the other master asked, "Why have you left
your own master?"
He told the reason, "He is too hard. He beats, he slaps. And I have heard you are so nice
and so loving. That's why I have come here."
The master immediately slapped him and told him, "You idiot, you don't understand the
compassion of your master. Just go back! Are you in search of a nice companionship? Are
you interested only, urgently, in searching for the truth? Your master is a great man. We don't
agree in our principles, that is something aside. As far as his compassion and love are
concerned, he is far greater than me. I can only be nice to you.
"You are blind. You could not see when he hits you, with what love, with what care...
how much he cares about you! Even though he is getting old, and in hitting you he hurts
himself more than he hurts you, but his whole effort is to bring an urgency. He is not going to
live long. As a man he is far greater than I am. As a compassionate teacher there is no parallel
to him. You just go back. He is the right person as far as you are concerned."
The disciple could not understand. He had heard that this man is against his master, and
he says, "I am in disagreement with your master on many points -- but that does not mean
that your master's compassion is less, that your master's enlightenment is not authentic. I am
not so compassionate. I don't hit you because I don't see the urgency. Perhaps in another life
you may become enlightened. My care about you is less than his care. He wants you to
become enlightened in this life, this moment. I am a little careless, I don't care, and you think
it is nice. It is not nice, it is simply my carelessness -- whether you become enlightened or not
is not my problem. You can enjoy your life and there is eternity available. Sometime,
somewhere, you may become enlightened. Why should I bother?"
He came back to his master, touched his feet, and said what had happened. The master
said, "Although we are traditionally opponents -- our schools are different, our principles,
which are nonessential, are different -- I have always understood it, that that man is great,
greater than people think. His sending you back here is a sign of his greatness. He has shown
love towards you by slapping you. He does not slap ordinarily, but he knows perfectly well
that a disciple who has been with me for years will not understand anything else than a good
slap. Now go into your hut and start meditating on the sound of one hand clapping."
The disciple had been meditating on this koan for three years. Every day he was getting
slaps, beatings, because he would think about it all the time, day and night, sitting. He would
hear something in the night -- the crickets... all is silent, only crickets -- and he would get the
idea that perhaps this is the sound. He would run to the master, knock on his door, and even
before he had said anything the master would slap him and the disciple would say, "At least
let me tell you...!"
The master said, "The moment you open your mouth, you are going to say something
wrong. So don't unnecessarily waste my time. When you have got it, I will know without
your saying it."
A few days passed and the disciple did not come back to report. He used to come every
day -- sometimes the wind blowing through the pine trees, sometimes the sound of the
running water, anything... and he would immediately think, "Perhaps this is the sound that
will satisfy the master as the answer to the question."
But seeing the situation, that he hits you without even listening to your answer... One day
the master closed his door as he saw him coming. What kind of master...? He just looked at
him and closed the door and said to him through the closed doors, "Go back to your hut and
meditate. I am getting old and I cannot hit you every day unnecessarily. I have looked at your

face, it is not the sound that you think. Just go."
But for a few days he did not turn up. The master inquired, "What has happened?" People
said, "He is just meditating and he is so silent and so peaceful, he looks like a buddha."
The master went there, touched his feet, shook him and told him, "You have heard it.
Now it is enough. Come back to the monastery, it is lunch time."
The disciple could not believe that the master touched his feet. And the master said, "You
have got it. And you have been sitting hungry for so many days and I was concerned because
I was waiting every day for you to come. I enjoy slapping you so much that without you... I
was wondering continuously what happened to the great disciple? But I am satisfied. You
have got it. Now it is lunch time. Come, follow me."
It was a different climate altogether when there was no rivalry between masters because
the aim was the same. Their methods may be different, their devices may be different, but
one thing was absolutely certain, they all agreed on one point: that the search for truth is the
first priority, and every disciple has to be sent to the right place, to the right master. It does
not mean that the master who is sending the disciple is not right; it simply means that his
devices will not suit this kind of man. It does not matter even if he has to be sent to the
opponent.
These words I am saying with a deep concern because that whole climate of urgency for
truth has disappeared from the world. Now there are thousands of pseudo teachers whose
whole effort is how to gather followers. All the religions are doing the same. Have you ever
heard of a Hindu shankaracharya telling to his disciple, "You go to a Mohammedan Sufi
mystic," or vice versa? Have you ever heard of any Christian pope sending somebody to a
Zen master to learn meditation?
These organized religions are political. Zen is a non-political religiousness. You cannot
call it even religion. It is so individualistic and so emphatically concerned only with the
potential of the individual. It does not want anything from the individual, it simply wants him
to be himself.
At the time of Ma Tzu, there was another great Zen master in China; his name was
Sekito. You are perfectly well acquainted with Sekito; he is reborn here. Sekito means
stonehead, and this time he is born as Swami Niskriya; I call him Sekito, stonehead. And I
had to send him back to Germany, just for a few weeks, because only stoneheads can hit
against other stoneheads in Germany, you cannot send anybody else. So he goes, and hits his
head against other heads for a few days. When he gets tired of enlightening other people, he
comes back to rest. Right now he is in Germany.
Sekito was given the name by his master just because he was really a stonehead. Nothing
penetrated into his head. You can do everything, nothing makes any difference, because who
is hearing? His master used to beat him and he would laugh and he would say, "Do it as much
as you can. Just as you are determined to make me enlightened, I am determined not to
become enlightened. It is a question of dignity."
Because of this stubbornness -- but with so much love, there was no hatred, there was no
anger, it was just to show the master -- he would say, "If you are stubborn, then don't think
that you alone in the world are stubborn; I am also stubborn. Hit me as much as you can. I am
not going to become enlightened." That's why he was given the name Sekito. But poor Sekito
finally had to become enlightened. You cannot escape a master once you are caught in his
net.
Ma Tzu and Sekito were such great masters that it was said that they divided the whole
world between them. Their methods and their ways and their workings were absolutely

different. They were completely free of any sense of rivalry. Even in such a situation where
only two enlightened beings were there and the whole world was available, there was no
rivalry. In fact they are reported to have cooperated with each other in bringing others to
enlightenment. A case in point is Yakusan. That whole atmosphere, that golden age of search
for truth is now just a memory, an echo in the mountains. But it had a beauty which has to be
brought back.
Men's whole being should be concerned primarily in searching for his own life sources.
But the modern situation is just the opposite. The Hindus have divided the world in a very
beautiful way. They have divided the world into four ages. The first age they call the age of
truth; the only concern of the people is truth, hence the name of the age is satyuga, the age of
truth.
The second they call treta, a tripod. The first had four legs, it was a table. One leg is lost,
now it is a tripod. There is still the search for truth, but the urgency is less, the intensity is
less, the balance is less. On four legs the balance is complete; on three legs the balance
cannot be complete, but there is still the same search.
The third age they call dwapar, two-legged. Now even the balance of treta, the second
age, is lost. On two legs you cannot make a table, it will be unbalanced, but still half of the
urgency is there.
The last age, in which we are living according to Hindu calculations, is called kaliyuga;
the age of darkness, the age of blindness, the age of no inquiry into truth. People are
concerned with mundane things. They devote their whole life to things which prove finally to
be junk.
Their whole life could have been a great experiment in enlightenment, in searching for
the roots of life, in being utterly fulfilled and contented. They could have gathered all the joy
that the universe makes available to you. They could have danced, they could have sung, they
could have rejoiced in all the beauties the universe is filled with. But because of their
blindness they remained playing with toys; they never bothered that there is anything more
than the toys.
In a way this metaphoric division of time has a certain truth in it. Today it is very difficult
to find people -- I have found you, working for thirty-five years continuously -- it is very
difficult to find people who are really ready to take the jump into the universe at any cost.
And only those are the fortunate few.
Maneesha has brought a sutra:
YAKUSAN BEGAN HIS BUDDHIST STUDIES IN THE SCHOOL OF VINAYA.

VINAYA is a Buddhist scripture. Its whole name is VINAYA PITAK. Buddha spoke for
forty-two years continuously, morning and evening, so naturally a tremendous volume of
literature has been collected by the disciples. He never wrote anything, these are all notes
from the disciples. `Vinaya' means humbleness, absolute egolessness.
So the disciples who have collected VINAYA PITAK, the scripture, they have found
Gautam Buddha's teaching to be utterly humble, egoless, at ease with the universe, without
any tension. It is one of the most beautiful books in existence. All the sutras lead to silence
and peace and compassion.
YAKUSAN BEGAN HIS BUDDHIST STUDIES IN THE SCHOOL OF Vinaya, SO HE
WAS WELL-VERSED IN SCRIPTURAL STUDIES AND ASCETICS BY THE TIME HE
WAS INTRODUCED TO ZEN. HE BEGAN TO FEEL THAT THESE THINGS WERE
NOT YET THE ULTIMATE GOAL OF THE SPIRITUAL LIFE.
He was in one school of Buddhism which is based on VINAYA PITAK. Then the master

himself, who must have been teaching him about VINAYA PITAK, about compassion and
love and egolessness, simplicity, humbleness, the master must have introduced him to Zen.
HE BEGAN TO FEEL THAT THESE THINGS WERE NOT YET THE ULTIMATE GOAL OF THE
SPIRITUAL LIFE.

And when he was introduced to Zen, he became aware that it was all good, but it was not
the ultimate goal of the spiritual life. On the contrary it was a kind of programming, a
cultivation of certain habits, character, a lifestyle -- do this and don't do that. It was
superficial.
Just today Amrito was telling me that a great scientist was asked, "Do you believe in
God?" It seems obvious that the journalist who was asking this was a leftist atheist. He did
not believe in God, and he could not conceive that a man of such a caliber, a great scientist,
would say that he believes in God. The scientist said that he believed in God; the journalist
was shocked. He said, "You are a great scientist and you still believe in God?"
The scientist said, "I have been programmed, it is not a question of my believing or not
believing. I have been programmed from my very childhood that there is God -- so
continuously told by the parents, by the priests, by the teachers, everywhere, that it has
become almost as if I know that God is. But it is only a conditioning."
All religions have been dependent on programming, not knowing exactly what
programming is. The word is new in the world of psychologists, but the activity that has been
done for centuries in the world by all the religions can be covered by this word
`programming'. The word came into existence with the computer. You have to program a
computer. Whatever you want, you can put into the computer's mind. And it has a
tremendous memory!
All the books that exist in the world, in all the libraries of the world, can be put into a
computer. There is no need to waste so much space. Just one small computer can carry all the
knowledge and you can ask it a question at any time, any absurd question -- if it has been
programmed. The programming has to be remembered. If it has been asked, "What was the
day when Socrates was married?" -- certainly it was an unfortunate day, but what was the
day? -- if the computer has been given the date and day, immediately the reply will come.
Because of computers coming into existence, the word `programming' has taken on
tremendous meaning and implications.
What we are doing with computers, that is what religions have been doing with human
beings. Somebody is a Hindu, and somebody is a Christian; what is the difference between
the two? Just a different programming. If you bring up a Christian child from the very
beginning in a Hindu household, do you think he will ever think about Jesus or about the
Holy Bible? Will he ever ask questions that Christian children are bound to ask? He will be a
Hindu because his programming will be Hindu. He will not even bother to waste time about
Jesus. The same is true about all religions; every religion is programming the child, behaving
with the child as if the child is a computer. It is the greatest insult to humanity and the
greatest crime against every human being.
Every child comes with a clean slate. And then you start writing all over on it, the holy
Bible, or holy Koran, or holy Gita, or holy DAS KAPITAL -- whatever you want. The poor
child is in your hands, and he does not know yet and he cannot even think that his parents,
who love him so much, will give him a wrong programming. But by the time he becomes
aware of the word `programming', the programming has gone to the very bones and marrow
of the child. He cannot think otherwise.
Now in Europe and America, because many young people have deviated from the

orthodox churches, a new kind of profession has come into being, the deprogrammer.
A child is no more interested in the old Bible, he does not go to the church, he becomes a
hippie. He just goes against every norm that Christianity has been following. "Cleanliness is
next to God" -- and the hippie says there is no God and no cleanliness. It may be next, but
neither of them exist. Just because the old society was insistent on cleanliness, the hippie has
reacted, the youth has reacted against it.
Now with all kinds of reactions around the world, the fathers and the priests are very
much worried, so they have asked psychoanalysts to create a system in which these people
can be first deprogrammed, a continuous method of hypnotization, telling them, "You have
gone astray. God is, and Jesus is his son. He is his only begotten son. And your religion is the
highest and the greatest religion in the world." They put the person in a hypnotic sleep and
they just go on repeating this. And it is a very simple thing to put a person into a hypnotic
sleep; just tell him to gaze at anything that has radiating light. A candle will do; just
concentrate on the candle and don't fall asleep and don't blink your eyes.
Naturally the eyes want to blink. Resist their natural tendency to blink, force yourself as
much as possible to concentrate on the flame of the candle or anything that is shining enough
and attracts your eyes. Within three to five minutes a person will have to fall asleep, because
you cannot keep non-blinking eyes for more than three minutes; three minutes is the
maximum.
When your eyes close automatically you cannot do anything because they are tired
enough and bored also. Just watching a flame cannot be much entertainment, it cannot be a
very interesting experience. There is no juice in it, so you are bored, the eyes are tired, you
are forcing them to keep open. And the hypnotist by your side goes on saying, "You are
falling asleep, you are falling asleep," in a very sleepy voice. Soon you will find your eyes
are closing and the hypnotist will be continuing, "Your eyes are becoming heavy, your lids
are closing. You are going into a deep sleep."
It is a very simple method, but of profound significance. Once a person is just on the
verge of falling asleep, the hypnotist says to him, "You will not hear anybody's voice except
mine." And then the subject, the person, falls asleep, and he will not hear anything except the
voice of the hypnotist. Now the hypnotist starts deprogramming him. If he has become a
"Hare Krishna, Hare Rama," then he has to tell him, "It is all bullshit. You have gone away
from your original great religion. You have gone away from Jesus." He will bring him back
to Jesus.
So a double process is going on. On the one hand he is deprogramming the person from
Hare Krishna, Hare Rama, and on the other hand he is reprogramming him to his old
childhood programming. His Christianity is still there in his unconscious, so it is very easy to
bring that unconscious to the surface. After a few sessions the Hare Krishna, Hare Rama has
been completely forgotten. Now he knows it is all nonsense. He starts going to the church, he
has come back to the right religion. But all that has happened is that his programming has
been changed. Just anybody can put Hare Krishna, Hare Rama back.
My whole effort here is just to deprogram you and not to reprogram again; just to leave
you as clean slates as when you were born, in your original nature, in your original face.
Nowhere else is that being done. These people who are doing programming, deprogramming,
reprogramming -- they are all professionals, and the parents are paying them that their
children should be brought back to the organized religion in which they were born.
My understanding is that birth has nothing to do with religion. Your parents may be
Hindus or Christians, that does not mean that the child has to be a Hindu or a Christian. The

child is not your possession. The child comes into the world through you. If you have any
sense of humanity, any sense of respect, you will respect the child, and you will leave him
alone and allow him to grow in his clarity, intelligence, in his inquiry for truth, even if he
goes out of the fold in which you are programmed. If you love your child, let him go
according to his nature, wherever it leads.
But no parent, no priest, is willing to give liberation to people, and everybody needs
liberation from the priests. They are all against me for the simple reason that I am not a priest
and I am not in favor of programming anybody.
My whole effort is to deprogram you so deeply that everything that has been put in you
from your childhood is taken out and you are left again back in your childhood innocence.
From that innocence begins your real journey of growth.
When Yakusan went to understand Zen, he immediately saw the difference. He was
thinking while he was studying Vinaya that this is religion; but coming to the world of Zen,
he saw that all that was nonessential. It is not the ultimate goal of life. That was really only
programming, to tell you, "Be egoless, be compassionate, be loving to human beings, to
living creatures." In Zen all these things will happen, not because of programming, but
because of your own enlightenment, your own awareness, your own intensity and clarity.
Compassion will come, but it will not be a cultivation. Love will come, but it will not be a
parrot-like imitation.
Coming to the world of Zen he immediately realized that what he had been studying up to
now was sheer wastage. It is not the ultimate goal. HE LONGED FOR TRUE FREEDOM
AND PURITY BEYOND THE FORMULAS OF THE DHARMA. This is exactly what
deprogramming means.
HE LONGED FOR TRUE FREEDOM AND PURITY BEYOND THE FORMULAS OF THE DHARMA.
SO, SEEKING GUIDANCE, HE CALLED ON SEKITO.

YAKUSAN SAID TO THE MASTER, "I HAVE ONLY A ROUGH KNOWLEDGE OF
THREE VEHICLES" -- there are three scriptures and three schools in Buddhism -- "AND
THE TWELVE BRANCHES OF THE SPIRITUAL TEACHING. BUT I HEAR THAT IN
THE SOUTH THERE IS A TEACHING ABOUT `POINTING DIRECTLY AT THE MIND
OF MAN AND ATTAINING BUDDHAHOOD THROUGH THE PERCEPTION OF THE
SELF-NATURE.' NOW, THIS IS BEYOND MY COMPREHENSION. I HUMBLY
BESEECH YOU TO GRACIOUSLY ENLIGHTEN ME ON THIS."
SEKITO REPLIED, "IT IS TO BE FOUND NEITHER IN AFFIRMATION NOR IN
NEGATION, NOR IN AFFIRMING AND NEGATING AT THE SAME TIME. SO WHAT
CAN YOU DO?"
YAKUSAN WAS ALTOGETHER MYSTIFIED BY THESE WORDS.
I will have to tell you something so that you are not mystified by these words. In the
West, Aristotle has given a logic which has only a dialectical process. Either something is
negative or something is positive. In other words, either you believe in God or you don't
believe in God. Yes and no -- these two words are the foundation of Aristotelian logic.
But Buddha believes -- and he is far more significant than Aristotle -- he calls this
twofold logic, "yes and no." If you ask Buddha if there is a God, he will say, "My first answer
is yes, my second answer is no, my third answer is yes and no both." This he calls threefold
logic.
It simply mystifies people -- because what do you mean? Either you believe in God or
you don't believe in God; twofold logic seems to be perfectly right. What is the point of
threefold?

But he was not alone in this. His contemporary Mahavira had a sevenfold logic, and that
is the last word, you cannot go beyond it -- all possibilities, all angles. Yes and no are just
two polarities, but you can be just in the middle. Yes and no both, or neither yes nor no -- you
can be just in the middle, not going to the extremes. And that was Buddha's way, known as
the middle way.
Buddha says going to the extreme is wrong because you are choosing only one part;
going to the other extreme is exactly in the same way wrong. Just be in the middle. The real
is in the middle. But in the middle you cannot say yes, you cannot say no. Either you have to
say both together, or you have to deny both together. That's what Sekito is saying. Now hear
it, and you will not be mystified by it.
"IT IS TO BE FOUND," the truth has to be found, "NEITHER IN AFFIRMATION,"
neither in saying yes, "NOR IN NEGATION," nor in saying no, "NOR IN AFFIRMING
AND NEGATING AT THE SAME TIME," nor in saying yes and no at the same time. Truth
cannot be found in these three categories. The truth is beyond these three categories, it is the
fourth. It is beyond logic, hence it cannot be expressed through any logical expression.
Poor Yakusan was at a loss. Even Sekito asked him, "SO WHAT CAN YOU DO? These
are the three possibilities, none of them expresses the truth. What are you going to do?"
YAKUSAN WAS ALTOGETHER MYSTIFIED BY THESE WORDS. It seems he has
come to the end of the road. HENCE, SEKITO TOLD HIM FRANKLY -- and this is the
beauty of that golden milieu that has disappeared from the world -- "THE CAUSE AND
OCCASION OF YOUR ENLIGHTENMENT ARE NOT PRESENT HERE IN THIS
PLACE. YOU SHOULD RATHER GO TO VISIT THE GREAT MASTER, MA TZU."
Ma Tzu and Sekito were the two opponent enlightened masters of that time. He is telling
Yakusan to go to Ma Tzu although he is his opponent. "Your personality, your way of
thinking... this place and the devices used here will not help you in growing up to your
maturity. You should rather go to Ma Tzu. He will be a right atmosphere for you."
You can see the point. Sending a disciple to the opponent simply means that his interest is
in the disciple and his growth, not in a growing following of his own. He looks at the person,
feels his pulse, feels his heartbeat, and is clearly aware that "Here he will find it very
difficult. Ma Tzu will be the right atmosphere for the man."
FOLLOWING THE SUGGESTION, YAKUSAN WENT TO PAY HIS RESPECTS TO MA TZU,
PRESENTING BEFORE HIM THE SAME REQUEST AS HE HAD ADDRESSED TO SEKITO.
MA TZU REPLIED, "I SOMETIMES MAKE HIM RAISE HIS EYEBROWS AND TURN HIS EYES; AT
OTHER TIMES I DO NOT LET HIM RAISE HIS EYEBROWS AND TURN HIS EYES. SOMETIMES
IT IS REALLY HE WHO IS RAISING HIS EYEBROWS AND TURNING HIS EYES; AT OTHER
TIMES IT IS REALLY NOT HE WHO IS RAISING HIS EYEBROWS AND TURNING HIS EYES. HOW
DO YOU UNDERSTAND THIS?"

Yakusan must have been feeling he was almost going insane. Sekito talked about logic
and mystified him, and now this fellow is saying strange things. About whom is he talking?
AT THIS, YAKUSAN SAW COMPLETELY EYE-TO-EYE WITH MA TZU -- seeing
and listening to his words it became clear to him that there is something beyond the words.
Sekito has indicated towards it and now, listening to this man's almost crazy talk, one thing is
certain, that truth cannot be explained in words. Both the masters have helped him to get rid
of language. So rather than language, he SAW COMPLETELY EYE-TO-EYE WITH MA
TZU AND WAS ENLIGHTENED. HE BOWED REVERENTLY TO THE MASTER.
Now just reading these words will not help, because something has happened which is not
written and cannot be written. Something transpired when the disciple and the master looked
into each other's eyes. In that silent moment some transmission, some energy... He has seen

in the eyes of the master, "These are the eyes with which I can feel at ease. These are the eyes
through which I can see the whole." It comes as an instantaneous, spontaneous realization, so
nothing is said. That's what makes people worried about reading Zen.
YAKUSAN SAW COMPLETELY EYE-TO-EYE WITH MA TZU AND WAS
ENLIGHTENED. Now just reading this sentence will not explain anything unless you have
seen into the eyes of a master, unless you have been in deep intimacy with a master, unless
you have felt the presence and energy field of a master. It is a totally different universe, a
totally different dimension of communicating, of communion.
He fell in love immediately. Those two eyes satisfied him absolutely: "This is the man I
had been searching for for lives. I have come home." The realization was so tremendous and
so strong that he became enlightened.
This is called in Zen "the transmission of the lamp." It is just as if you bring two candles
close -- one candle lighted, the other candle unlit. But bring them closer, and there is a point
when suddenly the flame from one candle will jump to the other candle. Exactly something
like that happens between a master and a disciple, when they encounter eye-to-eye. Yakusan
became enlightened. Nothing has to be done.
What we are trying here is to bring your heart close to my heart, because that is the only
way I can bring your heart to the universal heart. I am just a door to be passed, a bridge to be
crossed.
An authentic master is not in any way a bondage to the disciple. He is simply a way,
absolutely open and unconditional; you enter into him and through him you reach to the
universe.
HE BOWED REVERENTLY TO THE MASTER, WHO ASKED HIM, "WHAT TRUTH DO YOU
PERCEIVE THAT YOU SHOULD PERFORM THESE CEREMONIES?"
YAKUSAN SAID, "WHEN I WAS WITH SEKITO, I WAS LIKE A MOSQUITO CRAWLING ON A
BRONZE OX."

Sekito was a man -- stoneheaded, a very hard shell. Yakusan says, "I felt like a small
mosquito crawling on a bronze ox. There was no way for me; I could not get into Sekito,
Sekito was too hard."
MA TZU, DISCERNING THAT THE ENLIGHTENMENT WAS GENUINE, ASKED HIM TO TAKE
GOOD CARE OF THE INSIGHT. HE ATTENDED UPON MA TZU FOR THREE YEARS. ONE DAY,
MA TZU ASKED AGAIN, "WHAT DO YOU SEE RECENTLY?"
YAKUSAN REPLIED, "THE SKIN HAS ENTIRELY MOULTED OFF; THERE REMAINS ONLY THE
ONE, TRUE REALITY."
MA TZU SAID, "WHAT YOU HAVE ATTAINED IS PERFECTLY IN TUNE WITH THE INNERMOST
CORE OF YOUR MIND, AND FROM THENCE IT HAS SPREAD INTO YOUR FOUR LIMBS. THIS
BEING THE CASE, IT IS TIME TO GIRD YOUR WAIST WITH THREE BAMBOO SPLINTS, AND GO
FORTH TO MAKE YOUR ABODE ON ANY MOUNTAIN YOU MAY LIKE."
YAKUSAN REPLIED, "WHO AM I TO SET UP ANY ABODE ON ANY MOUNTAIN?"
MA TZU SAID, "NOT SO! ONE CANNOT ALWAYS BE TRAVELING WITHOUT ABIDING, NOR
ALWAYS BE ABIDING WITHOUT TRAVELING. TO ADVANCE FROM WHERE YOU CAN NO
LONGER ADVANCE, AND TO DO WHAT CAN NO LONGER BE DONE, YOU MUST MAKE
YOURSELF INTO A RAFT OR FERRYBOAT FOR OTHERS. IT IS NOT FOR YOU TO ABIDE HERE
FOREVER."

Ma Tzu was convinced that Yakusan had authentically become enlightened. Three years
he had watched him, allowed him to be with himself. When it was certain, with all his
gestures, activities, responses, that he had become a buddha, Ma Tzu told him, "Choose any
mountain around, make your abode there."
He is telling him, "Now you are a master yourself, you need not be here. You have to
become a ferryboat or a raft for others, those who want to go to the other shore. So make a

temple, a monastery on some mountain, and those who are thirsty will come to you. You are
not to be satisfied with your own enlightenment. That is very miserly. You have to spread the
fire to those who are groping in the dark. You have to become a master of many who are
blind. You have to give them eyes to see."
Ma Tzu is behaving exactly the way a buddha should behave on finding that another one
has become a buddha. It is a wastage to keep him to himself. He should go now on his own,
absolutely free to be himself, not to be under the shadow of a great master. It is almost like a
gardener. He will remove a small plant from a big tree. Underneath a big tree the small plant
cannot grow. It needs its own space. It needs its own sun, its own sky, and once the gardener
sees the potentiality of the plant -- that it is not a weed but a rose -- he takes it to an open sky
where sun is available, fresh air is available, water is available.
Every master tries his best to give to his disciples independence, integrity, individuality,
and a message -- what you have gained, don't keep it to yourself. Share it. The more you
share, the more you have it. The less you share, the less you have it. It is a different
economics of the inner world. In the outer world the more you share it, the less you have it.
I have heard about a man who had just won a lottery, a million dollars. As usual he found
the beggar standing by the side of the road. Today he was so happy, receiving one million
dollars, he gave that beggar a one-hundred-dollar bill. The beggar looked at the bill, and he
looked at the man, and he said to the man, "Soon you will be standing by my side."
He said, "What do you mean?"
The beggar said, "This is how I came to this state. I went on giving to everybody. Now I
am in a state -- I don't have anything, I have to beg. The way you are giving, it won't take
much time. You can always come to me. I am an experienced beggar by now."
On the outside, in the objective world, there is one economics. You have to hold on to
whatever you have, you have to cling to it. Not only you have to cling to your own, if you can
manage to cling to others'...
George Bernard Shaw was asked once, "Can anyone live just keeping his hands in the
pockets?"
George Bernard Shaw said, "Of course one can. But the pockets must be somebody
else's."
In your own pockets you cannot live forever. In the objective world, if you share, you
lose. But in the internal world just the opposite canon of thought is applicable. The more you
share, the more you have; the less you share, the less you have. If you don't share at all, that
small flame can disappear. By sharing it becomes a great fire. It consumes you.
A poem by Soko:
INHALE, EXHALE
FORWARD, BACK,
LIVING, DYING:
ARROWS, LET FLOWN EACH TO EACH,
MEET MIDWAY AND SLICE
THE VOID IN AIMLESS FLIGHT -THUS I RETURN TO THE SOURCE.

Go on throwing and throwing your experience, in life, in death. Soko says, THUS I
RETURN TO THE SOURCE. The more I give, the deeper I reach to the source. It is just like
digging a well. If you don't take out the water from the well, the water will become dead. The
more you take the water out, the more fresh streams are opening up and bringing new water,
fresh water from all sides.

Maneesha has asked a question:
OUR BELOVED MASTER,
IF ONE HAS AN AUTHENTIC INSIGHT -- NOT JUST AN INTELLECTUAL
UNDERSTANDING -- IT SEEMS TO TAKE ROOT AND AFFECT THE WAY ONE IS,
OF ITS OWN ACCORD: NOTHING NEEDS TO BE DONE TO PRESERVE IT.
IS THIS SO? AND IS THE SITUATION DIFFERENT AFTER ENLIGHTENMENT?
Maneesha, it is exactly as you describe it. If things start happening on their own accord, if
you have found the source of your being, that is the source of spontaneous happenings. Then
you don't need to preserve it, you don't need to guard it, you don't need to do anything about
it. It goes on happening.
Sharing also comes as a happening: because you are so flooded, you are grateful to share.
You are just like a raincloud; it needs to rain. The rain is too heavy, it wants to unburden
itself. So it is never a problem of preserving it. Finding your life-source existentially, not
intellectually, you don't have to preserve it.
You are asking, "Is the situation different after enlightenment?"
After enlightenment one is no more. One becomes just a flute on the lips of existence.
Then existence is responsible for everything, a song or a silence. After enlightenment you are
no more, only the existence is. Because you are no more, the other is also no more. For the
other to be other, you have to be present. If you are absent, everybody is absent. That's why I
say, when one person becomes enlightened, for him the whole existence becomes
enlightened. Now there is no question of doing anything, not even sharing, because that is
also doing.
It shares by itself.
It rains by itself.
Everything is now by itself.
Now it is Sardar Gurudayal Singh's time.
Blackie the dog walks into the Sizzling Salami Restaurant, and orders a tofu-burger.
"How would you like it cooked?" asks Sardar Gurudayal Singh, the waiter.
"I want it well done, with crushed cherries on top. Then fry some onions and put them on
the side. Then get some peanut butter and put it all over it, then soak the whole thing in
Coca-Cola."
Sardar Gurudayal Singh brings the food.
"Did you enjoy your dinner?" Sardar Gurudayal Singh asks, when the hungry hound is
finished.
"Very much," replies the dog, licking his paws. "But, by the way, don't you think this is
all very strange?"
"No," says Sardar Gurudayal Singh, grinning, "I like my tofu the same way!"
Bob and Betty are having a hot romance, and often go to the movies to cuddle in the back
row.
One night when they are showing "Dracula and the Body Snatchers," and Dracula is
about to sink his teeth into another Body Snatcher, Betty starts squealing and giggling.
The manager comes over, "What is the matter, young lady?" he asks, shining his light.
"Are you feeling hysterical?"

"No," giggles Betty. "He is feeling mine!"
A man goes to apply for a job as janitor in a small office, and the boss asks him for his
full name.
"What?" asks the man. "You need my full name just for a janitor's job?"
"Yes," replies the boss. "It is company policy."
The man is very shy about giving his full name, but finally agrees.
"All right then," he says, "my full name is John Dammit-and-Fuckit Smith."
The boss tries to keep a straight face, and then asks how he got such a name.
"Well," explains the man, "just as the bishop was about to christen me in the church,
some idiot dropped the Holy Bible on his foot!"
Fudski is working on the forty-ninth floor of a new apartment construction, when he feels
the need to pee.
"Is there a bathroom nearby?" he asks Luigi, the foreman.
"Listen," says Luigi, "with the wages we pay you, there is no time to go forty-nine floors
down to get there. So do what everyone does: put a plank out over the edge. I'll stand on this
end of the plank, and you walk to the other end and relieve yourself. By the time it reaches
the ground, it will have evaporated."
"Great idea!" says Fudski.
He sets up the plank, Luigi stands on one end, and Fudski walks to the other end to pee.
Just then the phone rings, and Luigi goes to answer it. Poor Fudski goes sailing wildly
through the air towards the ground below.
Luigi goes downstairs to see what has happened, but gets stopped on the way by Zabriski,
who is working on the tenth floor.
"Hey!" shouts Zabriski, "what kind of perverts have you got on this job?"
"What do you mean?" asks a surprised Luigi.
"Well," replies Zabriski. "Some guy just came flying past here holding onto his prick and
shouting, `Where did that asshole go?'"
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
(Gibberish)
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Be silent.
Close your eyes.
Feel your body to be completely frozen.
Look inside with immense urgency,
straight into your very center of being.
It is just a single step,
and your center is not only your center,

it is the center of the whole existence.
We are one at the center,
we are separate on the circumference.
Deeper and deeper,
go like an arrow,
finding the very life-source of your being,
that is also the life-source of all.
Remaining at the center,
just be a witness of your body, of your mind,
because this witness
is the only phenomenon in existence
that is eternal.
Everything dies.
Only this witness is beyond life and death.
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Relax,
and be a witness of the body and the mind.
You have not to do anything,
just watch, just be a mirror.
To be just an empty mirror with nothing reflected
is the greatest experience in life.
At this moment
you are in the same space as a buddha.
Inch by inch you are going deeper and deeper.
Soon the buddha will become
your twenty-four-hour experience.
It will express itself in your activities,
in your words, in your gestures,
in your silences, in your songs
and in your dances.
It will be at the very center
of all that you do, just watching.
But its watching will give a grace,
a tremendous beauty
to every action you do.
A great spontaneity will arise.
The same universe that you are acquainted with
will become tremendously beautiful.
Your witnessing will open all the doors
of mysteries and splendor.
This is a beautiful evening
and the gathering of ten thousand buddhas
makes it even more beautiful,

makes it even more beautiful,
even more blissful, even more silent.
Invisible flowers are showering on you.
Gather as many as you can.
Soon you will be coming back,
but don't come back the same as you have gone in.
Come out transformed,
with a new light in your eyes,
with a new joy in your heart,
with a new sense of direction to your life.
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Come back,
but very silently and very gracefully.
Showing your buddha-nature,
sit down for a few moments
just remembering and recollecting,
you are a buddha.
Buddha is not somewhere else
but in the very center of your being.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Beloved Master.
Can we celebrate the gathering of ten thousand buddhas?
Yes, Beloved Master.
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OUR BELOVED MASTER,
A MONK ONCE DREW FOUR LINES IN FRONT OF MA TZU. THE TOP LINE WAS LONG AND
THE REMAINING THREE WERE SHORT. HE THEN DEMANDED OF THE MASTER, "BESIDES
SAYING THAT ONE LINE IS LONG AND THE OTHER THREE ARE SHORT, WHAT ELSE COULD
YOU SAY?"
MA TZU DREW ONE LINE ON THE GROUND AND SAID, "THIS COULD BE CALLED EITHER
LONG OR SHORT. THAT IS MY ANSWER."
ON ANOTHER OCCASION, A MONK SAID TO MA TZU, "WHAT IS THE MEANING OF
BODHIDHARMA'S COMING FROM THE WEST?"
MA TZU REPLIED, "AT THIS MOMENT, WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY `MEANING'?"
AGAIN THE MONK ASKED THE QUESTION, AND MA TZU STRUCK HIM, SAYING, "IF I DIDN'T
STRIKE YOU, PEOPLE WOULD LAUGH AT ME."
E OF ROKUTAN ASKED MA TZU THE SAME QUESTION ABOUT BODHIDHARMA'S COMING
FROM THE WEST.
MA TZU SAID, "LOWER YOUR VOICE AND COME A LITTLE NEARER!"
E WENT NEARER. MA TZU STRUCK HIM ONCE, AND SAID, "SIX EARS DO NOT HAVE THE
SAME PLAN. COME ANOTHER DAY."
LATER, E WENT TO THE HALL AND SAID, "I IMPLORE YOU TO TELL ME!"
MA TZU SAID TO HIM, "GO AWAY FOR A TIME AND COME TO THE HALL AGAIN WHEN YOU
HAVE A CHANCE, AND I'LL PUBLICLY CONFIRM IT."
E THEREUPON WAS ENLIGHTENED. HE SAID, "I THANK EVERYBODY FOR THEIR
CONFIRMATION," AND MARCHED ROUND THE HALL ONCE, AND WENT OFF.
ON A LATER OCCASION, ANOTHER MONK SAID TO MA TZU, "PLEASE TRANSCEND THE
FOUR SAYINGS AND REFRAIN FROM THE HUNDRED NEGATIONS, AND TELL ME THE
MEANING OF BODHIDHARMA'S COMING FROM THE WEST."
MA TZU SAID, "TODAY I'M TIRED AND I CAN'T TELL YOU. GO AND ASK CHIZO."
THE MONK WENT AND ASKED CHIZO, WHO SAID, "WHY DON'T YOU ASK THE MASTER?"
"HE TOLD ME TO COME AND ASK YOU," SAID THE MONK.
"I'VE GOT AN AWFUL HEADACHE TODAY," SAID CHIZO, "SO I CAN'T TELL YOU; GO AND ASK
HYAKUJO."
THE MONK THEN WENT TO HYAKUJO, WHO SAID, "WELL, AS TO THAT, I MYSELF REALLY
DON'T KNOW."
THE MONK REPORTED ALL THIS TO MA TZU, WHO SAID, "HYAKUJO'S CAP IS BLACK;
CHIZO'S CAP IS WHITE."

Maneesha, before I discuss Ma Tzu and his statements, I have to inaugurate another god

to Avirbhava's Museum of Gods. This is a very important god. I will tell you about the god
before Avirbhava brings it in front of you.
The name of the god is horse. It has been worshipped around the world for centuries.
Even today there are places where the horse is worshipped as a god.
"The horse or mare is one of the forms of the corn spirit in Europe.
"In Ancient Greece, Artemis and Aphrodite were associated with the horse, and Cronus is
said to have taken the form of a horse.
"In Gaul, there was a horse goddess called Epona and a horse god called Rudiobus.
"The goddess mares, Medb of Tara and Macha of Ulster, were thought to have powers of
the dead.
"Horse worship also existed in Persia, where white horses were regarded as holy. In the
Teutonic regions they were kept in holy enclosures.
"Here, in India, in earlier times, horses were sanctified, and the cult exists still today.
Koda Pen is the horse god of the Gonds."
In ancient India horses were not only worshipped, they were also sacrificed to please
God. It was not only horses who were sacrificed; cows were killed, even man was killed as a
sacrifice. For cows, the ritual was called gomedh -- go means cow. For horses, the ritual was
called ashvamedh. Ashva means horse, medh means killing. For man the ritual was called
naramedh. Nar means man and medh means killing.
And these are the people who go on making a great fuss about stopping cow slaughter.
They have slaughtered even man in the name of God. They themselves have slaughtered
cows, horses, in the name of God. Sacrificing a living man in the name of God is very
symbolic. To me it has more significance than just an ordinary sacrifice. The whole of
humanity has been sacrificed by all the religions in the name of God.
You are living a crippled life because of the religions. They have not killed you, but they
have not left you alive either. They have crippled you. They have cut you into parts. Certain
parts in you have to be removed. Certain parts in you are worshipped, certain parts are
condemned. Your wholeness is not accepted by any religion in the world. These religions are
thought to be very intelligent, and they are worshipping animals of all kinds!
The first Hindu incarnation of God is the fish. Of course in Bengal, fish is eaten as
something holy; rice and fish are their basic foods. The whole of Bengal stinks of fish. Every
house has beautiful trees, even the poorest, and a beautiful pond in which they grow and
cultivate fish. The scene is beautiful, very green. Nowhere is it so green as in Bengal, and
every house has a pond, a big pond surrounded by big trees. You can know the riches of the
family by the size of their pond. The richer families have vast ponds, and costly fishes are
eaten in the name of God.
It is so easy to kill anything in the name of God. The name of God is a very protective
shelter.
You will be surprised to know that when the Britishers came to India, they first captured
Bengal, and Calcutta was their capital. Their first Indian servants, from the lowest to the
highest, were all Bengalis. And because they were all stinking of fish, they started calling
them "Babu." Babu is a Persian word which means a man who stinks. But because they were
government servants, on high posts, "Babu" became very respectable. Now to call somebody
Babu is very respectful, honorable.
The first president of India, Doctor Rajendra Prasad, was always called Babu Rajendra
Prasad. And even that president had no idea that Babu is a dirty word. But people have
forgotten the connotation. Bu means smell, and ba means really bad smell.

In Hinduism not only the fish was an incarnation of God. There was the tortoise, there
was the pig, there was the lion, and a strange lion -- half lion, half man -- narasinha; the
upper part of the body is of the lion, and the lower part of the body is of man. And people
have worshipped them. One just wonders whether humanity is mad. Something is certainly
insane.
And the last incarnation of God which is going to come is going to be a white horse. His
name will be Kalki. And that white horse will save the virtuous and will destroy the sinners
and will change the whole course of human history -- a horse!
And all these idiots who believe in these things will be sitting by the side watching. The
tenth incarnation of God is called Kalki. He is to come to judge the world at the end of this
yuga, the fourth and last cycle of one million, eight hundred thousand years in the Hindu
concept of the world. He will destroy the wicked, reward the good, and enable Vishnu, the
Hindu God, to create a new world.
In Buddhism, the horse represents the indestructible, the hidden nature of things. The
winged or cosmic horse, called "Cloud," is a form of Avalokiteshvara. It is an incarnation of
Gautam Buddha.
I am allowing these animal gods in this campus to make you aware of your past. And it is
not passed completely, it is still hidden in your mind.
In Varanasi... it is a strange place, it is the ancientmost city in the world. Because of its
being so ancient its streets are very small, because in those days there was no need for buses
and trucks and cars to move. Even a rickshaw hardly manages to move through the streets.
It is thought to be a great virtue to take an ox and leave it in the city of Varanasi. The city
of Varanasi is thought to be the city of the God Vishnu, and he loves cows. So in the city of
Varanasi you will find more cows than men, and you cannot remove a cow that is standing in
the street. You go on honking your horn and those gods are not going to listen to such
ordinary human beings. Go on honking... they will just stand there without bothering.
You have to get down and push them to the side. You cannot hit them otherwise you will
be killed. It will be hurting the Hindu religious feelings. They enter into shops, into vegetable
shops, and they start eating. You cannot stop them. They are no ordinary people, they are
VVIPs!
Varanasi, in the whole world...
(AT THIS MOMENT RIPPLES OF LAUGHTER SPREAD THROUGH THE ASSEMBLY AS A WHITE
HORSE ENTERS THE AUDITORIUM THROUGH THE DOOR TO THE LEFT OF THE PODIUM,
GALLOPS AROUND IT AND DISAPPEARS THROUGH THE DOOR ON THE RIGHT.)

So, Avirbhava, you can come back, your horse is introduced. Come back to your seat.
(GREAT APPLAUSE FROM THE AUDIENCE.)
Now, Maneesha's statements about Ma Tzu and his work:
MA TZU WAS ONE OF THE FIRST MASTERS TO USE A SPECIFICALLY ZEN TECHNIQUE IN
TEACHING; THAT IS, THROUGH LIVING, NOT PHILOSOPHICAL IDEAS. BY INDICATING THE
ABSOLUTE IN THE RELATIVE -- A RELATIVE WITHOUT RELIGIOUS DOGMA, ROMANCE,
SYMBOLISM, OR INTELLECTUALISM, BUT WITH A DEEP SENSE OF THE EXISTENTIAL VALUE
OF A THING -- MA TZU BROUGHT ZEN INTO THE REALM OF ORDINARY, DAY-TO-DAY LIVING.

His contribution to Zen is immense. He brought it down from the heights to where you
are. About Ma Tzu it can be said, just as it is said about Mohammed... Mohammed is

reported to have said that if the thirsty will not come to the well, the well is going to go to the
thirsty.
To go to the heights of buddhas is really an arduous thing. They shine forth like a full
moon in the sky, and a tremendous longing arises in you to reach to the same heights. But
there is a great fear of insecurity, of danger, of those mountainous regions where you will be
alone. Many who want to reach to those heights think twice before they take their first step.
Ma Tzu saw this and he introduced something which was never known before. He came
down from the mountains to the marketplace. He said, "The marketplace cannot change me,
so why avoid it? I am going to change the marketplace. Sitting on my heights, I will not be
able to change thousands of people. And if when it is possible I go to the people themselves,
just as ordinary as they are, communication will be easier."
Hence he dropped all philosophical teachings. He brought new devices, more in tune with
the earth, not in tune with the sky, more in tune with the ordinary human activities. Once he
has got hold of you, he will take you to the heights. But the first question is to take hold of
you.
He is the first master in the history of Zen who has shown such compassion. He also
introduced beating for the first time. That too is part of his compassion. His beating has to be
understood because it will come again and again. He is beating you to wake you up. There is
no need to go anywhere to find the buddha. The buddha is fast asleep within you. He just
needs a little awakening. The beating was out of pure love and compassion.
It is very difficult for other religions in the world to understand: "What kind of teaching is
this? Teach about God, teach about heaven and hell and virtues and ten commandments." To
them it will look... it does look almost crazy.
But Ma Tzu helped far more people to become enlightened than any other master. The
end result shows that his devices worked.
A MONK ONCE DREW FOUR LINES IN FRONT OF MA TZU. THE TOP LINE WAS LONG AND
THE REMAINING THREE WERE SHORT. HE THEN DEMANDED OF THE MASTER, "BESIDES
SAYING THAT ONE LINE IS LONG AND THE OTHER THREE ARE SHORT, WHAT ELSE COULD
YOU SAY?"
MA TZU DREW ONE LINE ON THE GROUND AND SAID, "THIS COULD BE CALLED EITHER
LONG OR SHORT. THAT IS MY ANSWER."

It reminds me of an incident in a court of a great Indian emperor, Akbar. One day he
came into the court and drew a line on the wall and told all the members of his court... and he
had collected the most wise people from all parts of the country into his court; it must have
been the richest court in the world as far as wisdom is concerned. He had all the great artists,
musicians, dancers -- anybody who was at the top was invited to be part of his court.
He asked the court members, "Can you make this line smaller without touching it?" It
looks like a Zen koan. How can you make it smaller without touching it? You will have to
touch it, only then you can make it smaller. That seems to be obvious.
But one man laughed. He was the court joker, Birbal. Every court in the ancient days used
to have a court joker, just to keep the court playful, nonserious. There were serious problems,
but the joker would always keep it cool; he would cut a joke, and all the heat would
disappear, and people would come to their senses. Birbal perhaps is one of the most well
known men, who had an immense sense of humor; but he was also a wise man. He stood up
and he went to the wall and drew a bigger line above the small line that Akbar had drawn.
And he said, "I have made it small without touching it" -- because small, or long, or short, are
all relative terms.
In itself you can draw a line... that's what Ma Tzu is doing, drawing a line. And he says,

"You can call it either long or short." It is a question of relativity. If you are comparing it
with a longer line, it is short; if you are comparing it with a shorter line, it is long. In itself it
is just what it is. Relativity is a comparison with something else.
Why Ma Tzu did it has to be understood. And particularly now that Albert Einstein has
introduced the theory of relativity in the scientific sphere, it has become more important to
understand Ma Tzu's meaning. He is saying, "Everyone is just himself, neither great nor
small -- because that greatness or smallness comes from relativity -- neither beautiful nor
ugly. Everyone is simply just himself."
You can bring a taller man by his side and he becomes smaller, but he remains the same.
Only relatively, conceptually, intellectually, can you see that he is smaller, but he has not
changed even an inch. You can bring a pygmy by his side and suddenly he has become taller,
and he has not changed a bit. What he is saying is that relativity is a dangerous concept to be
applied to human beings.
It is relativity that makes some people big, great, famous, celebrities. Some people live in
obscurity, some people are just nobodies. This is relativity; otherwise everybody is just
himself, it does not make any difference. There is no question of inequality, everybody is
unique. The person who is nobody is happy in his nobodiness. But this concept of relativity
drives people mad. Everybody is trying to climb higher on the ladder, to become somebody
special. And even the most special people are hankering for so many things which they are
missing.
For example, Napoleon was one of the world conquerors. But he was suffering from a
great inferiority complex because of his height -- he was only five feet five inches tall. Even
his bodyguards were over six feet and he felt very much embarrassed -- on both sides
bodyguards, and bodyguards are chosen particularly to be strong, tall. He looked just like a
small child in comparison to his own bodyguards, and this was very embarrassing.
One day he was trying to fix a picture on the wall, but his reach was just a little bit short,
he could not reach the picture. His bodyguard said, "Your honor, you need not bother about
it. I am higher than you, I can do it without any difficulty."
Napoleon said, "I will shoot you. Change your word `higher'. You are simply taller than
me, not higher."
The poor bodyguard could not see why he had become so angry. He had touched the very
soft spot in his unconscious. Higher? -- nobody is higher. At the most you can say,
physiologically, that you are taller. But Napoleon suffered immensely. Every time he saw a
taller man, he was in immense misery.
You cannot have all the things in the world. There will be poets, there will be musicians,
whose very touch is golden. There will be wrestlers whose bodies are almost a work of art.
You cannot have all these things. Relatively, everybody is inferior in comparison to
somebody else. You can find out to whom you are inferior, and you will find so many people
to whom you are inferior. Somebody is a great flutist and you don't know which side of the
flute to put in your mouth. Somebody is a great mathematician... miraculous mathematicians
have happened.
In India, just in this century, there were two people; one was Shankaran, a rickshaw
wallah in Madras. Just by chance a professor in the Madras university took his rickshaw and
on the way the rickshaw wallah asked him, "What do you teach in the university?"
He was an Englishman. He said, "I am a professor of mathematics."
The rickshaw wallah said, "Mathematics? That is my special subject. You just tell me any
number, multiplied by any other number, and before you have ended your question I will

answer it." And he did it.
The professor could not believe his own eyes and ears. The number that he had given to
be multiplied by another number would have taken the greatest mathematician at least three
minutes. Without going through the whole process, he had simply answered. And the
professor had to work it out, whether his answer was right or wrong -- and it was right.
He took him to the university. Shankaran convinced all the professors that he had an
intuitive grasp. Asked how he managed it, he said he did not know. "Just as you ask, a
number appears on the screen of my mind, and I simply repeat that number. I don't know any
process, I am not educated."
The professor took him around the world as a show of intuitive mathematics -- to Oxford,
to Cambridge -- and everywhere he was a celebrity. An uneducated rickshaw wallah -- and
great mathematicians like Whitehead, Bertrand Russell, they simply could not believe it.
Bertrand Russell has written the greatest book on mathematics. Just to explain two plus
two is four, he has taken two hundred and forty pages. And this man -- you give him any
number to multiply or any kind of question, and he immediately writes the answer on the
board. He goes through no process.
And then there is another woman, her name is Shakuntala, and I think she is still alive -and strangely from the same place, Madras. She has been around the world showing her
intuitive capacity for mathematics.
Even great mathematicians have felt childish next to these people; they are not educated,
they know nothing of mathematics, but they can make the greatest mathematicians feel
inferior.
If you are going to compare, if you are going to think around, you will find thousands of
people who will make you inferior. And you cannot do anything about it. You cannot be the
greatest dancer, you cannot be the greatest mathematician, you cannot be the greatest poet,
you cannot be the greatest painter; you cannot have all the greatness in the world at the same
time.
The very idea of thinking in relativity about human beings is absurd. You are just
yourself. Just be authentically yourself, without any comparison. No inferiority arises; no
superiority arises. You are simply relaxed as you are. And whatever you are doing, you do
your best, with joy and creativity.
Ma Tzu's answer... he DREW ONE LINE ON THE GROUND AND SAID, "THIS
COULD BE CALLED EITHER LONG OR SHORT. THAT IS MY ANSWER."
It depends with what you are comparing it. But why compare in the first place?
Relativity is perfectly good in scientific fields. It is absolutely wrong in the world of
humanity. Human beings are not mathematical digits; human beings are unique. Everyone -however he is, whatever he is -- has just to bring his potentiality to its totality, its profundity,
to clean it and bring it to blossom. It does not matter whether it is a wildflower or a
roseflower. What matters is flowering, bringing your potentiality to its uttermost height.
And that will bring you joy and peace, and a rest, a relaxation with the universe. You will
be in tune, and there will be no turmoil in your mind -- how to become this, how to become
that. How to be the richest person, how to be the most famous -- all that is garbage; and it is
driving thousands of people mad, unnecessarily mad.
They could be the most beautiful people if they were not thinking in terms of relativity. If
they were satisfied with themselves and their potential, and they were working to bring their
potential to its uttermost height, without any comparison to anyone -- this is the only way a
man can be psychologically healthy.

ON ANOTHER OCCASION, A MONK SAID TO MA TZU, "WHAT IS THE MEANING OF
BODHIDHARMA'S COMING FROM THE WEST?"

This is a traditional question in Zen, asked thousands of times, asked to hundreds of
different masters by thousands of disciples; and every time a different answer.
Ma Tzu is not going to give any philosophical answer.
The philosophically oriented masters can give much meaning to Bodhidharma's coming
from India to China -- remember that in China, India is the West.
Bodhidharma brought Gautam Buddha's message, and he transformed the whole of China
into a great love affair with Buddha. He did not create an organized religion, he simply
spread the fragrance of Buddhism. No organized church, but everybody is allowed to drink
from the well of Buddha, and quench his thirst. No priest exists in Buddhism -- there is no
need of the priest. He is a hindrance, not a bridge. You can be a buddha yourself, just by
going within yourself. No priest is needed for that.
China was so happy to hear the message, "You are a buddha; you just don't understand
your interiority, your subjectivity."
So much can be said about "WHAT IS THE MEANING OF BODHIDHARMA'S
COMING FROM THE WEST?"
But MA TZU REPLIED, "AT THIS MOMENT, WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY `MEANING'?"

Ma Tzu was a strange master with strange methods. Rather than answering the question,
he turns the question into another question. He changes the whole thing.
He asks, "AT THIS MOMENT, WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY `MEANING'?"
AGAIN THE MONK ASKED THE QUESTION, AND MA TZU STRUCK HIM, SAYING, "IF I DIDN'T
STRIKE YOU, PEOPLE WOULD LAUGH AT ME."

A strange anecdote, but Ma Tzu is right. He is saying, "The whole meaning of Gautam
Buddha and his message is you. Bodhidharma came here to wake you up. Rather than
philosophizing about it, I will do exactly the same as Bodhidharma did.
AT THIS MOMENT, WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY `MEANING'?"

That comes as a shock, because the monk was not thinking that somebody would ask this
question.
AGAIN THE MONK ASKED THE QUESTION, AND MA TZU STRUCK HIM,
SAYING, "IF I DIDN'T STRIKE YOU, PEOPLE WOULD LAUGH AT ME -- because you
are the meaning, and you are asking it. You are the buddha, and you are asking where the
buddha is. If I don't strike you, for centuries people will laugh about me."
E OF ROKUTAN ASKED MA TZU THE SAME QUESTION ABOUT BODHIDHARMA'S COMING
FROM THE WEST.
MA TZU SAID, "LOWER YOUR VOICE AND COME A LITTLE NEARER!"
E WENT NEARER. MA TZU STRUCK HIM ONCE, AND SAID, "SIX EARS DO NOT HAVE THE
SAME PLAN. COME ANOTHER DAY."

The man could not understand. He is asking a traditionally simple question, "What was
the meaning of Bodhidharma's coming to China?" And Ma Tzu is answering it in two ways:
first, "Lower your voice!"
The man must have asked as if the answer is not possible. The man must have asked with
a great ego, expecting that Ma Tzu is going to accept defeat.
Saying to him, "Lower your voice!" simply means, "Be quiet, be silent, be humble,
because in your humbleness you will find the answer; in your silence you will find the

meaning."
And, "Come a little nearer!" The man did not understand the meaning of coming a little
nearer. He is saying, "Be a little more intimate with me, come a little closer to my heart, be a
little more open. Don't just stand there closed, and with a great ego. Be humble and come
closer."
But he did not understand the meaning either of lowering the voice, or of coming a little
nearer. He went nearer -- physically.
MA TZU STRUCK HIM ONCE, AND SAID, "SIX EARS DO NOT HAVE THE SAME
PLAN. COME ANOTHER DAY -- you have not understood today, but who knows? -COME ANOTHER DAY. It is enough for today that I have given you a good hit. Think over
it."
And "SIX EARS DO NOT HAVE THE SAME PLAN."
Here you are thousands of ears, but behind your ears everybody has a different plan. So
come another day and drop your plan. If you come with a prejudice, with an answer already
within you, you cannot understand me.
Here we don't work philosophically. This is not the place for intellectuals. For that you
can go anywhere, to any monastery where scriptures are thought to lead you to your inner
nature. But if you want to hear the answer from me, come another day. For today it is
enough.
LATER, E WENT TO THE HALL AND SAID, "I IMPLORE YOU TO TELL ME!"
MA TZU SAID TO HIM, "GO AWAY FOR A TIME AND COME TO THE HALL AGAIN WHEN YOU
HAVE A CHANCE, AND I'LL PUBLICLY CONFIRM IT."
E THEREUPON WAS ENLIGHTENED. HE SAID, "I THANK EVERYBODY FOR THEIR
CONFIRMATION," AND MARCHED ROUND THE HALL ONCE, AND WENT OFF.

Everything around Ma Tzu is very mysterious. The man did not go, he followed Ma Tzu
to the assembly hall. And again in the assembly hall he repeated it, but now, just within a few
moments, he was a different person. He said, "I IMPLORE YOU TO TELL ME!"
That old egoist of a few moments before is no longer there. The voice has become one of
imploring, of humbleness.
MA TZU SAID TO HIM, "GO AWAY FOR A TIME AND COME TO THE HALL AGAIN WHEN YOU
HAVE A CHANCE, AND I WILL PUBLICLY CONFIRM IT."

He has not given the answer, but he has given something else. He is asking him to go
away, "and come here only when you have a chance of getting the answer. That means when
you have meditated over it, dropped all your preconceptions, when you don't have any idea
what is the answer. That will be your chance. Then you can come, AND I WILL PUBLICLY
CONFIRM IT."
Because he has asked with humbleness, the man must have been of great intelligence.
Time does not make any sense; why not do it now? So he dropped -- that is not written in the
anecdote, that cannot be written, it is something that is happening within him -- he dropped
all his notions. And as he dropped all his notions, there was no need for any answer for him.
It is a strange situation. When the question disappears, there is no need for the answer
either. That is all mental gymnastics. Seeing the truth, that the master is not going to get
involved in intellectual conversation... Perhaps there is no way to intellectually explain the
meaning of Bodhidharma's coming to the West. It is something that can be transmitted only
when you are utterly silent and without any questions. Then a flame, a fire can jump from the
master's heart. And that actually happened.
E THEREUPON WAS ENLIGHTENED. HE SAID, "I THANK EVERYBODY FOR THEIR
CONFIRMATION," AND MARCHED ROUND THE HALL ONCE, which is a sign of reverence, AND

WENT OFF.
ON A LATER OCCASION, ANOTHER MONK SAID TO MA TZU, "PLEASE TRANSCEND THE
FOUR SAYINGS AND REFRAIN FROM THE HUNDRED NEGATIONS, AND TELL ME THE
MEANING OF BODHIDHARMA'S COMING FROM THE WEST."
MA TZU SAID, "TODAY I'M TIRED AND I CAN'T TELL YOU. GO AND ASK CHIZO."

Chizo was one of his nearest disciples.
THE MONK WENT AND ASKED CHIZO, WHO SAID, "WHY DON'T YOU ASK THE MASTER?"
"HE TOLD ME TO COME AND ASK YOU," SAID THE MONK.

"I'VE GOT AN AWFUL HEADACHE TODAY," SAID CHIZO, "SO I CAN'T TELL
YOU; GO AND ASK HYAKUJO." Hyakujo was the second most intimate disciple of Ma
Tzu.
THE MONK THEN WENT TO HYAKUJO, WHO SAID, "WELL, AS TO THAT, I MYSELF REALLY
DON'T KNOW."
THE MONK REPORTED ALL THIS TO MA TZU, WHO SAID, "HYAKUJO'S CAP IS BLACK;
CHIZO'S CAP IS WHITE."

Now the question is completely forgotten. Nobody has answered it. On the contrary,
Hyakujo has accepted that he himself does not know what the answer is.
The white cap and the black cap refer to an old story of two robbers. One of the robbers
wore a white cap, while the other wore a black cap. As the story goes, the one with the black
cap was more ruthless and radical than the one with the white. So it was that Hyakujo was
said to be more radical than Chizo in his methods of dealing with young monks.
Ma Tzu said that he was very tired. "TODAY I AM TIRED AND I CAN'T TELL YOU."
The fact is, whether you are tired or not, you can't tell it. The meaning of Bodhidharma is an
experience, it is not an explanation. But to be humble, Ma Tzu did not say, "Nothing can be
said about it." On the contrary, he took the whole responsibility on himself. "TODAY I'M
TIRED AND I CAN'T TELL YOU. GO AND ASK CHIZO."
He took this opportunity also to check upon Chizo and Hyakujo. He knew that Chizo
would not be able to answer, neither would Hyakujo. This question in Zen is one of those
unanswerable things which can only be experienced. There is no way to bring them to words.
The man went to Chizo, who said, "Why don't you ask the master? Why bother me? I am just
a disciple."
But the monk said, "HE TOLD ME TO COME AND ASK YOU...."
"I'VE GOT AN AWFUL HEADACHE TODAY," SAID CHIZO, "SO I CAN'T TELL YOU;
GO AND ASK HYAKUJO."
THE MONK THEN WENT TO HYAKUJO, WHO SAID, "WELL, AS TO THAT, I
MYSELF REALLY DON'T KNOW."
THE MONK REPORTED ALL THIS TO MA TZU, WHO SAID, "HYAKUJO'S CAP IS
BLACK; CHIZO'S CAP IS WHITE."
That is referring to the story of those two robbers. The robber who used to use the black
cap was a radical revolutionary. And Ma Tzu says that Hyakujo's cap is black. It is a
tremendous statement to say that you don't know, it needs guts to accept your ignorance.
Chizo's cap is white. He is trying to hide -- as if he knows, but because he has a great
headache, today he cannot say it.
Ma Tzu worked in strange ways. Now he has worked with a single question on three
persons: on the monk who has brought the question, on Chizo, who is trying to hide his
ignorance, on Hyakujo, who comes out with his radical answer, "I don't know."
"I don't know" is the greatest answer in the whole experience of humanity.
Socrates said, "I don't know," at the very last moment of his life. His whole life he was

teaching the truth, and at the last moment he said, "I don't know." At the last moment he
becomes really humble, and he sees the greatness of truth and its miraculousness, its
inexpressibility -- and that what he had been doing was just playing with words all his life.
Now, no more; he is going to die within a few minutes. The poison is being prepared. At least
the world should know that Socrates, before dying, uttered his honest answer, "I don't know. I
don't know anything about anything. I am just as innocent and ignorant as a child."
But this is the highest peak of wisdom. When you don't know, the mind is empty, you
have arrived at the empty heart. When you know, the mind is full. Knowledge is the greatest
barrier in reaching to the universal, to the immortal, to the eternal truth. Knowledge is the
greatest barrier, which is preventing you from recognizing your buddha-nature.
Chizo was closer to Ma Tzu but he did not get the succession. Hyakujo was chosen to be
the successor. When Ma Tzu died... before dying he declared Hyakujo. Nobody was
expecting that; everybody knew that Chizo would be the successor. But Hyakujo was chosen
for the simple reason that he had the guts to express his ignorance, his innocence.
The statement "I don't know," is the greatest statement anybody can make. It makes your
heart completely empty. Here in our meditations we are doing exactly this. My whole effort
is to take away all your knowledge, because it is all borrowed, and unnecessarily you are
carrying it. It does not allow your heart to be empty, and only an empty heart is capable of
falling in tune with the universal heart. From that point life becomes a celebration.
Soseki wrote,
THIS PIECE OF WILD LAND
HAS NO BOUNDARIES -NORTH, SOUTH, EAST OR WEST.
IT IS HARD TO SEE EVEN THE TREE
IN THE MIDDLE OF IT.
TURNING YOUR HEAD
YOU CAN LOOK BEYOND EACH DIRECTION.
FOR THE FIRST TIME YOU KNOW THAT YOUR EYES
HAVE BEEN DECEIVING YOU.

When you go inwards there is no east, no west, no south, no north; just pure space, in all
directions the same. You have gone to your very roots, and now you know for the first time
that all these many lives your eyes have been deceiving you because they were keeping you
attached to the objects of the outside. They were not allowing you to enter into yourself. You
were kept engaged in something outside -- money, knowledge, respectability.
There are thousands of ways to keep you engaged so that you don't turn inwards. Life is
being managed by the society in such a way that from the very beginning you are forced to
remain engaged. It becomes a habit. If you don't have anything to do, you find something to
do. I know people... on Sundays they are in the most uncomfortable position -- nothing to do!
They may open an old grandfather clock to repair it -- it was working already. Or they may
go to the car and open the bonnet, and the car is functioning perfectly well -- but it is
something to do. They may read the same newspaper again.
I used to live with a relative for a few days. He was retired and he used to read the same
newspaper from the morning till the night. And I would say, "How many times do you read
your newspaper?"
He said, "It is not a question of reading. The question is that I have nothing to do. My
wife is dead. She used to keep me engaged -- `Bring this, bring that' -- and she used to nag
me. Now I miss her so much. At that time I used to think that it would be good if she died
because she was a pain in the neck. But at least there was something to be engaged in. Now I

am utterly useless."
Here you all know Maitreya who is lying in his samadhi. He used to keep all the
newspapers -- old newspapers. Once I looked into his room. I could not go into his room
because he used to eat garlic so much that the whole room was stinking with garlic. He has
been connected with me for almost forty years. He has been a member of the parliament. He
always asked me to stay with him in his house in Delhi, and I always said, "No. Until you
drop your garlic there is no way. I cannot enter your house."
He said, "It is very difficult for me to drop the garlic. I can drop everything" -- and he
dropped everything: he dropped his wife, he dropped his house, he dropped his membership
of the parliament, he became a sannyasin -- but garlic, that he could not manage. So I never
entered into his room -- he lived with me in my own house -- just from the outside of the door
I would have a look at how many old papers... they were going almost to the ceiling. And I
asked him, "What are you going to do with these old newspapers? Are you mad or
something?"
And he would laugh and he would say, "Sometimes, when one has nothing to do, it is
perfectly good to read some old newspapers. It is just an old politician's habit."
His constituency was Patna. In Patna he insisted very much that I should stay in his home.
I said, "I can stay in a hotel. But even if my life is at risk, I will not enter into your house.
Garlic I cannot tolerate. It is so dangerous, the very smell." When he died, I said, "My God, it
is good. At least now nobody will be bringing garlic into this house!"
And I have said that now nobody should be allowed to stay in my house who is a fan of
garlic -- and there are fans! This Sarjano, making all kinds of spaghetti, is a garlic fan. It is
good that the government of Italy does not allow me to enter into Italy. I am so happy about
it. And my sannyasins, Sarjano, Majid, and others, they go on forcing the parliament and I am
much worried that someday...
For two years continuously the parliament has been discussing it. Finally they agreed to
give me a three-week visa, with conditions. That was very good. I refused; I refused
completely. "With conditions I cannot enter into your country. Remove all conditions, then I
will consider it." So the government is still considering, and I hope that they will not allow
me because I am certainly worried that the whole of Italy must be stinking of garlic. I know
so many Italian sannyasins -- I keep them a little far away.
Maneesha has asked:
OUR BELOVED MASTER,
I DON'T KNOW THE MEANING OF BODHIDHARMA'S COMING FROM THE WEST,
BUT THERE DOES SEEM TO BE A SIGNIFICANCE IN HIS TAKING THE
EXISTENTIAL RELIGION OF ZEN TO THE EAST, AND YOU -- SO MANY
CENTURIES LATER -- BRINGING IT BACK AGAIN TO CONTEMPORARY MAN.
THROUGH THE TWO OF YOU, ZEN HAS MADE A FULL CIRCLE. ARE YOU IN
PARTNERSHIP WITH BODHIDHARMA?
Maneesha, that is an open secret.
It is Sardar Gurudayal Singh's time.
Sardar Gurudayal Singh has a new job as a waiter in the swank Ken's House of Pancakes.
Two gentlemen have just finished their dinner, and Sardar Gurudayal Singh approaches them.

"Tea or coffee, gentlemen?" asks Sardar Gurudayal Singh.
"I will have tea," says the first man.
"Yes, I will also have tea," says the second, "but make certain the glass is clean."
A few minutes later, Sardar Gurudayal Singh returns and says, "Here we are, two teas.
Now, which one of you gentlemen asked for the clean glass?"
Doctor Feelgood is at a psychiatrists' convention in New York. During one of the breaks
he goes into the cafeteria. He notices a beautiful woman sitting alone in the corner, drinking
coffee. She is so beautiful and attractive that Feelgood cannot resist the temptation to talk to
her.
He goes up close to her and asks quietly, "Can I join you?"
The young lady shrink looks at him for a few seconds and then replies, "Why, do I look
like I'm falling apart?"
Get it now?
Walter and Larry, two Australian boundary riders, are drinking beer and discussing how
smart their dogs are.
"My dog Rex is so smart," says Walter, "that I can give him five instructions at once and
he will carry them out, one by one."
"That's nothing!" replies Larry. "My dog Butch just needs one instruction from me, and
then he anticipates the rest."
After a few more beers, Walter whistles for Rex. He tells him to run down the street, turn
left at the traffic lights, go half a mile and bring back a black sheep from the field there.
Ten minutes later, Rex is back with the sheep.
"Not bad," says Larry, "but watch this!" Then he calls to Butch.
"Butch," says Larry, "I am hungry!"
Butch races away down the road until he sees a chicken shed. He digs a hole under the
fence, lifts a hen off its nest, and picks up an egg from underneath it.
Then he races back to Larry, puts down the egg, picks up a small pot, races off to fetch
some water, puts the pot on the fire and then drops the egg in.
Exactly three minutes after the water boils, Butch tips out the water, picks up the egg,
delivers it to Larry and then stands on his head with his tail in the air.
"That is incredible!" says Walter, "but tell me -- why is he standing on his head like that,
with his ass in the air?"
"Well, he's a smart dog," replies Larry. "He knows that I don't have an egg cup."
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
(Gibberish)
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)

Be silent.
Close your eyes.
Feel your body to be completely frozen.
Look inwards with great urgency.
You have to reach, this very moment, to your center.
Your center is your eternity.
The moment you are at the center,
you are just a witness -a mirror that reflects the body, the mind,
but knows perfectly well it is utterly empty.
The empty mirror...
and the doors of all the mysteries of existence
open for you.
Deeper and deeper...
Make this evening a milestone in your life.
Recognize your buddha
and then act it out twenty-four hours,
round the clock -in every gesture, in every activity,
peacefully, gracefully,
with a watching heart, silently.
This is the very essence of religion;
all other things are only
nonessential commentaries.
The word witness contains all the scriptures.
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Make it clear that you are not the body, nor the mind,
but just the watching consciousness,
the witness.
The evening is great,
and your silence has made it greater.
It is so beautiful,
and your witnessing has added
immense beauty to it.
On the whole earth at this moment, this place,
where ten thousand people are simply witnessing,
has a unique character.
In the past, many places like this used to be.
Unfortunately, those golden days are past,
but my effort is to bring those golden moments again
in the future of humanity.
You are going to be the vehicles.

Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Come back...
but come back as a buddha,
without any hesitation,
without any doubt.
This is the only trust I teach.
You are the buddha.
Sit down for a few moments,
just to recollect the whole experience.
The rains have come to welcome you.
What a splendor, this moment.
What a silence, this moment.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Beloved Master.
Can we celebrate the ten thousand buddhas?
Yes, Beloved Master.
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OUR BELOVED MASTER,
ON ONE OCCASION, A MONK CALLED ON MA TZU AND ASKED HIM, "WHO IS THE MAN WHO
DOES NOT TAKE ALL DHARMAS AS HIS COMPANIONS?"
MA TZU REPLIED, "I WILL TELL YOU THIS AFTER YOU HAVE SWALLOWED ALL THE WATER IN
THE WEST RIVER."
UPON HEARING THIS, THE MONK WAS INSTANTANEOUSLY AWAKENED, AND HE STAYED
FOR TWO YEARS AT MA TZU'S MONASTERY.
AT ANOTHER TIME, MA TZU SAID, "EVERY DHARMA IS THE DHARMA OF THE MIND, AND
EVERY NAME IS A NAME OF THE MIND. ALL BEINGS ARE BORN OF THE MIND, AND SO MIND
IS THE FOUNDATION OF ALL BEINGS.
"AS AN EXAMPLE: THE SHADOW OF THE MOON REFLECTED ON THE WATER HAS MANY
SHAPES, BUT THE REAL MOON IS NOT LIKE THAT. LIKEWISE THERE ARE VARIOUS RIVERS,
BUT THE NATURE OF THE WATER IS THE SAME. ALTHOUGH THERE ARE MYRIAD
ACTIVITIES, THERE IS NO DISCRIMINATION IN THE EMPTINESS. DIFFERENT THINGS GO
THROUGH THE DIFFERENT WAYS, BUT THE LIBERATED WISDOM IS ONE. ALL ARE BASED
ON ONE MIND.
"EVERY DHARMA IS BASED ON THE DHARMA OF BUDDHA. EACH DHARMA IS INSTANTLY
THE DHARMA OF REALIZATION, AND THE DHARMA OF REALIZATION IS, THINGS BEING AS
THEY REALLY ARE.
"ALL THAT COME AND GO AND HAVE A REST, OR SIT AND LIE DOWN, ARE THE MYSTERIOUS
WORK, AND THEY DON'T NEED A PROCESS OF TIME. THE SCRIPTURES ALSO SAY: `ALL
AROUND EVERYWHERE, INSTANTANEOUSLY THERE ARE BUDDHAS.'"
MA TZU CONTINUED, "CULTIVATION IS OF NO USE FOR THE ATTAINMENT OF TAO. THE
ONLY THING THAT ONE CAN DO IS TO BE FREE OF DEFILEMENT. WHEN ONE'S MIND IS
STAINED WITH THOUGHTS OF LIFE AND DEATH, OR DELIBERATE ACTION, THAT IS
DEFILEMENT. THE GRASPING OF THE TRUTH IS THE FUNCTION OF
EVERYDAY-MINDEDNESS.
"EVERYDAY-MINDEDNESS IS FREE FROM INTENTIONAL ACTION, FREE FROM CONCEPTS OF
RIGHT AND WRONG, TAKING AND GIVING, THE FINITE OR THE INFINITE.... ALL OUR DAILY
ACTIVITIES -- WALKING, STANDING, SITTING, LYING DOWN -- ALL RESPONSE TO
SITUATIONS, OUR DEALINGS WITH CIRCUMSTANCES AS THEY ARISE: ALL THIS IS TAO."

Maneesha, care of Anando.... She is here -- where else can she be? But she is hiding
behind a migraine. You have to remember yesterday's anecdote. Master Ma Tzu was hiding
behind tiredness: "I am too tired to answer this question today. You go to Chizo." The reality
was that the question could not be answered. Chizo said, "I am suffering from severe

headache. It is better you go to Hyakujo." Hyakujo simply gave up the secret; he simply said,
"I don't know."
The reason for Maneesha's migraine is the question she has asked. When we come to the
question, you will understand why she has a migraine.
The story she has brought:
ON ONE OCCASION, A MONK CALLED ON MA TZU AND ASKED HIM, "WHO IS THE MAN WHO
DOES NOT TAKE ALL DHARMAS AS HIS COMPANIONS?"

Ma Tzu himself was the man who had said, "I am only the witness. All dharmas are just
objects, I witness them. For example: compassion arises in me -- I am not compassion. I can
see it arising just like smoke arises out of fire, or flames arise out of fire. But I am not it."
Any dharma, any virtue, is as objective as anything else in the world. Only one thing is
not objective in the world, and that is your very being -- your witnessing self. It can never be
made into an object; it is impossible to reduce it to an object. It will always remain the
witness and can never become the witnessed.
Except this, you cannot say anything more about it. And because it is not attached to any
dharma, any attribute, it has an eternal life, it has an immortality, and it has a reach into the
very depths of the universe.
Ma Tzu was himself the man. The monk was asking Ma Tzu, "WHO IS THE MAN
WHO DOES NOT TAKE ALL DHARMAS AS HIS COMPANIONS?"
He must be angry, because there are other Buddhist schools which say that all the
dharmas belong to the self. Compassion, love, truth -- all the dharmas are attributes of your
being, branches of your own being, flowers of your own being. And this is a far bigger
majority opinion.
Ma Tzu is unique in his understanding that only one thing -- witnessing -- is the nature of
your being. Everything else that can be witnessed falls separate from you. It becomes the
other. The moment it is objectified, it becomes the other.
The man must have been in anger when he asked this.
MA TZU REPLIED, "I WILL TELL YOU THIS AFTER YOU HAVE SWALLOWED ALL THE WATER IN
THE WEST RIVER."

Seeing his anger, rather than answering him, Ma Tzu said, "Just go to the river, and
swallow all the water of the river. Even that much water may not be able to quench your
anger. Then come back, and I will answer you."
Upon hearing this, the man suddenly must have become aware of his anger. That is the
whole teaching of Zen. Whichever school one belongs to, watching is unavoidably part of the
discipline.
Suddenly he must have become aware that he has asked the question not out of a quest,
but out of anger. He calmed down. Suddenly a tremendous coolness came to him, as if he had
already swallowed the whole river.
UPON HEARING THIS, THE MONK WAS INSTANTANEOUSLY AWAKENED, AND HE STAYED
FOR TWO YEARS AT MA TZU'S MONASTERY.

Enlightenment is a question of a sudden realization -- that you are neither anger, nor
greed, nor love, nor compassion. Anything that you can name, you are not. You are the
unnameable witness, hidden deep inside you, just reflecting everything that passes by, just a
mirror.
I have called this series MA TZU: THE EMPTY MIRROR for the simple reason that his
whole teaching is: don't react -- just be, and reflect. Clouds will come and go, and the sky
remains as empty as ever. Clouds don't leave any mark on the empty sky. And just as outside

there is this vast empty sky -- it is immeasurable -- on the other side, inwards, the same
infinity exists. You are standing just in the middle between an outer infinity and an inner
infinity. You can go in either direction -- outwards, and you will not find any limit, or
inwards, and you will not find any limit.
Science has been struggling for three hundred years, because it was determined that there
must be a boundary line to the universe. To the mind it is not appealing, it seems irrational
that something can be without boundaries. How can it be without boundaries? The
boundaries may be millions of miles away, millions of light years away; but that does not
matter, it still remains limited.
But finally, with Albert Einstein, science accepted its failure. Now we have immensely
powerful instruments to find the farthest star, but even the farthest star is not the limit. Albert
Einstein accepted it humbly that, rational or irrational -- what can we do? -- existence is
unlimited. If anything, we can change our logic and rationality, but we cannot change the
universe.
The inward infinity is far more mysterious, just because it is more alive. The deeper you
go, the deeper you are going into life, into abundant life. And the deeper you go, you find
only one quality, that of the mirror. You reflect everything, and nothing affects you.
Only at this point can a man like Ma Tzu come to live in the marketplace, because he
knows that his mirror is not any conceptualization, it is now his experience. He knows that
everything is reflected. People come and go, riches come and go, the poor become rich, the
rich become poor; things go on happening, but your mirror simply mirrors.
Ma Tzu has come to the very root of the problem. If you can understand him, then, in a
single moment, instantaneously, the awakening can happen to you too.
AT ANOTHER TIME, MA TZU SAID, "EVERY DHARMA IS THE DHARMA OF THE MIND, AND
EVERY NAME IS A NAME OF THE MIND. ALL BEINGS ARE BORN OF THE MIND, AND SO MIND
IS THE FOUNDATION OF ALL BEINGS.
"AS AN EXAMPLE: THE SHADOW OF THE MOON REFLECTED ON THE WATER HAS MANY
SHAPES, BUT THE REAL MOON IS NOT LIKE THAT. LIKEWISE THERE ARE VARIOUS RIVERS,
BUT THE NATURE OF THE WATER IS THE SAME. ALTHOUGH THERE ARE MYRIAD
ACTIVITIES, THERE IS NO DISCRIMINATION IN THE EMPTINESS."

Ma Tzu uses the word `mind', but you have to understand that his `mind' means `empty
mind', a mind which is emptiness. If the mirror is already full of reflections, it cannot reflect
you. The mirror is no more a mirror, it has become a film of a camera. You can take one
image on the film, and the film is finished, because that image remains on the film. The film
is very much identified with the image; the film does not function like the mirror.
Empty mind is the origin of all -- all the dharmas, every name, all beings. Empty mind is
the foundation of all things. Realizing that empty mind is the foundation of all things; all that
you have to do is to throw away all the furniture that you have gathered in your mind. It is all
junk. It is destroying your precious spaciousness.
Have you ever thought about the word `room'? Do you know that the word `room' means
spaciousness, roominess? When a room is full of furniture and all kinds of things,
photographs, and flowers, its roominess is covered. It is less roomy, less spacious than its
reality. If you remove everything from the room, it can be described as an empty room; but
that is really repeating the word. `Room' simply means emptiness, spaciousness.
That's why Ma Tzu does not use the two words together: `empty' and `mind'.
To him `mind' itself means `emptiness', it is another name for `emptiness'. And out of this
emptiness everything arises.

It was thought to be a very mysterious idea, unbelievable, but now science has to concede
that the philosophers and the objective scientists have been wrong, and the mystics have been
right. Now they can see... and you can see it in everyday life. Have you ever taken a seed and
cut it into two? Do you find any roses inside it? Or do you find any kind of foliage? You find
simply nothingness.
But the same seed, given the right opportunity and climate, the right soil and a loving
gardener, will start sprouting as the spring comes. Those green leaves that come in the
beginning... because you are so much accustomed to seeing all this, you don't see the mystery
of it. From where are those two leaves coming? You have looked into the seed, there were no
leaves in it, no roses in it. And now there is a great foliage of thousands of leaves and
hundreds of flowers. From where? From nowhere; from the emptiness of existence they arise.
And then one day the flowers disappear, the leaves fall away, the tree disappears. Where?
Where has it all gone? Again to rest, into emptiness.
Now science is agreeing that even great stars... and their greatness is really shocking even
to think of. We think of them as small stars, but they are not small. They are very far away,
that is why they look small. Our own sun is a star. It is six hundred times bigger than our
earth, and it is considered to be, in the universe of stars, a mediocre star, a middle-class
fellow -- because there are stars thousands of times bigger than this.
And every day hundreds of stars are dying -- but where do they disappear to? And
hundreds of stars are born, so the balance remains. From where?
Just within these last twenty years they have found things that make the whole of science
such a mystery. They found black holes first; they found that there are black holes in the sky,
and what they are exactly nobody knows. But if any star comes close to a black hole -- the
black hole has a gravity thousands of times greater than the earth -- the star simply goes into
the black hole and disappears. Just a moment before it was there in its immense glory, and
just a moment afterwards there is just nothing but darkness. The star has gone back to rest,
into emptiness.
After the black hole, it was natural and inevitable to find white holes -- because if the
black hole takes stars into emptiness, there must be white holes from where new stars are
born. And now they are agreed on the fact that there are white holes, which go on throwing
out new stars.
My own feeling is that perhaps it is the same hole -- on one side black, on the other side
white. So you jump through the door; from one side you are dead, from another side you
come out smiling. This is my own feeling, I am not saying that it is scientific. I don't care
about science or anything, but this seems to be more possible, rather than black holes in one
place, and white holes far away from them... that does not look right. They should be close
enough, so as the old star becomes empty, from the white door it gains a new incarnation, and
comes back again.
But as far as emptiness is concerned, nothing makes any mark on it. It remains utterly
empty.
"DIFFERENT THINGS GO THROUGH THE DIFFERENT WAYS, BUT THE LIBERATED WISDOM IS
ONE. ALL ARE BASED ON ONE EMPTY MIND.
"EVERY DHARMA IS BASED ON THE DHARMA OF BUDDHA. EACH DHARMA IS INSTANTLY
THE DHARMA OF REALIZATION, AND THE DHARMA OF REALIZATION IS, THINGS BEING AS
THEY REALLY ARE."

To see things as they really are, you have to be absolutely empty -- only a mirror. Your
mirror should be clean, without any dust, without any thought, without any prejudice, without
any religion. Just a pure reflective mirror, and you can see things as they are. And seeing

things as they are, life becomes a festival, a celebration, a dance. The whole existence is
dancing, rejoicing; it is drunk completely with blissfulness, except for man -- who is
unnecessarily keeping himself filled with junk in his mind, and preventing his mirror from
reflecting the reality of existence.
"ALL THAT COME AND GO AND HAVE A REST, OR SIT AND LIE DOWN, ARE THE MYSTERIOUS
WORK, AND THEY DON'T NEED A PROCESS OF TIME. THE SCRIPTURES ALSO SAY: `ALL
AROUND EVERYWHERE, INSTANTANEOUSLY THERE ARE BUDDHAS.'"

I don't care about scriptures, but I can see everywhere, all around, there are buddhas. It is
not a quotation from any scripture, I can see it with my own eyes. You may not be aware, that
does not matter. A man of clarity will be able to see your reality. And the function of the
master is to point again and again to your reality. It is a kind of harassment to go on hitting on
your head, the way a nail is hit into the wall, so that finally you scream, and you say, "Yes, I
am a buddha!"
Unless you scream, and say "I am a buddha!" the master is going to hammer the nail into
your head. But most people, just seeing the hammer, immediately realize, "What is the point
of unnecessary suffering? Why not be a buddha?"
That's how I became a buddha. Seeing that other fellows are becoming buddhas
instantaneously, why should I waste time? And the day I recognized that there is no need of
any effort, that I am a born buddha -- since that time, not for a single moment has any doubt
arisen. I have tried myself to doubt the fact -- "Just think twice, you may not be a buddha" -but I have been a failure. That instantaneous experience of buddhahood has gone so deep that
now no doubt arises. On the contrary, every day I go on becoming more and more beyond
doubt, beyond any question. And strangely enough, since the day I became aware of my
buddhahood, all misery has disappeared, all suffering has disappeared. I don't have any
tensions. I don't think about tomorrow.
Just after harassing you a little, I will go to sleep, not even thinking that there is going to
be another sunrise. In the morning, when Nirvano wakes me, I say, "My God, again? The
whole day... and in the evening the same harassment of poor buddhas."
An unnecessary effort, if you understand; just recognize it yourself -- don't let me harass
you!
MA TZU CONTINUED, "CULTIVATION IS OF NO USE FOR THE ATTAINMENT OF TAO."

Call it Tao, or the buddha, or the dharma -- it is the same. CULTIVATION IS OF NO
USE... Don't try to cultivate, just be! For one day try it at least, not cultivating; just for
twenty-four hours give me a chance! Be a buddha whatever happens. And I don't think you
will come back again to be a non-buddha. Twenty-four hours, if you can maintain your
buddhahood whatever happens... Your wife escapes, don't be worried! A buddha does not get
worried. At the most you can do one thing, which is proper; go to the post office and report
that your wife has escaped. Don't go to the police station, because the police station is a
dangerous place -- they may bring your wife back! And the one she has gone with is your
best friend.
Just relax and enjoy it, "How grateful I am to the universe. It happens to very few, rare
individuals!" The wife, and escaping? Most wives cling so hard that they take all juice out of
you. You are just moving without any juice. To be a buddha it is perfectly good, it is
absolutely necessary, that somebody should escape with your wife.
One of my friends, who presented me with my first car, asked me after one year, "Do you
get angry sometimes? Because I have never seen a driver who will not get angry on the
Indian roads."

I said, "Let it be on record, because no buddha before has ever driven a car. I simply see
the things as they are: the road is rotten, and it is going to be more rotten tomorrow."
In forty years of independence it has been going down and down and down. Nobody
seems to be interested that roads have to be repaired. Nobody follows the traffic laws because
it is a free country! You are blessed if you come back home alive. You can just go in Poona
and see the traffic -- that's why I lie down in my room. Why unnecessarily get into trouble?
But I told my friend that I don't get angry -- what is the point? Getting angry at the road? I
don't get angry with the strange traffic that goes on around. It is a free country, everybody is
free to follow his own ideas. So somebody follows to the left, somebody follows to the right,
and there are people who follow in the middle.
But it's not much of a problem. In countries where traffic rules are very strict, the rate of
accidents is greater than in India -- that is a miracle. It has been found that in America, where
traffic rules are very strict and you cannot drive more that fifty-five miles per hour, more
people die in accidents than in India, where you can drive anywhere you like, and where on
the road it is not just the twentieth century, but all the centuries together: a bullock cart is
going, somebody is driving a camel cart, an elephant is moving; and dogs have freedom in
India as they have nowhere else in the world, and children are playing football in the road.
Still, one goes to the office, one comes back alive. I don't go anywhere, but every
morning I am surprised, "My God, again!"
But there is no anger, there is no complaint, there is no grudge. I will enjoy one day more.
There must be one morning that I will not wake up; I will enjoy that too. I simply enjoy the
idea that you are all trying to wake me up, and I simply don't wake up! The same game that I
have been trying so long: trying to wake you up, and nobody is waking. One day, you will be
in the same position.
Ma Tzu says, "THE ONLY THING THAT ONE CAN DO IS TO BE FREE OF
DEFILEMENT. WHEN ONE'S MIND IS STAINED WITH THOUGHTS OF LIFE AND
DEATH, OR DELIBERATE ACTION, THAT IS DEFILEMENT."
You can see, his use of `mind' is equivalent to `no-mind'. When the mind becomes defiled
WITH THOUGHTS OF LIFE AND DEATH, OR DELIBERATE ACTION, THAT IS
DEFILEMENT. Then the mind is full of imagination, of thoughts, of emotions, of
sentiments, of past memories, of future utopias. And the mirror is completely lost in layers of
dust. You don't have to cultivate anything, you have just to drop all this dust that has gathered
on your mirror.
THE GRASPING OF THE TRUTH is not something special, it IS THE FUNCTION OF
EVERYDAY-MINDEDNESS.
Just keep your mind undefiled, and the whole world looks so clean, so pure, so
immensely beautiful, that you cannot but be grateful.
"EVERYDAY-MINDEDNESS IS FREE FROM INTENTIONAL ACTION, FREE FROM CONCEPTS OF
RIGHT AND WRONG, TAKING AND GIVING, THE FINITE OR THE INFINITE.... ALL OUR DAILY
ACTIVITIES -- WALKING, STANDING, SITTING, LYING DOWN -- ALL RESPONSE TO
SITUATIONS, OUR DEALINGS WITH CIRCUMSTANCES AS THEY ARISE: ALL THIS IS TAO."

Ma Tzu is against, just as I am against, those who escape from the world, renounce the
world. Those people are not saints, they have simply chickened out! They could not
encounter the existence with a right, clean mirror. They escaped, being afraid that they would
be defiled by others. Nobody can defile you. It is up to you; if you allow dust to gather on
your mirror, there will be defilement. If you don't allow dust...

There is a Zen story:
A Zen master sent his chief disciple to a caravanserai for his last examination. The
disciple said, "What kind of examination is this? What am I to do in that caravanserai?"
He said, "You just go and watch whatever is happening there, and bring the news to me.
That is going to decide whether you are going to be my successor or not."
He went to the caravanserai, he watched everything. It was a question of tremendous
importance, and what he brought made him the successor.
He brought this: "I saw that the owner of the caravanserai cleans the mirror in the evening
-- each evening -- and again in the morning he cleans the mirror. So I asked him, `You
cleaned it just a few hours ago, why are you cleaning it again?' The owner said, `The dust
goes on gathering every moment, so clean the mirror whenever you have time. You will
always find some dust which has gathered.'
"And I have come to the conclusion that you were right to send me to the caravanserai.
This is actually the case with the mind -- clean it every moment, because every moment, just
by its nature, dust goes on gathering."
If you can avoid defilement, there is no need of any cultivation; you will realize the
ultimate truth, the Tao.
A Zen haiku:
ENTERING THE FOREST,
HE MOVES NOT THE GRASS.
ENTERING THE WATER,
HE MAKES NOT A RIPPLE.

He is talking about the full moon. A full moon entering into the forest moves not even the
grass. So silent... its movement is so graceful that not even the grass is disturbed. Entering the
water as a reflection, he makes not a ripple.
And that is the state of the awakened man, the buddha. Even entering into the
marketplace he makes no ripples. Wherever he is, he is just an undefiled mirror. Nothing
disturbs it, nothing becomes attached to it -- like a cloud. Everything comes and goes, and the
mirror remains all the time empty. If you can be empty, you are enlightened. Such a simple
and obvious phenomenon, it does not need any cultivation.
Now, the question that has created in Maneesha a migraine, so that Anando has to
represent her. She has asked:
OUR BELOVED MASTER,
A SITUATION THAT OCCURRED LAST NIGHT WAS SUCH A VIVID
ILLUSTRATION FOR ME OF HOW YOU ARE -- AS WE HAVE HEARD OF MA TZU -A LIVING TEACHING MASTER OF ZEN, A MAN OF TAO.
WHEN THE HORSE CAME TROTTING INTO THE HALL, ANYONE IN YOUR PLACE
WHO WAS ANYTHING LESS THAN ENLIGHTENED WOULD HAVE BEEN
DISCONCERTED TO FIND THAT THE ATTENTION HAD MOVED FROM THEM.
THEY MAY HAVE FELT DISTRACTED, THROWN OFF CENTER; AFRAID OF
LOOKING FOOLISH BECAUSE THEY COULD NOT SEE WHAT THE CAUSE OF THE
LAUGHTER WAS.
YOU SIMPLY STOPPED TALKING AND ALLOWED EVENTS TO TAKE A NEW
COURSE. YOU LOOKED SO VULNERABLE, SO INNOCENT AND UNKNOWING, IN

THOSE MOMENTS. YOUR IMMENSE POWER AND EXTRAORDINARY FRAGILITY,
YOUR ABSOLUTE PRESENCE AND YOUR UTTER ABSENCE WERE SO
APPARENT.
THIS IS NOT REALLY A QUESTION; I JUST WANTED AN EXCUSE TO MAKE SURE
THE INCIDENT DID NOT GO UNRECORDED.
This question -- which is not a question -- has created in poor Maneesha a migraine. She
must have felt, how is she going to read it to me? But she is perfectly right, and she need not
be worried that just for the record she has asked a question which is not a question.
In Maneesha I have found a better recorder than Ramakrishna had in Vivekananda, or
even Socrates had in Plato. She records everything perfectly well, that's why she has become
shy -- it is not a migraine. Tomorrow she will be here again.
There is no need to be afraid, you can ask me anything. You can give any record of
events. I enjoyed last night's episode. It is not that I was annoyed, I was enjoying it so
tremendously because it was such an unexpected phenomenon. I thought perhaps Kalki, the
white horse, had come; because his time is close -- just twelve years more. By the end of this
century Kalki is going to come. So I thought if he has come here it is a really great moment,
and here there will be no need for him to make any judgments because all are sinners!
And he came a little early, because inside him was great Avirbhava, and Avirbhava's
associate, Anando, and naturally inside that horse you cannot remain long. One must be
feeling suffocated. So they came a little early. It was Anando who was pulling Avirbhava
back, "This is not time!" -- but Avirbhava jumped in.
It would have been a great accident if the horse had fallen in two. That would have been
absolutely against the tradition, and somebody would have put a case against me, that their
religious feelings are hurt -- Kalki breaking down in the middle.
But they both managed perfectly well.
Now, soon I will be sending Avirbhava to find... There are coats available for lions, for
tigers, for elephants. You just have to be a little patient, and don't run off the track, don't enter
the crowd. In most of the circuses where you see the lions roaring, you just watch a little
closely; so many lions are not available....
I have heard about one case:
A man asked for employment in a circus. The manager said, "It is a very dangerous job.
One lion has died, so you will have to enter into his skin and behave like a lion; and you will
be surrounded by real lions. It is a dangerous job, I make you aware from the very
beginning."
He was so desperate that he accepted the job; the salary was good. But as he entered into
the skin of the lion, and was led into the cage, he freaked out. There was another lion just
roaring, so he started shouting, "Help me!"
The whole crowd that had gathered to see had never seen such a scene, that a lion is
asking for help, in perfect English! And the other lion said to him, "You idiot! Don't freak
out, otherwise we both will lose our jobs."
He used to be the headmaster, and this other fellow used to be the teacher in the school;
and they had both lost their jobs.
You can find, Avirbhava, good lions, tigers, elephants, crocodiles, and all kinds of
weirdos. Your Museum of Gods has to become one of the richest museums in the world. In
fact there is no comparison anywhere; nobody has bothered to collect information about

ancient gods, modern gods.
Today you heard the noise on the street -- it is for the elephant god. It is such a
humiliation of man, that he has been forced to worship all kinds of animals. Rather than
helping him to become a buddha, they are forcing him to become lower than animals. Our
effort is to expose all those religions who have exploited man, insulted man, humiliated
mankind.
Maneesha, your recording is perfectly good. Next time when you feel the migraine, still
come. When people do two minutes' gibberish, throw away your migraine -- somebody will
catch it! Just throw it far away. Everybody is trying it a double way: he is throwing his things
out, and moving his hands to protect himself, because others are also throwing out all kinds
of bullshit. One has to protect oneself -- just exchanging your bullshit will not help.
It is time for Sardar Gurudayal Singh.
"Oh, it is such a sad story," sobs Jablonski into his beer at the Fried Fisherman pub.
"What is the matter?" asks his pal, Klopski.
"It is my kid, Albert," says Jablonski. "For years, day after day, little Albert and his dog
went to school together, until, sadly, the day came when they had to part."
"What happened?" exclaims Klopski.
"Well," says Jablonski, "the dog graduated!"
It is that fateful night, when Jesus has been nailed to the cross. He has been up there for
about five hours, when he looks down with surprise.
"No! No!" he shouts. "Get away, get away!"
But it does no good.
Then he starts really freaking out. He screams again, "GO AWAY!"
But it does not work.
The cross starts shaking and leaning, and, as it falls over, Jesus cries, "Fucking beavers!"
Doctor Skinbag's patients keep calling him in the middle of the night. So, one weekend,
he has a talk with his wife, Sally.
"Listen," says Skinbag, "I am completely worn out. I need some peace and quiet. If any of
my patients call, just tell them that I am out of town at a medical meeting."
That night, the phone rings at two o'clock. Sally Skinbag answers it, and tells the caller
that Doctor Skinbag is out of town.
"But, Mrs. Skinbag, my grandad is coughing and spluttering, and I don't know what to
do!" says Mrs. Klutz, the caller.
"Just a minute," says Sally, covering the phone, and asking Doctor Skinbag what to tell
Mrs. Klutz.
"Tell her to put the old guy into his iron lung," says Skinbag.
"Mrs. Klutz," says Sally, into the phone, "put your grandad into the iron lung."
"Oh, thank you, Mrs. Skinbag," replies Mrs. Klutz, "but for how long?"
"Just a minute," says Sally, as she turns to Skinbag again.
"Tell her for half an hour," says Skinbag.
"Put him in for half an hour," repeats Sally into the phone.
"Oh, thank you," replies Mrs. Klutz. "But I just have one more question for you. Is that
guy you are in bed with also a doctor?"

Old lady Muffet's proudest possession is a beautiful white Persian cat named Conrad. But
Grandma Muffet notices that Conrad has been missing for two days. When she goes to the
freezer that night for dinner, she nearly dies of shock. There is Conrad, sitting on a plate,
frozen solid.
Grandma frantically calls her vet, Doctor Ratso, and asks what she should do.
"There is still a chance to save the poor animal," says Dr. Ratso. "Give it two teaspoons
of gasoline."
With trembling hands, Grandma Muffet cracks open Conrad's frozen lips, and carefully
spoons in the doctor's strange prescription.
The seconds tick by, and nothing happens.
Grandma is just about to give up hope, when suddenly the cat's eyes pop open, it lets out
an ear-piercing scream, and flies across the room at three hundred miles an hour.
It runs over all the furniture, scratches up and down the walls, and dashes across the
ceiling. The cat streaks around the apartment like a furious hurricane, then suddenly stops
dead in its tracks -- not moving a muscle.
Quickly, Grandma phones Dr. Ratso again.
"What do you think happened?" she cries.
"Simple," replies Ratso. "He just ran out of gas!"
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
(Gibberish)
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Be silent.
Close your eyes.
Feel your body to be frozen.
Look inwards with absolute urgency,
as if this is the moment of life and death.
Without a total urgency, you cannot reach
to the innermost center of your being.
Remember, there may be no other time;
this may be the last moment.
Deeper and deeper, without any fear,
move into the center like an arrow.
It is your own life-source,
and it is also the life-source of the whole universe.
This is the ultimate home -the buddha, the empty mirror of Ma Tzu.
Just be a witness, a clean mirror reflecting everything
without any judgment.

To make it more clear, Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Relax,
and see that your body is not you,
your mind is not you,
you are just a witness.
This witness I have called the mirror.
This is your eternity,
this is your ultimate nature of buddhahood.
Once you have tasted it,
once you have walked the path to the life stream,
you will never be the same again.
Finally you have to awaken as a perfect buddha.
To the eyes of a buddha,
the whole existence becomes enlightened.
The green of the trees become greener,
the fragrance of the roses takes a new nuance,
the full moon in the night reflects in your mirror
without creating any ripples.
The whole of life becomes a festival,
a ceremony, a rejoicing.
This evening and this silence
make it a beautiful experience.
You are all dissolved
into one oceanic consciousness;
separation is forgotten, oneness is remembered.
Carry this ecstasy, this drunkenness,
twenty-four hours around the clock.
Except this there is no other religion.
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Now come back,
but come back as a buddha,
without any hesitation,
silently and peacefully,
with the grace and beauty of a buddha.
Just recollect the experience.
You have to live it moment to moment,
day and night,
speaking or in silence,
working or resting;
but the buddha remains
a constant undercurrent in you.

a constant undercurrent in you.
Then you don't need any morality,
you don't need any religion,
you don't need anything.
You have got the very key -the master key -that opens the doors
of all the mysteries of existence.
Okay, Maneesha, care of Anando?
Yes, Beloved Master.
Can we celebrate the ten thousand buddhas?
Yes, Beloved Master.
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OUR BELOVED MASTER,
MA TZU WAS ONE DAY TEACHING A MONK. HE DREW A CIRCLE ON THE GROUND AND SAID,
"IF YOU ENTER IT, I WILL STRIKE YOU; IF YOU DO NOT ENTER IT, I WILL STRIKE YOU!"
THE MONK ENTERED IT SLIGHTLY, AND MA TZU STRUCK HIM.
THE MONK SAID, "THE MASTER COULD NOT STRIKE ME!"
MA TZU WENT OFF LEANING ON HIS STAFF.
ON ANOTHER OCCASION, HO PANG SAID TO MA TZU, "WATER HAS NO BONES, BUT IT
EASILY HOLDS UP A SHIP OF A THOUSAND TONS; HOW IS THIS?"
MA TZU SAID, "THERE'S NO WATER HERE, AND NO SHIP-WHAT AM I SUPPOSED TO
EXPLAIN?"
ONE DAY, IMPO WAS PUSHING A CART, AND MA TZU HAD HIS LEGS STRETCHED OUT
ACROSS THE PATH. IMPO SAID, "PLEASE, MASTER, PULL IN YOUR LEGS!"
"WHAT HAS BEEN STRETCHED OUT," SAID MA TZU, "CANNOT BE RETRACTED!"
"WHAT GOES FORWARD CANNOT GO BACKWARDS!" SAID IMPO AND PUSHED THE CART
ON.
MA TZU'S LEGS WERE CUT AND BRUISED. WHEN THEY WENT BACK, MA TZU ENTERED THE
HALL, AND SAID, LIFTING UP AN AXE, "COME HERE, THE MONK WHO HURT MY LEGS A
WHILE AGO!" IMPO CAME OUT AND STOOD BEFORE MA TZU AND BENT HIS NECK TO
RECEIVE THE STRIKE.
MA TZU PUT DOWN THE AXE.
MA TZU NEVER LOST AN OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE A POINT, USUALLY IN AN ENIGMATIC
WAY. EVEN DURING HIS LAST ILLNESS HE MADE HIS WELL-KNOWN RESPONSE TO
SOMEONE WHO INQUIRED ABOUT HIS HEALTH. HE SAID, "SUN-FACED BUDDHAS,
MOON-FACED BUDDHAS."
ONE DAY, MA TZU CLIMBED MOUNT SEKIMON, THE MOUNTAIN CLOSE TO HIS TEMPLE AT
CHIANG-SI. IN THE FOREST HE DID KINHIN, OR WALKING MEDITATION, FOR A TIME. THEN,
SEEING A FLAT PLACE IN THE VALLEY BELOW, MA TZU SAID TO THE DISCIPLE WHO HAD
COME WITH HIM, "NEXT MONTH, MY CARCASS MUST BE RETURNED TO THE EARTH HERE."
AT THAT, HE MADE HIS WAY BACK TO THE TEMPLE.
ON THE FOURTH DAY OF THE NEXT MONTH, AFTER BATHING, HE QUIETLY SAT DOWN WITH
CROSSED LEGS AND PASSED AWAY.
MA TZU HAD LIVED AT CHIANG-SI FOR FIFTY YEARS AND DIED AT THE AGE OF EIGHTY.

Maneesha, I have asked you to throw your migraine, and you did it. But you did it too
close by, on poor Anando. She is my only link with the world. She is my news media, my
television, my radio, my newspapers. I don't read anything, I don't hear anything, I don't see

anything on the television. And because we were talking about the empty heart, your
throwing was perfectly good -- but it reached into the wrong place, in poor Anando. It had to
reach her head, but it has reached into her heart.
Her empty heart has received your migraine. Now, there is no such sickness in the whole
world, and Doctor Indivar will be in immense difficulty to pull out the migraine from the
heart. It is perfectly okay to have the mirror in the empty heart, but it is not right to have a
migraine. There exists no medicine for it; Doctor Indivar will have to invent something-and I
need her back urgently, because every morning, every evening she is my only contact with
the world.
So as far as Anando is concerned, it is Indivar's priority. And just because she received
the migraine with the open heart, she has earned great virtue. The next series that begins
tomorrow will be dedicated to her. She did perfectly well in keeping the heart open, even
when you were throwing your migraine away. Most people will close their windows and
doors in such situations. But she is a great disciple, and she understands intelligently what it
means to have an open heart, to live in insecurity, to live without any safety, to be homeless.
But Anando-you must be hearing me from your room-remember, no buddha has said,
"Keep your heart open when somebody is throwing a migraine." You have done a miracle.
There is an automatic system-if somebody is throwing dust at you, your eyes will close
without any effort, on their own. And if somebody is throwing a migraine, naturally the heart
will close. It will not receive it. But you dared to keep your heart open. You showed great
courage. I can rely on you, that whatever happens you will keep your heart open. It may be
painful, it may create anxiety, but that is only the beginning part.
Gautam Buddha is reported to have said, "What is bitter in the beginning is sweet in the
end, and what is sweet in the beginning is bitter at the end." It is an immense statement about
all those who are the people of the path.
The story Maneesha has brought:
MA TZU WAS ONE DAY TEACHING A MONK. HE DREW A CIRCLE ON THE GROUND AND SAID,
"IF YOU ENTER IT, I WILL STRIKE YOU; IF YOU DO NOT ENTER IT, I WILL STRIKE YOU!"

This is something very special in Zen. In different ways masters have used that device. If
you say something, I will strike you; if you don't say something, I will strike you. In any case
you will get the hit. The same is the situation here.
Ma Tzu says, "IF YOU ENTER THIS CIRCLE, I WILL STRIKE YOU; IF YOU DO
NOT ENTER IT, I WILL STRIKE YOU ALL THE SAME!" THE MONK ENTERED IT
SLIGHTLY, AND MA TZU STRUCK HIM.
What is the point of this strange anecdote?
THE MONK SAID, "THE MASTER COULD NOT STRIKE ME!" MA TZU WENT
OFF LEANING ON HIS STAFF, not even bothering to answer the disciple.
In any devices that are similar, in either case you will get the hit. It simply means that the
hit is meant to awaken you. What you do is not relevant-whether you enter the circle or stay
out of it, it does not matter, I am going to hit you! This simply means that whatever you do is
not important; what is important is your awakening. The hit is to wake you up. If the disciple
can understand what is being asked, he will be enlightened. The master is asking him to be
enlightened, so that he does not need to be hit.
But the disciple missed. He said to the master, "THE MASTER COULD NOT STRIKE
ME!" MA TZU WENT OFF LEANING ON HIS STAFF, leaving the student behind to
meditate over what has happened. Ma Tzu used all kinds of devices spontaneously, but there
is always a hidden secret. In the strangest incidents the awakened person will immediately

see the hidden secret.
ON ANOTHER OCCASION, HO PANG SAID TO MA TZU, "WATER HAS NO BONES, BUT IT
EASILY HOLDS UP A SHIP OF A THOUSAND TONS; HOW IS THIS?"
MA TZU SAID, "THERE'S NO WATER HERE, AND NO SHIP-WHAT AM I SUPPOSED TO
EXPLAIN?"

He is saying, "Don't bring intellectual, philosophical questions to me. I am here only to
bring existential experience to you."
I am reminded of a small story.
In a court there were two friends who were known in the whole city to be great friends,
always together, but finally they were caught fighting and brought to the court by the police.
And the magistrate asked, "What is the problem that created the fight?"
They both looked at each other and said, "You say it."
The other said, "Please, you say it."
The magistrate said, "Anybody can say it but just say it."
They said, "We are very embarrassed. We are ready to take any punishment if you allow
us not to say it."
The magistrate said, "This is strange. I cannot punish you unless I know the crime. What
was the reason for your fighting and creating chaos in the crowd?"
Finally they had to say it. One of them said, "Please forgive us. It is very philosophical,
airy, abstract. We were sitting on the river bank and my friend told me that he was going to
purchase a buffalo.
"I said, `I have no objection. Just remember that I am going to purchase a big farm. Your
buffalo should never enter into my farm. I am a very strict person.'
"The other man said, `Your farm? Nobody can stop my buffalo. And I will see how you
can stop my buffalo. You are my friend, you should welcome my buffalo; on the contrary
you are going to stop it. What kind of friendship is this?'
"I said, `Friendship does not come into it. Business is business.'
"The man who was going to purchase a buffalo, he said, `Okay, I will see. Purchase the
farm.' And I made a square on the sand with my finger and said, `This is my farm. Where is
your buffalo?'
"The other man with his finger entered into my field and said, `This is my buffalo. Let us
see what you can do.' That's how the whole thing started."
The magistrate said, "But where is the farm and where is the buffalo?"
They said, "That is the problem that we were embarrassed to tell you; it is a very
philosophical thing. Nothing is there-no buffalo, no farm, just hot air. But we forgot
completely that we were fighting about imaginary things."
You can laugh at it, but do you think...? People have been fighting over the existence of
God-is it in any way different from the buffalo? People have been fighting over how many
hells there are. The Hindus believe in one hell; the Jainas believe in three hells, because
according to them one hell is not justified for all kinds of criminals. Somebody has just stolen
a chicken, and somebody has killed a man. You cannot put both the men in the same hell.
That will be unjustified. So they have three hells, according to your sin.
But Gautam Buddha had seven. He says that in three you cannot categorize all the crimes;
at least seven are needed. But you will be surprised, another philosopher, contemporary to
Mahavira and Gautam Buddha, Ajit Keshkambal, had seventy-seven. He said, "Unless you
have that number of hells, it will be very difficult to categorize."

Now, nobody knows where this hell is... and they were fighting tooth and nail! And for
centuries their philosophers have been fighting, trying to explain their position. For example
Hindus have explained that the hell is one, but we can make divisions in the hell. You can
make as many divisions as you want in one hell, what is the need of seventy-seven hells? Just
make seventy-seven divisions in one hell. But you don't think that these people are idiots;
these are great philosophers. But their problems about God... Nobody has met God, it is
purely a concept.
And there are religions who don't believe in God. Jainism has no God, Buddhism has no
God, Taoism has no God. God is not an essential phenomenon for any religion to exist. And
then there are different descriptions of God. The Old Testament says that God is a very angry
God, very jealous and very temperamental-don't annoy him. And God himself is reported to
have said in the Old Testament, "I am a very jealous God. And remember it, I am your father,
not your uncle. Don't expect any nice things from me."
And Jesus says, "God is love."
Hindus say, "God is pure justice"-because love cannot be just; it may love someone and
forgive him, it may not love someone, or even dislike someone and punish him unnecessarily
for sins that he has not committed. Love is not reliable. God has to be just, a magistrate with
no likings, no dislikings.
This anecdote, when Ma Tzu says, "THERE'S NO WATER HERE, AND NO
SHIP-WHAT AM I SUPPOSED TO EXPLAIN?" has all these implications. Then don't get
engaged in abstract concepts-those arguments and philosophical discussions are unending,
and nobody has come to any conclusion.
The Christian God has a small family: the only begotten son, Jesus Christ, and the Holy
Ghost-a strange family with no woman in it, unless this Holy Ghost is capable of functioning
as a woman also. But certainly the Holy Ghost is not a woman because he is responsible for
making Mary the virgin pregnant with Jesus Christ. And on the other hand, the Christians say
that the Holy Ghost and God are one. So why separate them just for the sake of saving God
from corrupting and raping an innocent girl? If they are one, then why not say, "God
impregnated Mary"; why not make it straightforward? Why should God go via the Holy
Ghost? Sometimes I think the Holy Ghost must be God's sexual machinery. So he is one, yet
he remains outside and the Holy Ghost does the whole work.
Hindus say that their God has three faces, three heads on one body. Now nobody has
seen... Perhaps in a circus you may see a distorted child, a freak who has three heads or four
hands. But why should God have three heads? The reason given by the Hindu theologians is
so that he can see in three directions. If man can manage with one head... perhaps God's neck
is fixed, he cannot move this way or that way. Obviously he will need three pairs of glasses.
And the weight of three heads on a body which looks exactly like a man's-it will be too
much. He will not be able to stand up, and lying down also will be very difficult. Just think,
how will he manage his three heads on one pillow?-unless those three heads are only attached
and you can unscrew them, and put them off for the night and go to sleep.
But I don't think that such surgery has developed even today. And God has been there for
eternity, and no scripture describes any surgeon who takes care of God's heads. The screws
must have got rusted. And from where can he get a screwdriver? And you can be sure that
three heads may not agree on any point, they will all have their opinions. I don't think that
God can move even a single inch because the other two heads will not be ready. So he will
remain fixed in one position.
But strange ideas... Hindus also have the idea that God has one thousand hands. Now,

three heads and one thousand hands, who are you kidding? Even if you just visualize him,
you will become afraid. He will look like an octopus, or something like it.
Buddhism and Jainism, seeing the difficulty of how to visualize God, simply dropped the
idea; they don't have any God and they are perfectly living religions.
Ma Tzu is saying that he is not interested in anything that is not existential. That is Zen's
special contribution to human consciousness. Don't be bothered about imaginary conceptual
philosophical things, just pin down everything to existence.
ONE DAY, IMPO WAS PUSHING A CART, AND MA TZU HAD HIS LEGS STRETCHED OUT
ACROSS THE PATH. IMPO SAID, "PLEASE, MASTER, PULL IN YOUR LEGS!"
"WHAT HAS BEEN STRETCHED OUT," SAID MA TZU, "CANNOT BE RETRACTED!"
"WHAT GOES FORWARD CANNOT GO BACKWARDS!" SAID IMPO AND PUSHED THE CART
ON.
MA TZU'S LEGS WERE CUT AND BRUISED. WHEN THEY WENT BACK, MA TZU ENTERED THE
HALL, AND SAID, LIFTING UP AN AXE, "COME HERE, THE MONK WHO HURT MY LEGS A
WHILE AGO!" IMPO CAME OUT AND STOOD BEFORE MA TZU AND BENT HIS NECK TO
RECEIVE THE STRIKE.
MA TZU PUT DOWN THE AXE.

Reading such anecdotes, one feels it is a very strange religion. It is not. Everything that is
happening in these anecdotes has something essential, so that you can become aware of it.
First, MA TZU SAID, "WHAT HAS BEEN STRETCHED OUT, CANNOT BE RETRACTED!"

A father was telling to his son, "Everything is possible in the world"-he was quoting
Alexander the Great.
The child said, "I don't accept the idea, and I will show you why." He went into the
bathroom and brought the toothpaste and said, "I will bring the toothpaste out of the tube, and
you put it back. You say nothing is impossible. This is impossible. I have tried."
Ma Tzu is saying, "WHAT HAS BEEN STRETCHED OUT, CANNOT BE
RETRACTED!" In other words, he is saying that what has become exposed cannot become a
secret again; what has come into the open cannot go back into the hidden. He is simply
making a point that there are situations where you cannot go back.
When Henry Ford made his first car, it had no reverse gear. It could not move backwards,
it could go only forwards. He had not thought about it, but it was a very difficult task. If you
have moved just a few yards away from your garage, you have to now go around the whole
city to come back to your garage. He added the possibility of backing the car later on.
A story is told that when Henry Ford died there was a great encounter between him and
God. God said, "You are a great inventor and a man of great intelligence. Do you approve of
my existence?"
Henry Ford said, "No, sir. Your existence is the worst possible, because you cannot go
back in time, just forward. This is stupid. I had committed this stupidity myself, but it is not
expected from you. Somebody wants to visit his childhood again-there should be some
possibility to go back in time, or to go forward in time if somebody wants to know in advance
what kind of old age, what kind of death is going to happen, and when. You have left man
stuck in the middle; he can neither go back, nor can he go forward. He has no freedom of
movement in time. I have great complaints, but this is my most basic complaint to you."
Ma Tzu is saying that if you have become a young man, you cannot become a child again.
If you have become old, you cannot become a young person again. If you are dead, you
cannot open your eyes and ask for a tea. He used every situation; and he used this situation to
see whether the disciple is courageous enough to pull the cart over the legs of the master.

Impo proved worthy.
"WHAT GOES FORWARD CANNOT GO BACKWARDS!" SAID IMPO AND PUSHED THE CART
ON.
MA TZU'S LEGS WERE CUT AND BRUISED. WHEN THEY WENT BACK, MA TZU ENTERED THE
HALL, AND SAID, LIFTING UP AN AXE, "COME HERE, THE MONK WHO HURT MY LEGS A
WHILE AGO!" IMPO CAME OUT AND STOOD BEFORE MA TZU AND BENT HIS NECK TO
RECEIVE THE STRIKE.

This is courage and this is trust. It was not in any way insulting to Ma Tzu. By pushing
the cart forward he was not in any way humiliating Ma Tzu, he was simply sticking to his
own opinion. If Ma Tzu is sticking to his opinion-and Ma Tzu's whole work was to give
independence to the disciples... They should not take anything for granted from anybody else;
they should decide themselves their lives, their actions, their gestures. Certainly he was
following Ma Tzu when he pushed the cart over his legs.
Ma Tzu had one thousand monks in his monastery. He went to the hall for the assembly
meeting. He had no idea who the monk was that had pushed the cart over his legs.
He simply said, lifting an axe, "COME HERE, THE MONK WHO HURT MY LEGS A
WHILE AGO!" IMPO CAME OUT immediately AND STOOD BEFORE MA TZU AND
BENT HIS NECK TO RECEIVE THE STRIKE.
He did not hide. He could have, because there were one thousand monks and it would
have been very difficult to decide who was the person. But he came out, and if the master
wants to cut his head, he is ready. He has come to the master to have a resurrection, to be
enlightened, to go beyond death. If this is the way the master chooses, it is perfectly okay.
Seeing this humbleness and this trust, MA TZU PUT DOWN THE AXE.
MA TZU NEVER LOST AN OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE A POINT, USUALLY IN AN
ENIGMATIC WAY. EVEN DURING HIS LAST ILLNESS HE MADE HIS
WELL-KNOWN RESPONSE TO SOMEONE WHO INQUIRED ABOUT HIS HEALTH.
HE SAID, "SUN-FACED BUDDHAS, MOON-FACED BUDDHAS."
It is a famous saying in Zen circles. Whether you are facing the sun, which means life,
day, or whether you are facing the moon, the night, which represents death-it does not make
any difference to your buddhahood. Whether your buddha is in darkness or in light, it does
not matter. Your self-nature remains the same. "SUN-FACED BUDDHAS, MOON-FACED
BUDDHAS." In a very short aphorism, even at the point when he was going to die, he said,
"There is going to be no change. Just the sun is setting and the moon will be rising. As far as
I am concerned, I am eternal. Whether the sun is in the sky, or the moon is in the sky, I am
always here."
The master knows no death. He knows eternity.
ONE DAY, MA TZU CLIMBED MOUNT SEKIMON, THE MOUNTAIN CLOSE TO
HIS TEMPLE AT CHIANG-SI. IN THE FOREST HE DID kinhin, OR WALKING
MEDITATION.
If you go to Bodhgaya, where Gautam Buddha became enlightened, you will find a
temple raised in the memory of his enlightenment. And also, by the side of the temple, there
are stones in a long line, and behind the temple is the bodhi tree where he used to sit. His
meditation had two positions, sitting and walking. One hour you sit, silently watching your
thoughts; then one hour you walk slowly, again watching your thoughts-alternate sitting and
walking meditation.
It is a beautiful experience because soon you become aware that whether you are sitting
or walking, whether you are awake or asleep, something in you remains constantly aware, the
same. It does not become different when you walk, it does not become different when you sit.

It does not become different even when you sleep; something like a small candle or light goes
on burning in your sleep too. Your awareness has become a twenty-four-hour circle. This is
the perfect enlightenment.
This walking meditation in Japanese is called kinhin.
THEN, SEEING A FLAT PLACE IN THE VALLEY BELOW, MA TZU SAID TO THE DISCIPLE WHO
HAD COME WITH HIM, "NEXT MONTH, MY CARCASS MUST BE RETURNED TO THE EARTH
HERE." AT THAT, HE MADE HIS WAY BACK TO THE TEMPLE.
ON THE FOURTH DAY OF THE NEXT MONTH, AFTER BATHING, HE QUIETLY SAT DOWN WITH
CROSSED LEGS AND PASSED AWAY.

The master lives with awareness and dies with awareness. Even a month before, he was
aware that death is coming close; his perceptivity, his clarity of perception, is total. So he
showed the disciple where his dead body has to be brought, where his samadhi, his grave is
going to be. One month before, he told the disciple, and the next month... ON THE FOURTH
DAY... AFTER BATHING, HE QUIETLY SAT DOWN WITH CROSSED LEGS AND
PASSED AWAY.
Death is just a game, moving from one body to another body, or perhaps moving from the
body to no body, to the universal oceanic existence.
One night a thief entered into Mulla Nasruddin's house. He saw that Mulla Nasruddin was
fast asleep and he collected everything that he felt was valuable. But Mulla was not asleep, he
just did not want to interfere in somebody's work. He looked by opening one eye and then
rested. As the thief was going out with all the valuables, he followed him. The thief looked
back and became very afraid. He said, "Why are you coming with me?"
Mulla said, "Have you forgotten? We are changing our house. You are taking everything,
so why leave me here alone? I am coming with you."
The thief said, "Just forgive me. Take all your things, sort them out, because I have
brought things from other houses also."
Mulla said, "I don't want to sort it out. Either I come with you, or everything has to be put
back in my house."
The thief said, "My God, you seem to be a greater thief than me! And why did you
remain silent when I was collecting things?"
Mulla said, "I never interfere in anybody's work."
The thief had to leave everything-with tears in his eyes, because he had stolen many
beautiful things from other places. He said, "Such a man I have never seen in my life... and to
take you to my house, perhaps you will become the master and I will be the servant. I have
my wife..."
Mulla said, "There is no problem, we can share everything. We are partners. Don't miss
this opportunity of having a wise man as your partner." But the thief escaped leaving all the
things.
As far as any master's death is concerned, he is simply changing his house. There is not
even a single ripple of sadness, but on the contrary an immense curiosity about the unknown
that is opening its doors. This body he has lived in long enough-seventy years, eighty years-it
is time to change. The body has become old; it is becoming more and more non-functional. It
is time to have a fresh new body.
The master is not at all disturbed by the fact that he is going to die. He dies with grace
and beauty, he dies in silence and peace-just the way he has lived. He lived in silence, in utter
beatitude, he dies in tremendous benediction.
MA TZU HAD LIVED AT CHIANG-SI FOR FIFTY YEARS AND DIED AT THE AGE OF EIGHTY.

A haiku:
BOTH PLAINS AND MOUNTAINS HAVE BEEN
CAPTURED BY THE SNOWTHERE IS NOTHING LEFT.

A haiku is a special form of poetry which exists only in Japan. It has very few words but
it tells much. Its beauty is that it is a condensed philosophy. And what cannot be said in
prose, can sometimes be said in poetry.
BOTH PLAINS AND MOUNTAINS HAVE BEEN CAPTURED BY THE SNOW-THERE IS NOTHING
LEFT.

He is describing his own being. Everything has been taken away. Even he has
disappeared into the vastness of the universe; nothing is left behind. Just as a dewdrop
disappears into the ocean, a man of enlightenment disappears into the universal
consciousness. Nothing is left behind.
Maneesha has asked:
OUR BELOVED MASTER,
DURING THE LAST FEW WEEKS, WHENEVER YOU HAVE SAID THE WORDS,
`EMPTY', OR `EMPTY HEART', OR `EMPTY MIRROR', IT HAS FELT LIKE A
TRIGGER, A REMINDER THAT DOES NOT JUST TICKLE MY MIND BUT GOES
RIGHT TO THAT SPACE OF EMPTINESS IN ME.
I HEARD YOU SAY RECENTLY THAT ONE COULD NOT "HATE" OR "LOVE"
ENLIGHTENMENT. IS IT ALL RIGHT TO LOVE THE SPACE OF EMPTINESS?
No, Maneesha. If you love the space of emptiness, you will never become empty. You
will remain aloof. Emptiness will become an object of love, but you will be there, the lover.
The whole effort of meditation is that you should disappear. In your disappearance you
cannot say, "I love emptiness." In your disappearance there is love. But it is not your love, it
is just a universal phenomenon-spontaneous, blossoming in the emptiness, filling the whole
emptiness with the fragrance of love and compassion and truth.
But nothing is yours. You are no more. Unless you are no more, emptiness is not
emptiness. You have to dissolve into the vastness of existence. You have not to be; then there
is emptiness. And in that emptiness many things blossom, many roses and many lotuses.
Much love and much compassion and much beauty, much truth; all that is great, all that is
majestic, all that is splendorous arises of its own accord. But it is not your possession. In fact
you were the barrier. It is because of you that emptiness could not function. Now you are no
more; emptiness functions spontaneously, it blossoms into thousands of flowers.
Now it is Sardar Gurudayal Singh's time.
Three little babies are being pushed in trolleys through the supermarket, while their
mothers do the shopping.
"Ah God!" gurgles baby Gilbert. "Do you see that? She's buying canned baby food. I hate
that stuff!"
"Oh no!" squeaks baby Sally. "Mine is buying spinach. That stuff is the worst!"
"Jesus Christ!" cries baby Boris, seeing his mother and one of her boyfriends at the liquor
counter. "You guys don't have anything to complain about. My mother wakes me up at four

o'clock in the morning, pushes a cold wet tit into my mouth, and it always tastes of cigarettes
and cheap brandy!"
Little Ernie and his mother are walking through the park one day when little Ernie sees a
large, pregnant woman walk by.
"Hey, mom!" says Ernie. "How did that lady get such a big belly?"
Ernie's mother becomes a bit flustered.
"Well, dear," she says, "she got that way from eating too much chocolate."
"Really?" says Ernie with surprise.
Later, waiting at the bus stop, Ernie sees the same pregnant woman standing next to him.
"Hey, lady," says Ernie, poking her belly. "I know what you've been doing -- and isn't it
far out?"
An elephant and a mouse are walking through the jungle, when the mouse falls into a
swamp. He is about to drown, but the elephant straddles the swamp and slowly lowers his
prick. The mouse grabs onto the huge piece of machinery and the elephant lifts him to safety.
A few weeks later, the mouse and the elephant are walking through the jungle, when the
elephant falls into a swamp. Quick as a flash, the mouse runs off and comes back driving a
brand-new red Ferrari sports car. He backs up to the swamp, attaches a rope to the car, throws
the other end to the elephant, jumps back into the Ferrari, and slowly pulls the huge elephant
out of the swamp.
... Which just goes to show that if you have a red Ferrari, you don't need a big prick.
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
(Gibberish)
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Be silent.
Close your eyes.
Feel your body to be completely frozen.
Now look inwards as deeply as possible.
You have to reach to the very center of your being.
Deeper and deeper...
Your center of being is also
the center of the whole universe.
The deeper you go, the richer you are.
The deeper you go, the more awakened you are.
At the very center of your being
you will find your buddha nature.
The buddha is hidden in everyone,
we just have to go deep down enough.

To make your witness,
your mirror,
your buddha,
more clear to you,
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)
Relax.
Watch the body, it is not you;
the mind, it is not you.
Only the witnessing is you.
The watcher is you
and the watcher has no opinions,
no ideas,
it is just a mirror.
I have called this series
MA TZU: THE EMPTY MIRROR.
Every meditation is nothing but
the search for the empty mirror,
which reflects but remains utterly empty.
Rejoice in this emptiness
and roses will start appearing.
The experience of buddhahood has to become
your moment-to-moment response around the clock.
Acting or not acting,
working or not working,
speaking or not speakingyou should remember you are the eternal soul,
the buddha.
As this remembrance deepens in you,
reaches to every fiber and cell of your being,
your life will become a dance,
a poetry, a music, an eternal beauty, a great grace.
Remember this moment,
the space you are in.
This space has to become your very life,
your very death.
This blissfulness has made this evening
a great beauty, a great truth.
Ten thousand buddhas disappearing
into the ocean
like dewdrops.
This is the greatest miracle in the world.
Nivedano...
(Drumbeat)

(Drumbeat)
Come back, but slowly
gathering your experiencenothing should be left behindsilently and gracefully.
Sit like a buddha for a few moments,
just watching, just being a mirror.
If you have understood the meaning
of the empty heart
and its becoming just a mirror,
Ma Tzu has not been a failure to you.
These people like Ma Tzu,
or Gautam Buddha, or Lao Tzu,
they don't belong to different centuries.
They are all contemporaries.
The moment you enter into this emptiness,
this mirrorlike reflection,
a silence that knows no boundaries,
you have become a contemporary of Ma Tzu,
of Chuang Tzu, of Gautam Buddha.
These people are beyond time.
They don't belong to any century,
to any country, to any language.
They are all one in the sense
that thousands of rivers
can enter into the ocean
and they all become one.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Beloved Master.
Can we celebrate the gathering of ten thousand buddhas?
Yes, Beloved Master.

